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“THIS IS NOT A LINE”: CRITICAL DELINEATION OF THE COASTLINE
IN ISTANBUL
SUMMARY

The waterfront of Istanbul is a critical urban edge that marks a human shaped
geography, whose transformation embodies an interval of crises and critique of
urbanization. The urban projects have left an irreversibly shaped new geography on
the actual terrain with displacements in the past years. The problem area of the study
centers project as a phenomenon that generates material dispositions and critical
debates. The study looks for expanded temporal and spatial spans to evaluate projects
and urbanization in Istanbul, with possible ways to re-think the position of humans in
shaping geographies of the land and water through a critical lens. Within and against
the reductive hegemony of urban projects as spatial abstractions, it focuses on the
deformation of coastline demarcating the waterfront as a cartographic agent that
highlighting associations and material unfixites of actual space. By positioning the
research between the object based and the field based rendering of urban space between the world of architecture and urban geography - it claims a new
experimental zone that weaves among the two as a contribution to the possible
confrontations of architecture and urban geography for critically reviewing the
processes of urbanization in Istanbul.
The aim of the study is to generate a meta-theoretical framework and relative
cartographic tools towards an ontological inquiry over the waterfront as a space
across the firm land and fluid water. The theoretical inquiry of the research focuses
on the waterfront and involves different bodies of theory that can expand the
frameworks of understanding it. Lefebvre’s spatial thoughts on urbanization and
planetary space offer new ways to position the waterfront as an urban edge in the
context of planetary processes of urbanization. Deleuze and Guattari’s thought that
merges the textual, material and cartographic relations through agency and
assemblages offer new ways of understanding the new cartographies of the planetary
space. Latour’s concept of human and nonhuman agency and its widespread echoes
in humanities, provide a holistic lens to see the waterfront with the economic,
political, and ecological webs of relations; with assemblages. These divergent bodies
of theory are argued to amplify each other to come up with a holistic conception of
the waterfront and the coastline as a critical urban phenomenon.
Drawing together the problems and theoretical tools, the research generates the
conceptual and cartographic methodology of critical delineation, which suggests
following the coastlines to unveil the processes of shaping the waterfront. Critical
delineation follows the changes in the coastline and is itself considered as a
xvii

questioning machine for the deformation of the coast, which is a dynamic geography
as an object and as a field. Deriving from the gaps between precedent paradigms,
critical delineation of the coastline claims three expansions in the preconceived
conception of scale, temporal frameworks, and actors. Delineation beyond scale,
traverses spaces from human scale to planetary scale, through objects, buildings,
urban space, regions, and beyond by associating them. Delineation beyond temporal
frameworks warps historical time with a nonlinear stream of longue and court durée,
which overlaps geological and journalistic time by aerial photographs as visual tools
to monitor waterfront transformation over the past century. Delineation beyond
actors associates with the agency of human and nonhumans that surface in everyday
events of two main acts of shaping waterfront: events of landing and landfilling. In
the light of the three inquiries, the coastline of Istanbul is reframed as a space of
material unfixities among the terrestrial and the maritime worlds with the
geographical and architectural logics of the elements of port geography.
With a heterogeneous use of multiple methods; critical delineation uses aerial
photographs, archival research of historical master plans of the port, maritime charts,
urban maps, texts of urban history, geological history, maritime travelogues, reports
of newspapers, political discourses over urban projects, site visits and personal
experiences that are gathered to produce a new lens to see the shaping of the
waterfront. The research is assembled as a glossary that debunks the hierarchies of
the elements of scale, time and actors.
In the light of critical delineations of the waterfront in Istanbul, the coastline
redirects spatial questions to unveil overlapping relationships among agents of
power, authority, nature, geography, and humans. The coastlines become
cartographic, material and textual witnesses to a complete appropriation of shaping
the contour of land and water. They highlight changing technologies of port logistics,
effects of globalization, construction sites of urban transformations, uneven
distributions of capital, authoritarian appropriations of urban space, and territorial
projects as well as natural dynamics of the port geography that was deeply influential
in the process of urbanization in Istanbul. Eventually, the process of urbanization,
generates critical edge conditions where the complex political, ecological, economic,
and social agents are impossible to completely distinguish from each other.
Critical delineation of the coastlines is a manifold, ever-growing, and associative
process among the architectures and geographies of the waterfront that can be further
adapted to other kinds of edge conditions at any scale. The quest over the
phenomenon of the urban edge transcends differences between land/sea;
human/nonhuman; natural/urban; near/far; historic/present; material/ immaterial;
micro/macro; abstract/actual; and representational/nonrepresentational. Moreover it
reveals the quandaries of the lines of projects and lines of geography in planetary
space. The act of drawing coastlines surface further ethic and aesthetic dimensions of
questioning urbanization therefore, beyond the critique of urbanization. Delineating
the coastline of Istanbul is a counter-project, doubtful of its own representation, it
reveals that "this is not a line."
Keywords: waterfront, coastline, critical delineation, critique of urbanization,
material flows, material unfixity, urban edge, project, planetary space, port
geography, Istanbul
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“BU BİR ÇİZGİ DEĞİLDİR”: İSTANBUL’DA KIYININ ELEŞTİREL
HATLARININ ÇİZİMİ
ÖZET

Bu tez İstanbul kıyısının insan eliyle şekledilmesi sürecini kentleşme eleştirisi
bağlamında tartışmaya açarak kıyıyı kentleşme sürecinin izlenebileceği eleştirel bir
aralık olarak ele almaktadır. Kıyıya, karasal olana ve suya ait maddi akışlarla
düzenlenen bir kent çeperi olarak nesneler ve alanlara ait ilişkilerin arasından
bakarak yaklaşmaktadır. Kıyıyı bir dönüşüm alanı olarak gören proje bakışının
soyutlayıcı ve indirgeyici mantığını ve eleştirel çıkmazlarını eleştirir. Bu doğrultuda
tasarım disiplinlerinin ve kent mekanını dönüştüren projelerin alışageldiği
kalıplaşmış ölçeklerin; zamana ait çizgiselliğin ve insan aktörlerin dünyasının dışına
çıkarak çok katmanlı ilişkilerin okunabileceği bir araştırma yöntemi kurgular. Kıyı
çizgisi; eleştirel hatlarının çizimi (critical delineation) yöntemiyle ekonomik, siyasal,
ekolojik faillerin, maddi akışların ve insan olan ve olmayan faillerin, doğa ve kentin
mekânda deşifre edilmeye başlandığı bütüncül, göçebe ve eleştirel bir izleğe
dönüşür.
Çalışmanın amacı, kıyı çizgisini kentin suyla ilişkilerini düzenleyen ve farklı failleri
buluşturan maddi, kartografik ve metinsel bir aralık olarak takip ederek eleştirel
kartografik bir araştırma ve kavramsal bir meta-çerçeve sunmaktır. Kıyı hattını
izlemek dönüşüme tanıklık etmek olduğu kadar etik ve estetik bir eylemdir ve
araştırmanın ana sorusu da bu kıyı hattının nasıl şekillendiği üzerinden açık uçlu bir
sorgulama başlatır. Kavramsal arka planında Lefebvre’in gezegen mekân (planetary
space) olarak tanımladığı kentleşme olgusunun üzerine farklı paradigmalarla
eklemlenir. Deleuze ve Guattari’nin metinsel, maddi ve kartografik olanı
bütüncülleştirdiği yaklaşımları ve faillik kavramından hareketle Latour’un toplumsalı
irdelediği insan ve insan olmayan failliklerle örüntülenen düzenlemeler (human and
nonhuman agency and assemblages) yaklaşımı ile bu bakışın beşeri bilimlerdeki
yansımalarının oluşturduğu tartışmalar kıyının bütüncül olarak ekonomik, ekolojik,
siyasal ve maddi bir coğrafya olarak deşifresi için bu çalışmanın kuramsal altlıklarını
oluşturmaktadır.
Araştırmanın tanımladığı problem alanında, İstanbul’da kıyı dönüşümünün
oluşturduğu eleştirel ajandanın evrimi yer almaktadır. Son dönemde hızla artan farklı
ölçek ve bölgelerdeki projelerin İstanbul’da tek taraflı bir yapma ve tek taraflı bir
eleştirme noktasında karşıtlaşmaya varan bir kentleşme süreci doğurduğu görülür.
İnşa etmenin ve hiperaktif yapılaşma eylemlerinin fizikselliğini meşru kılan
yaklaşım, eleştirel olanı yanıltıcı bir şekilde durdurucu ve sözde kalan itiraza
indirgeyen bir gerilim yaratmıştır. Bu çalışmanın başlangıcındaki hiperaktif
kentleşme iklimi gitgide ekonomik çıkmazlara doğru girmişse de İstanbul’daki
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yoğun inşa faaliyetleri ardında geri dönüşü güç bir coğrafya bırakmış, sosyal ve
fiziksel yer değiştirmeleri (displacement) ivmelendirmiştir.
Dünyanın soyut akışlar mekânı olduğu yani küreselleşme algısının kırıldığı bir
aşamada insanın yeryüzü üzerindeki etkilerini tartışmak kentleşmeyi ve mekân
üretimini giderek daha canlı, somut ve coğrafi bir filtre ile ele almaya yol
açmaktadır. Siyasal ekoloji literatüründe yapılan çalışmalar buna işaret etse de
kentleşme eleştirisi alanında geliştirilebilecek mekânsal ve eleştirel araçlar
araştırmaya hâlâ açıktır.
Bu çalışma böylesine hızlı değişebilen kent mekânı ve kentleşme yorumu karşısında
kıyıyı eleştirel olarak daha bütüncül tartışılabilecek bir alana çekmeyi önerir. Kıyının
şekillendirilmesini irdeleyen kavramsal ve tasvir edici araçlar geliştirmeye çalışır. Bu
arayışta su ve karanın farklı mekân üretimi paradigmaları arasındaki gerilimi
gözeterek bu iki dünya arasında bulunan kıyı çizgisini (coastline) bir ‘eleştirel çizgi
yöntemi’ ile ele alır. Böylece kent çeperini (urban edge) kent/doğa ayrımı
çerçevesinde ele almanın sorunlarının ötesine geçerek kıyıyı insan ve insan
olmayanlar arasında oluşan failliklerin çokluğuyla şekillenen dinamik bir mekân
olarak görmenin İstanbul’un çeperini eleştirel olarak anlamlandırmaya getireceği
açılımları tartışır.
Bu çalışma, kavramsal arka planda kıyı için kullanılabilecek uzlaşması güç görünen
iki farklı paradigmanın arasında konumlanmıştır. Henri Lefebvre’in mekânın üretimi
kuramı çerçevesinde kentleşmeyi gezegene ait bir olgu olarak tanımlaması (planetary
space) ile Bruno Latour’un maddi failleri, insanlar ve insan olmayanlar (material
agency, human and nonhuman agency) arasındaki sosyal ilişkileri öne çıkaran
varlıkbilimsel yaklaşımı arasında bu çalışma kent mekânını çözümlemede birbirini
tamamlayan uzlaşılar arar. İnsan dışındaki faillerin dikkate alınması esasen Gilles
Deleuze ve Félix Guattari’nin düşüncesinde ortaya atılır. Bu düşünce temelde insan
olmayanların failliğini (agency) dikkate alan ve düzenlemelerin (assemblage)
heterojen elemanlarıyla ilişkiler kuran bir örüntü oluşturur. Bu iki yaklaşımla kıyı
özelinde kent çeperi ve kentleşme eleştirisi olgusuna maddileşme ve somut mekânın
insan olmayan failleri ile bakar.
Kıyı çalışmalarının çoğulluğu içerisinde kıyının ele alınışının mimarlık ve kent
çalışmaları alanında eleştirel bir ajanda ile birlikte evrimleştiği görülür. 1980 sonrası
değişen ekonomik ve siyasal gündem bir eleştirellik çıkmazı üretmiştir. Bu çember
içinde kalan eleştirellik; kıyıya eşitsizlik, soylulaşma sorunları, sosyal mücadeleler,
kamusallığın eşitsiz paylaşımı, yitirilen kentsel kimlikler, emek ve endüstriyel
dönüşümün kaçınılmazlığı, koruma ve miras sorunları, kapitalizmin ürettiği arzu
mekanları gibi temalarda bakan çok sayıda çalışma üretmiştir. Ancak yine de
İstanbul’un kentleşme sürecinde de kendine özgü bağlamı ve kendi krizlerinin
temelden yeniden sorgulanması için içeriden başlayan bir eleştiriye de ihtiyaç olduğu
görülür. Bu doğrultuda çalışma, kıyı sorunsalının anlaşılmasında kırk yıla yakın bir
yaygınlık gösteren “neoliberal proje” mantığının çıkmazlarının ve bu mantığın kendi
karşıtı olarak ürettiği eleştirel ajandanın alanının genişlemesi adına yeniden gözden
geçirilmesinin önem kazandığını vurgular. Mimarlığın mekânsal hassasiyetlerini
kullanarak kent coğrafyasının, tarihin, projelerin, doğanın genişletilmiş çerçevelerde
ele alınmasını önerir. Kıyıyı “proje olarak kıyı” ve “eleştirel hattın çizimi olarak
kıyı” olmak üzere iki yaklaşımın gerilimi arasındadır. Proje olgusunun kelime
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kökeninde pro – iactus öne atma, yansıtma, geleceğe atma anlamı bulunur. Bu tez
bağlamında insanın mekânı “düzenleme” (assemblage and order) potansiyeli
anlamında mimari proje, master plan projesi gibi anlamlarına ek olarak Türkiye’de
siyasal söylemler üretmek üzere yatırımlar, dönüşümler, bayındırlık ve iskan
hizmetleri için kullanılan bir terimdir. Bu çalışmada proje kıyıyı “biçimlendirme,
hattını çizme” anlamındadır. Proje; mekânı soyutlayıcı, indirgeyici, sabitleyici
mekânsal düzenleme araçlarını kullanır.
Bu araştırma, projeyi tersine işleten ve eleştiren bir yöntem olarak ‘kıyının eleştirel
hattının çizimi’ni (critical delineation) önerir. Bu yöntem bugünden geçmişe
yönelerek kıyının su-kara arasında kalan mekânında dönüşüm süreçlerini ortaya
çıkarmaya çalışan açık uçlu bir sorgulama ve mekânsal bir takiptir. Kıyı çizgilerinin
çizimi; coğrafya, geometri, antropoloji, sanat, hukuk, mülkiyet, jeopolitika, hidroloji,
gemicilik ve oşinografi alanlarında çok boyutlu anlamlar taşır. Bu bağlamda çizgiyi
sadece temsili bir araç olarak ele almak yetersiz kalır ve çizgi çizmek (delineation)
başlı başına metinsel, kartografik ve maddi olanın sürekliliği üzerine kuruludur.
Çizgiyi bu şekilde düşünebilmenin kaynağı Deleuze ve Guattari’nin “dünyanın
kıvrımları” kavramında da bulunur. Böylelikle kıyı özelinde kara ve suyun birbiri ile
oluşturduğu değişken hatların, satıhların, bölgelerin ve ilişkilerin biçimlendirilmesini
çizgilerle izleyebiliriz. Kıyı çizgisinin farklı ölçek ve zamansal aralıklarda çizimi;
dönüşümlerin katmanlılığını, kentleşme süreçleri ile ilgili tarihi kanıtları, kıyı
mekânını oluşturan failleri ve kıyıyı şekleden failler çokluğunu açığa çıkarır.
Araştırma çok unsurlu (heterojen) bilgileri bir arada kullanır. İstanbul kıyısı
dönüşümünü ve kıyı çizgisi değişimini hava fotoğrafları, deniz yolculukları notları,
coğrafi haritalar, denizcilik haritaları, kent planları, tarihi liman planları, kent ve
liman tarihi metinleri, jeolojik tarih metinleri, gerçekleşmiş veya gerçekleşmemiş
kıyı projeleri, gazete haberleri, kentsel projeler üzerine oluşmuş olan siyasal
söylemler, arazi ziyaretleri, kişisel deneyim ve kıyı çizgisi çizimlerinden oluşan bir
araştırma altlığı oluşturur. Çizgiyi takip etmek, kentleşme pratikleri ile ilgili
hikayeleri açığa çıkararak kıyıyı eleştirel hat çizimi olarak yeniden çözümlemeye
başlar.
Farklı alanlardan heterojen bilgiler üç ana eksende toplanarak kavramsal, kartografik
ve sözlükçe elemanları olarak sunulur. Birinci eksen, kıyının ancak mimarlık,
planlama gibi tasarım disiplinlerinin alışageldiği mekânsal farklılıkların aşılması ile
kurulabilecek ölçekler arası ilişki anlayışıdır. İkinci eksen, farklı zamansal
çerçevelerin bir arada kullanımı ile tarih ve gündelik olan arası bağların görünmesini
sağlayacak çizgisel olmayan yeni bir zamansal yaklaşımdır. Üçüncü eksen ise
insanlar ve insan olmayan faillerin arasında kurulan çoklu ilişkiselliklerle düzenlenen
olayların okunduğu bir cereyan mekânı olarak İstanbul kıyısını yeniden sunar.
Birinci katmanda kıyının ölçeği sorgulanır. Kıyı çizgisi çizilmeye devam edildiğinde
denizleri, boğazları, karanın içinde devam eden su yollarını, akarsuları, göl ve
barajları, okyanusları ve dünya haritasını çizmeye varan ölçekleri kat eder.
İstanbul’da kıyıyı ölçeksizleştirerek ilişkileri ve maddi akışları ortaya çıkaran liman
coğrafyası bu ölçekleri kıyı mekanındaki mimarlıklar, lojistik ulaşım hatları ve
lojistik nesneler ile ilişkilendirir. İstanbul kıyısının çizimi nerede başlar veya biter,
kıyının kara ve denizdeki ilişkisel coğrafyası kentin mekânsal çerçevesinden farklı
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olarak hangi ölçekleri açığa çıkarır; kıyı hangi ölçekte çizildiğinde hangi kıvrımlar ve
ilişkilerin hattı çizilir?
İkinci katmanda kıyının tarihi ölçeği ve hangi zamansal çerçeve anlayışları ile
çözümlenebileceği sorgulanır. Son yüzyılın kıyı mekânının dönüşüm anlarını
kaydetmiş olan hava fotoğrafları ile kıyı mekânını izleyerek nesneler, yapılar,
peyzajlar ve makineler ile nasıl dönüştüğünü açığa çıkarır, saklı olan dönüşümü
kanıtlar ve yüzleşme sağlar. Çizgisel olmayan zaman anlayışı ve Fernand Braudel’in
kullandığı kavramlar olan uzun süreli coğrafi zaman (longue durée) ile kısa süreli
gündelik zamanları (court durée, journalistic time) hava fotoğrafları içerisinden
bakarak irdeler. Havadan bakılarak coğrafi zaman ve görsel olan kanıtlarla kent
kıyısı tarihinin çizimi, sabit olarak bilinen kıyının nasıl sabitlenememiş ve insan
eliyle şekillenmiş bir coğrafya olduğunu gösterir.
Üçüncü katman ise ilk ikisinde ortaya çıkan elemanlar ile kıyı hattının dönüşümünü
gündelik mekânın olaylarında (event) çözümlemeye çalışır. Çünkü olaylara
odaklanmak temsili ve çizgisel olanın ötesine geçerek faillerin bir araya gelişini
izleme ve ilişkilerini anlama olanağı sağlar. Maddi sabitsizliklerin (material unfixity)
cereyan ettiği olaylarda iki yönelim olan karaya çıkma (landing) ve kıyıyı doldurma
(land filling) eylemlerine dair izleri ve gündelik deneyimleri takip eder.
Özetle kıyı hattının eleştirel çizimi, kıyıyı tekil bir araziden okunmaktansa, ölçekler
ve çizgisel bir zaman anlayışının ötesinde, ilişkilerin daha kapsamlı ele alınması ile
mümkün olur. Kıyının şekledilmesinin radikal eleştirisi ancak bu katmanlardaki
maddi yer değiştirmeleri ortaya çıkararak oluşturulabilir. Bu bakışla, İstanbul kıyısını
yatay bir hat boyunca zahiri ve somut olarak takip ederek şantiye sahaları, dolgu
alanları, inşaatlar, yıkımlar, altyapılar, kıyı yapıları, köprüler, liman peyzajları gibi
somut olan gündelik ve gerçekleşmiş mekânda oluşan maddi hareketliliklere
odaklanarak bakmayı ön plana çıkarır.
İstanbul kıyış bu bakışla sabit bir kent çeperi ya da indirgeyici bir proje olmaktan öte
bir ilişkiler yumağının mekânsal karşılığı olarak şekillenmiştir. Bu ilişkiler kıyıda
hareket halinde olan maddi akışlara odaklanan bir yöntem olan kıyı çizgisiyle çizilir,
yazılır ve maddileşir. İstanbul kıyısı karasallaşan dinamikler, devlet mekânı, projeler
ve altyapılarla yani, karaya ait çıkarlar ile suya ait dinamikler, ekolojik döngüler, ve
denizcilik hareketliliğinin güçleri arasında şekillenen cereyan mekânıdır. Kıyının
doldurulması, katmanlaşması ve şekledilmesindeki artış hızı ve ölçeği kentsel
projelerin karasallığını açığa çıkarır. Kıyıya gerek karasal (territorial) bakış açısıyla
yaklaşmak gerekse deniz mekânı ve dinamikleriyle ilişkilenen limanlar üzerinden
bakmak (maritime) kıyıyı doğadan ve coğrafyadan uzaklaşan bir insan müdahalesi
olarak eleştirmeyi mümkün kılar. Karayı doldurma ve karaya çıkma bu anlamda iki
farklı maddi akış olarak kıyı hattı üzerindeki insan eli ile şekledilmiş farklı
peyzajlarda akış coğrafyasını tanımlar. Bu akışların mekânsal elemanları mavnalar,
konteyner kutuları, hafriyat kamyonları, şantiyeler, dolgu alanları, çim parklar,
yıkılan endüstri yapıları, yeni yapılan marinalar, sahil şeritleri, boşaltılan kumsallar,
kanallar, su yolları, vapur yolculukları, yolcu gemileri, miting alanları gibi şehrin
yaşantısını temelden dönüştüren kıyı emeğinin lojistiğine, su-kara-insan ilişkilerinin
konumlarından bakmak ve çizmek eleştirellikleri açığa çıkarabilir. Bu süreçte
İstanbul kıyısının ancak giderek artan karasallığından söz edilebilir.
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Araştırma eleştirel kavramsal bir sorgulamanın yanında hava fotoğrafları, kent
haritaları, tarihi liman master planları, denizcilik haritaları, gazete haberleri, gezgin
notları, liman coğrafyası elemanları ve saha gezilerinden elde edilen bilgileri
kullanmıştır. Eleştirel bir sorgulama ile üç ekseninde gruplanan sözlükçe (glossary)
halinde kurgulanmıştır. Kıyı çizgilerinin eleştirel hatlarını çizmek, doğal ile kültürel
olanın karıştığı kıyı mekânında, ekolojik, siyasal, ekonomik, etik ve estetik ilişkilerin
birbirine dolanıklığını bütüncül yaklaşımla deşifre eden göçebe bir sorgulamaya
dönüşür. İstanbul’un kıyı çizgisi, başka kıyı çizgilerinin de olduğu gibi, bir çizgi
olmanın ötesinde kendi eleştirisine yöneldiği noktada kentleşme krizleri ve mekânın
üretiminin eleştirisini üzerinde barındıran bir hattır. Kıyı çizgisinin değişimine
bakmak, şekledilen bir nesneye bakmanın ötesinde maddi akışların düzenlenmesine
ve kent-insan-su ilişki sistemlerinin coğrafi bağlamdan gündelik hayattaki olaylara
kadar inen ilişkilerin değişimine bakmaktır.
Özetle bu çalışma, İstanbul’da su kıyısının insan etkisiyle şekillendirilmesini mimari,
kentsel ve coğrafi mekânın araçlarıyla bütüncül olarak düşünmeyi öneren bir
araştırmadır. Bunun için, kıyıyı ‘projelendirilen bir dönüşüm alanı’ çerçevesinde ele
alan yaygın yaklaşımların dışına çıkmaya çalışır. Kıyıyı kentleşme süreçlerinin
izlenebileceği bir kent çeperi olarak irdelemenin açılımlarıyla kentleşme eleştirisinin
(critique of urbanization) alanını genişletmeyi hedefler. Bu noktada çepere bakmak
doğa/kent; deniz/kara; insan/insan olmayan; uzak/yakın; tarihsel/güncel gibi
mekânsal, kavramsal ve zamana ait karşıtlıkların ötesine geçmeyi olanaklı kılar.
Kıyının şekillenme sürecini deşifre etmek için birbirini destekleyen eleştirel bir
kavramsal ajanda ile kartografik araştırma yöntemini birlikte sunar. Bir yöntem
olarak ‘kıyı çizgisinin çizimi’ (critical delineation), mekân, zaman ve faillikler
arasında araştırmanın hareketliliğini sağlayan görsel bir izlek ortaya koyarken açık
uçlu bir sorgulama sürecini de başlatır. Eleştirel hatların çizimi yöntemi, mevcut
yaklaşımların ötesinde ölçekler, zamanlar ve aktörler eksenindeki sorgulamalarla
yeni açılımlar arar. Bu üç eksende İstanbul kıyısı incelendiğinde bir maddi
sabitsizlikler veya akışlar hattı olarak kıyının sabitlenemeyen nesneler ve alanlar
arasında, kara ve deniz arasında düzenlenen cereyanlarla şekillendiği görülür.
Bu çalışmanın yaklaştığı üzere kıyı, kentleşme süreçlerinin ötesinde projelerin
çizgileri ile coğrafi çizgiler arasındaki temel çelişkileri, değişen dünya görüşlerini,
siyasal otorite anlayışlarını açığa çıkarır. Kıyı çizgisinin çizimi, globalleşme, devlet
sınırları, proje sınırlarının dünya mekânını resmettiği soyut, sabitleyici ve indirgeyici
yaklaşımın tersine; coğrafi hatları ve su coğrafyalarını belirleyen dinamikleri, yer
değiştirmeleri ve cereyanları ortaya koyan faillerin çokluğu ve ilişkileri üzerinde
ilerlemeyi gerektiren eleştirel bir faaliyettir. Su ve kara hattında, kentleşme
eleştirisinin yanı sıra gezegen mekânının coğrafyası, ekolojisi, dinamikleri ile
projelerin, tasarımın, devlet mekânının çizdiği sınırlar arasındaki temel çelişkiler ve
uzaklıklar okunur. Çok iyi bildiğimizi düşündüğümüz yüzümüzün hatlarını yeniden
çizmeye çalışmak gibi, İstanbul’da kıyı çizgisinin eleştirel çizimi ile açık uçlu bir
mekân çözümlemesi olarak başlayan bu çalışma etik ve estetik boyutta kendini de
eleştirerek çok katmanlı bir sorgulama alanı açabildiği ölçüde “bir çizgi değildir.”
Anahtar kelimeler: kıyı, kıyı çizgisi, eleştirel hatların çizimi, kentleşme eleştirisi,
maddi akışlar, maddi sabitsizlik, kent çeperi, proje, gezegen mekan, liman
coğrafyası, İstanbul
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1. INTRODUCTION
The following doctoral research is about the shaping of the waterfront in Istanbul as
a critical space. The first questions of the research emerged in the personal story of
the author. Before the introduction, a brief story of the emergence of this research is
indispensable. The embryonic ideas for this study were formed when I - as a
practicing architect - was involved in a large-scale waterfront transformation project
along Golden Horn that spread between years of 2014-2016. I participated in the
delineation of an architectural and urban design project that generated a widespread
public debate about the transformation of the old heritage area.1 The position of the
architectural office like other professional practices of architecture stood between the
commissioner's demands and responsibilities of the public benefits. After lengthy
meetings, the office withdrew the project due to an open impossibility of
reconciliations.
The process for the author was synchronized with the dislocation from a potential
position of engagement to the publicly recognized role of architectural practice to a
less direct involvement to public discourse through academic research. A
transposition that allowed seeing both the insider practices as struggles among
developer parties and designers; and the dissidents of the public debates.
Understanding the production processes of urban space from both perspectives is
seeing the often ideologically conflicting stances that include liberal and socialist
positions in convergence.

1

The master plan project for the transformation of the shipyards along the Golden Horn in Istanbul.
The project has generated public debate on the transformation of the coast with multiple views. For
the activists the industrial heritage of the site had to be re-valued for the public good. For the
architects, the profession was a battlefield to at least look for ways of negotiating the values of the
public common with the stakeholders. For the developer’s perspective, none of these were concieved
as fully accountable demands. A throughout critical evaluation of the divergent views on the project
deserve another study in close inspection and will transcend the boundaries of this research, that is
why this subjective preface refers here to the personal view of the author.
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In the last days of completion of this thesis, the project was announced as part of the
2019 municipal election campaign that the “opposition party had set back the
commencement of the constructions for six years”.2 A political climate and its
impacts on urban space captured in a deadlock of increased hyperactivity of the
ruling party’s perspective of realizing projects and opposition parties relying on
concrete objection. The deadlock was crystallized for me in the general elections in
2015 revealed the polarization among the practice and criticality in Turkey.
Governing party’s primary election slogan was “they talk, we make it realize / we
practice”3 that illustrated the confrontations of practice versus critique, between the
authority and its oppositions.
This doctoral research centered the critical deadlock as a background problem area,
making a critique of the critique, to re-think the possibility and necessity of critical
practice in architectural design in Turkey. The personal experience of the project that
I was involved has remained for a long time as a question. Were architects too much
at the center of attention as so appearing authors of urban space? Moreover, who or
what kind of other processes held the authorities of shaping the waterfront? How
could criticality have gone together with critical practices of urban space and
architecture in Istanbul? An amalgam of critical theory and practice finds place in the
words of “critical theory would no longer be needed in the case of critique becoming
concrete practice” (Marcuse, 2014) as a response to my naïve question.
Moreover, in the context of a greater critical debate of the roles of architecture
confronting urbanization in Istanbul, how could the agenda of waterfront be resketched as a holistic phenomenon that intersects architecture, geography and other
disciplines? Confronting problems of urbanization in Istanbul, is architecture
becoming more impotent, passive and self referential, or can it re-organize its
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Extracted from the public speech of President Erdogan in the opening ceremony of the constructions
for Tersane project in Golden Horn in 2019, before the municipal elections.
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/son-dakika-cumhurbaskani-erdogan-tersane-istanbulun-temelatma-toreninde-konusuyor-41127174
3
The election campaigns in 2015 centered around the concept of services that were presented as the
concrete change to urban space, one advertisement used the slogan “You cannot become an
envrionmentalist only by words” that openly drew the discourse of criticality and the services of
government in opposition.
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcAwsSFho9M&frags=pl%2Cwn
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inherent spatial and critical tools to develop other forms of comprehending the crises
of spatial manipulations? In the climate of such questions in mind, this research
oscillated back and forth between the concrete practices of urban space and the
critical agendas they create. Similarly, the commencement of the thesis ran parrallel
to the rise of the construction hype and the recent fall by the economic crisis. Besides
the social, political and economical fluctuations in the background, this study
problematizes the material displacements in the geography and urban space of
Istanbul that are more permanent than the faddish political climates. Consequently, it
reviews the projects that relate synchronically to the architectural, urban and
geographical space of the waterfront and beyond.
Waterfronts when rendered as geographical coastlines are frontiers that mark an edge
to cities, urban regions, nations and continents. As a zone between land and sea, they
are equally frontiers to demarcate the body of seas and the maritime space. In this
study, waterfront turns into a question of changing associations between the urban
and natural histories. When the phenomenon of waterfront is approached in this
perspective, it cross cuts the urban and natural divide. In the past hundred years of
lifespan, the evolution of Istanbul from being a city with a port at its center to a
megapolis followed a spatial and scalar expansion. The urban edge of the growing
metropolitan region displayed an incremental sprawl which can be followed by the
maps of growing macroform. Urbanization process is mapped as a phenomenon of
the land, a progressive and perpetual terrestrial growth. An alternative way to follow
traces of urbanization in this study focuses on the coastline as a space that can be
viewed fixities of urban and architectural space of the urban edge. Along with this,
the coastline has deformed by land infills, coastal roads, changing port scapes,
changing maritime technologies and urban transformations. With this evolution,
coastal space has changed its spatial qualities whose evidences are found in aerial
photographs.
This study focuses on the transformation of the waterfront as urban space in Istanbul
through the execution of projects spread across multiple scales and speed. The study
of the waterfront is used as an inquiry to re-think the urban and nature and the human
factor in shaping the coast. Presently, waterfront in Istanbul demarcates a position of
a critical edge of water and land to follow the transformation of urban space through
3

a multiplicity of projects. A list of projects along the waterfront would start with
master plans of actualized or failed port area transformations in Galata, Shipyards,
Haydarpaşa, and others. The list continues with the cultural valley project of the
Golden Horn initiated in 1980s and the ongoing grand plan, the transportation
infrastructures and piers in Kabataş, the underground lines and roads spreading to
other coasts have generated heated debates on the right to design public spaces and
the ethics of urban practices4. Landfill projects of meeting spaces and parks in
Yenikapı and Maltepe. The infill of the coastal seaport at the shores of the new
Istanbul Airport area. The unrealized project of canal Istanbul that would connect the
two seas North and South as doubling the strait of Bosphorus.
The rise of the Mediterranean Port cities, the building of ports in the nineteenth
century, was another project developed through the spread of the global economy
(Kolluoğlu & Toksöz, 2010; Keyder, 2010). Transformation of coastal cities from
industrial and logistic programs to cultural and touristic functions appropriated the
urban coasts of other so-called global cities in the past century. Similarly, recent One
Belt One Road project of China’s construction of territorial and maritime trade routes
in South China sea by reclaiming land and building seaports5 at the continental scale
are different versions of projects that shape waterfronts.

4

Coastal constructions in the city were countered by the discussion over the ethics of architects in
relation to authority in the debated project of Kabataş Martı Transfer Hub in 2016 as appeared in The
Dubaization of Istanbul in relation to the ethics of architect in the case of Kabataş Sea Transfer Hub.
Kabataş Martı Projesi: İstanbul’un Dubaileştirilmesi ve Mimarın Etiği Link: http://www.eskop.com/skopbulten/kabatas-marti-projesi-istanbulun-dubailestirilmesi-ve-mimarin-etigi/3180.
For another activist opinion on the position of the architect’s reasonings to participate in the social
movements of the urban struggles for the case of the transformation of the Golden Horn Shipyards:
Bir Mimar neden kentsel toplumsal hareketin içinde yer alır? by Gül Köksal. Link:
http://politeknik.org.tr/bir-mimar-neden-kentsel-toplumsal-hareket-icinde-yer-alir-t-gul-koksal-xxi/
5
The aerial view of China’s island-building activities in the South China Sea. Aerial potographs of
constructions were monitored in 2015 as reported in From Reef to Island in Less Than A Year: What
China Has Been Building in the South China Sea.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/07/30/world/asia/what-china-has-been-building-in-thesouth-china-sea.html
Another project about the extreme engineering capacity of China’s landfilling operations is Hong
Kong’s Lantau Island project of reclamation for housing were protested widely by public in 2018, as
reported in ‘Benefits outweigh costs’ of Hong Kong’s massive plan to reclaim land around Lantau
Island.
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/hong-kong-economy/article/2168511/benefitsoutweigh-costs-hong-kongs-massive-plan
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In the advance of urbanization, the development of Istanbul’s urban form from the
center followed the east-west axis parallel to the coasts of Marmara and towards the
north, along the strait dividing the city. However the working port and industry
remained at the center of the city until the 1980s and exploded to the outskirts
gradually (Güvenç, 2017). After 2000s the new economic model pulled forth the
development project of the construction of the conservative-liberal state which
manifested the operations in concrete urban and state space, using urbanization in
Turkey’s major cities, that drew Istanbul as the pioneer model to the rest of the
country. The authority of the construction business gradually increased in the hands
of the government, public/private institutions and construction companies. The cities
were transformed into new scenes of urban images gradually becoming so-called
neoliberal architectures and infrastructures with an increasing pace and scale of
construction sites.
The role of urbanization in Turkey has become the major economic sector to
combine the political rule and the control over the urban identities (Yalçıntan, 2000;
Çavuşoğlu, 2004; Firidin Özgür, 2013). Studies on the so-called new Istanbul
handles increased social displacements through the alteration of urban space
transgressing laws and rights of spatial justice (Candan & Özbay, 2014). The country
becoming a “construction site” through the fetish of urban space development and
architecture (Bora, 2016). Increased alteration of geography indicates an inevitable
need to reconsider ecology and nature in the practices of urbanization (Zeybek,
2014).
The climate of what can be called a hyperactive urban transformation, reached
beyond limits of Istanbul, hybridized with the polarization in the political context
between two poles: the one-sided makers of projects, and the camp of dissidence.
The result was a critical deadlock between the acts of construction, execution, and
development treacherously urging its counter thesis and the critical side captured in
obstruction, paralysis, and unproductivity. The increased hyperactivity of the
constructions and its dissidences had falsely generated a dichotomy among
construction opposing the critique which echoed mostly in the political debates that
falsely positioned criticality in a state of paralytic inertia.
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Different from sociology, the design disciplines confronting urbanization face
challenges of finding new ways of reading urban space as well as getting involved in
the production of urban space. The increased spatial injustice surfaced challenges to
“rethink the role of design professions” and to “explore new modes of critical
practice driven by social, environmental and ethical concerns” with an increased
urgency in Middle Eastern cities where authoritarian regimes use “Big
Architectures” as tools of visual politics for their legitimization (Bozdoğan, 2015).
Searching the position of architecture and a possibility of its tools confronting
urbanization, this research commenced in the background of the construction dust
spread over the crisis of criticality in the urban air of Istanbul. The developmental
climate towards a prosperous future recently has been suspended by the economic
crisis. The past decade’s displacements in urban space, social and economic
geography and the actual terrain of Istanbul has long been altered and left an
irreversibly shaped new geography. In this respect, the position of architecture
confronting the changes in the urban space have generated questions about rethinking the limits of the disiplines to engage with problems and relations of urban
space across all scales. The critical agendas of urban theory therefore needed a
convergence with spatial tools of the world of architectural thinking.
In this regard, this study indirectly initiated by the false eviction of criticality from
production mechanisms of urban space and looks for possible ways to re-think the
position of humans in shaping geographies of urban edges through a critical lens. In
this light, this research centers around a need of finding a position in the context of
the accelerated transformation of urban space by embracing criticality as a breaking
field to rethink processes of urbanization with architectural and geographical tools.
In that respect, “critique of urbanization” (Harvey, 2014, Brenner 2016) with a
creative spatial rendering used visual tools that are speculatively argued to be
possible through an architectural way of thinking space. On the other hand, the
altered agenda of urban theory enables to see the problems of urbanization as
complex and lengthy processes by the involvement of a multiplicity of agents. In the
context of “endless urbanization”, a deeper questioning becomes crucial to dissolve
the dichotomies such as urban/nature, inside/outside and urban/rural. David Harvey’s
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(2014) statement “urban is a process, not a site” draws attention to a long-term
formation.
In the above mentioned issues, the introduction covers how the waterfront can be reframed as a space of inquiry in Istanbul, and lays down the initial conceptual and
methodological approach of the study. It follows questions such as can waterfront be
approached not as a site but as a process? Can the process of urbanization be
followed along the waterfront together with the problematic of humans shaping the
urban edge? If so, how can visual tools of architecture and geography be retooled to
monitor the spatial transformation with a critical gaze? With that, can urbanization be
expanded its terrestrial paradigms and open up to the nature of the water-bound
geographies in Istanbul? What can this discussion draw back to the critique of
urbanization and urban projects in Istanbul?
1.1 Critical Deadlocks of Waterfront as Neoliberal Project
Waterfront studies have drifted after the trends of manufactured agendas of the
changing critical worldviews that centered first around the neoliberal rise in urban
transformation in the 1980s, then to globalization in the 2000s, and recently to the
critique of neoliberalism and the rise of ecology after 2010s. The critical agenda of
design disciplines and urban studies focused on urban transformations of the
industrial port areas with the concerns of private and public space, gentrification,
uneven development of global economy, preservation or loss of urban identity and
memory.
As the rendering of the world has gravitated apart from the effects of abstractions of
global flows of capital and a political economic lens in recent decades, studies
referring to the field of political ecology increasingly view urban space through the
ecological, geographical, materialized, and human filters of the built environment
with an increased interest in the inclusion of the element of nature in urban studies.
Yet, solely relying on political ecology misses the critical roots of the political
economy of spatial production. Waterfronts as urban edges require radically critical
acclaims to embody the multiplicity of political, ecological, economic, and social
agents to redefine the edge conditions determined by controversies of humans and
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nature shaping the urban space. A more in-depth understanding of the production of
urban space and inclusion of architecture and urban geography still call further
amalgamations

among

divergent

paradigms

of

space

and

visualization

methodologies.
The rise of the critique of neoliberalism has longly been dominantly present in the
urban waterfront studies that centered the development projects in the urban coasts in
transformation for over forty years. Problems of globalization and uneven geographic
development of urban space created gentrification, displacements, loss of memory,
the establishment of consumer culture and class in urban space (Meyer, 1999;
Butuner, 2006; Desfor, 2008; Desfor & Laidley, 2011; Desfor, Laidley, Stevens, &
Schubert, 2011; Hein, 2015; Rubin, 2016; Tanis & Erkök, 2016). In other
waterfronts, studies handled mega-scale utopian projects, continent merging utopias,
building waterway infrastructures under the geopolitical rule and territorial
hegemony, utilization of wastelands outpouring the urban waste for excessive
landfills, space of warfare, port geographies, transportation infrastructures; a
complexity of human alterations on places at sea level (Ramos, 2010; Christensen,
2012; Barron & Mariani, 2013; Mukerji, 2015; Vidal & Cornils, 2014; Belanger,
2016; Da Cunha, 2018). Accompanying the current surge of awareness produced
worldwide agendas highlighting the urgency heated the debates up concerning
environmental disasters, records of rising and evaporating seas. As a result, the
dynamic encounters between land and water has become more visible. In this
expanded context, waterfront becomes a space where human impact on geography
and ecosystems intertwined with political and economic power structures. The
neoliberal project and its counter-project of the critical agenda generated a need to
expand its field of criticality regarding the deadlocks. When approached in an
expanded field, the shaping of waterfront by human will, reappears as a critical
concern.
Project as a problem and a phenomenon
The waterfront as a project is the main problem area of this study. It problematizes
the overall hegemony of rendering waterfront as a neoliberal transformation project.
Within the framework of the project, waterfront is a development site, a port under
construction or a design project to revitalize the urban coastal fragments. In this
8

respect, it is problematic to stay within the logic of the project that fixes the scale
into the transformation site, delimits the time into a perpetual present time and
reduces the actors to human actors. However, as this study broadens, the project is
reframed as an expanded phenomenon with its use in political, technical,
geographical and philosophical dimensions. The critique of project questions the
ongoing hegemony of projects shaping the urban space in Istanbul.
The study draws an inquiry of the phenomenon of project in the context of the urban
geography and architecture of the waterfront. The word “project” bears the meaning
of “pro-jection” that roots from throwing something forth, to reflect or to throw
towards the future [pro – iactus].6 The use of project as a term is present in the
common jargon of the design disciplines like architectural project, and master plan
project. Moreover, it holds a political history in urban development projects, urban
transformation projects or “mega projects” in Turkey (Akpınar, 2012).
In political discourse, project as a term was used to signify concrete urban services
promised to meet public demands. The election campaigns were jampacked with
collections of urban projects from highways, railroads to airports; from urban
waterfront regenerations to waterways, dams and canals. In an expanded field,
“project” has spread over the political and civil society’s tongue to designate the acts
urbanization in major cities of Turkey.7 Urban geographers deciphered the project at
the context of “geographical space” as the “ultimate project of capitalism” (Soja,
1989). The idea of the project of capitalism primarily resonates with Lefebvre’s
concept of “abstract space” which embodies the ultimate act of capital flows,
authority, and the space of the military control (Lefebvre, 2000[1974]).
In this study, project is reframed as the sum of the human capacity of designing and
governing space through filters of ideological, economic, political or social
objectives. It is the abstract tool of reinforcement of the status-quo with concrete
apparatuses. It embodies the acts of objectifying space and the tendency of founding
6

For the etymology of the word “project” see: https://www.etymonline.com/word/project
The use of the term project has spread from political discourse, to election campaigns and to
everyday use in public posing a dominant act to endure power and authority. “In no other country, the
term is used with such extended meaining and variation in everyday language” Projeler, Tanıl Bora,
2016. Link: https://www.birikimdergisi.com/haftalik/8914/proje#.XNvVGK17FZ0
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hierarchies among sources of power. Distancing to the problem of seeing space
through projects which make abstractions and reductions, this study looks for ways
to unveil a broader set of agents. Consequently, the question of human factor shaping
the geologies of the earth is the ground to ask further questions.
The conventional critical framework of the project builds its discourse around the
human agency shaping space. As a preliminary literature including nonhuman
agency in urban studies has initiated an interest in scrutinizing the nature’s role in
shaping space, which becomes an important intersection in the studies of political
ecology.8 In Istanbul, the agency of nature have been studied by social scientists and
activists to re-configure a critical agenda for the urban studies (Candan & Özbay,
2014; Erensü, 2019). Yet, political ecology studies still demand translation to urban
space with more in-depth readings negotiating spatial practices and theories into the
political and ecological agenda of urbanization. With this lens, the waterfront as
rendered in this study, can be re-evaluated as the space of the encounter of humans
with the nonhumans as a natural resource of water, with its different projects of fluid
geographies and appropriation of land and water by humans. It is important not to
underestimate the pressure of the projects in shaping the geography of the urban edge
of waterfront.
Main Research Questions
How can the processes of urbanization be disclosed, by looking at the edge of the
waterfront? What are the critical issues that are surface when the coast is approached
as a human shaped geography in the crises of projects in Istanbul?
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For instance, Nature’s Metropolis (Cronon, 1992) echoed widely in urban studies and initiated a
debate to integrate elements of nature in the urbanization processes. Likewise, Concrete and Clay
(Gandy, 2002) highlighted the materials and urban infrastructures becoming active agents in the
organization of urban space. There have been multiple views on Harvey’s aphorism “there is nothing
unnatural” about our cities (1993). The urban and natural mixture became an important channel to
study material agency in constitutive processes to look for the natural within the materials concerning
power and national territories. The trend of negotiating nature to urban has echoed in the studies of
political ecology that used foundations of actor-network theory; to address the elements of water as
associative parts of political authority (Caprotti & Kaika, 2008) and the use of urban water systems in
the context of modernization (Kaika, 2005); “in the nature of cities” (Kaika, Heynen, Swyngedouw,
2005); and granulated in emphasis of the materiality of the use of water systems in the political
territorializaiton of nations (Swyngedouw, 2015).
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In the light of the blurring boundaries among urban and nature, human and
nonhuman, how can waterfront be re-framed critically as an urban edge demarcating
borders between water and land? What can the coastline decipher differently for
processes of urbanization in Istanbul?
What can the coastline, as a critical cartographic tool, decipher in the evolution
processes of urbanization and alteration of the waterfront in Istanbul? And for that,
what are the new conceptual and cartographic inquiries to disclose the production
processes of urban space considering the scale, time and actors?
1.2 Waterfront as a Human Shaped Edge to Urbanization
The aim of this doctoral research is to position waterfront at the crossroads of
relations by spatial, political, economic and ecological dynamics between land and
sea. It draws a meta-theoretical framework that critically evaluates possible agendas
to re-position the condition of the shaping of the coast. The shaping of the waterfront
as a space morphed among the land and sea, becomes a space of inquiry on the
human act of appropriating the geography. Hereby, discussing potentials of an
ontological reframing of waterfront to potentially take it beyond the widely
acclaimed problems of development projects. Accordingly, the study delineates a
spatial decoding that operates with the inclusion of geography; the presence of urban
space and bodies; architectural edifices and urban objects; and material dispositions
along the encounters of water with land. It develops a conceptual agenda and a
critical cartographic methodology that offers a way of thinking with the sociomaterial body of waterfront; unfolding waterfront as urban edge. The urban edge
condition is a generator of questions for the underlying theoretical concerns of urban
and nature in Istanbul.
Planetary space, human and nonhuman agency and urbanization
The theoretical underpins can be briefly mapped referring to following theories. The
inquiry essentially roots in two otherwise irreconcileable bodies of theory; the spatial
theory of Henri Lefebvre which stems from the Marxist tradition in the production of
urban space, and second of Bruno Latour’s concept of "human and nonhuman
agency" and its widespread echoes in humanities. Standing among the political
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economy and political ecology, this thesis claims that waterfront can be
reconceptualized as a continuous unfolding among land and water in the context of
“planetary space” as it approaches the space with "human and nonhuman agencies"
embracing gradually a process of materialization of waterfront.
In planetary urbanization, Lefebvre coined the condition of complete subordination
of the planet by the urban phenomenon. With this lens, it becomes less possible to
demarcate any spatial border where the urban ends and the “nature” or the extraurban begins. Thinking about Istanbul, and as it is considered an endless city, can we
say where Istanbul ends? Would we demarcate the forests in the north neighbored by
concrete islands of residences and the scattered infrastructural landscapes of the
suburbia? Would we demarcate the connecting highways stretching to the east and
west? Or would we say that the seas, surrounding and warping around the strait, the
estuaries and the lagoons mark the edge of this mega city? This study starts at the
point that any question as such, is vacuous as it is improper. As it focuses only on the
coastal edges of the city, it is clearly visible that the urban mass confronts, something
that is not as governable and as shapeable as land: the waterscape.
The coast as a unique fragment of urban space that cannot fully be covered by the
terrestrial or land based renderings of urbanization. Beyond expanding macro-forms,
urban sprawl and the dissolution of urban boundaries, the coast is equally an object
to be shaped and a field that assigns relations. In other words, the traces of
urbanization can be followed both in the architectures of the smaller and of the
geographies of the larger scales.
The coastline is a twisting dimension to follow traces of urbanization. It arrives at a
point where the edge cannot be perceived by tracing lines of any kind along the
coast. Due to the condition of blurring what is urban and what is nature, any coast
cannot be bound to spatial borders, or edges of the urban, since they are constituted
by relations across all scales and times of geography as a field. While dialectically
the coastal edge is designed, appropriated, and shaped according to diverse projects
of architectures or master plans that granulate the relations to the object based
rendering of urban space.
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To discuss potentials and shortcomings of thinking planetary space, humans and the
shaping of the waterfronts in the overall context of the materialization of the
rendering of the globe and its urbanizing geographies.9 The boundaries of the urban
exploded to unprecedented geographies over the planet from remote corners to
densely urbanized areas (Lefebvre, 2003[1970]). Regarding waterfront as spaces of
intersecting ecologies of land and water as well as of geographies of water and its
adaptation to human uses, a planetary conception of space offers a dynamic spatiality
to position waterfronts as thresholds of “critique of urbanization” (Brenner, 2014,
2016). Through this lens, waterfront can be spatialized at a broader scale that relates
with the world in its entirety.
Referring Latour’s texts, on the other hand, the urban geography debates are argued
to have potentials to amplify the range of planetary space from the perspective of
“nonhuman agency.”10 On the other hand, the concept of agency originates in the
works of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari; which derives meaning from
“agencement” and “assemblage.” Agent is the one who acts, (one who has the
potential to agere) to get involved with others to perform a relation. That is where
the agency of the nonhuman, the natural other gains the potential to act, to be an
active agent to change the ways of things relate, in other words, form assemblages.

9

In recent years, the theories of globalization have passed through various turns in their orientations.
The spaces of globalization dominated 2000s, with the abstractions of space that increased
immateriality by bringing concepts of global city and soft cities to the forefront (Castells, 2004;
Sassen, 2001). Recently, as a counter movement, the space of the world is increasingly approached
with the rendering of a vibrant and a geographically grounded place. Some render this shift as a
“down to earth” movement that includes the ecological transformation of the earth rather than the
globe (Latour, 2018). Some other rendered the injustice of populations and destruction of land and
water with increased concerns over biospheres (Sassen, 2015). The literature of political ecology at
the background, the world space is increasingly rendered less of abstract projects and more as a
concrete and flesh ecology which allow material displacements to surface and be discussed as much as
the abstract flows.9 The multiplicity of views and discussions have generated a variation to set of
terms used to replace the globe with earth, biosphere and ecosphere which follows the direction of a
more materialized and physical space about the world. Yet, the unsecular tone lying underneath the
materialization is still open to critical inquiry.
10
This allows the gaps of planetary space to be filled as noted in the rendering of the world, from soft
and abstract flows to a world shaped by concrete and material flows. His texts redirected what is
natural and cultural another body of theoretical discussions within humanities.10 As the cultural
hegemony of romanticization of nature demystified by ecology and ecological thinking, the multiple
views on nature as a sublime other to humans finally reached to a self-critical tone in “ecology’s
letting go of nature.” This altered binaries of “human-nonhuman,” “nature-culture” (Harman, 2014;
Latour, 1988, 1993, 2004a, 2004b, 2007, 2017; Latour & Hermant, 2006; Serres & Latour, 1995)
which eventually debunked the position of the “sublime nature” within the urban context. By such a
perspective, the “human” rendering of the world has a potential not only as an abstract presence but an
actual actor conducting spatial practices.
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The questioning of human and nonhuman agency brings the research to its main
theoretical inquiry into the concepts of “assemblage thinking and agency” in
reference to Deleuze & Guattari and Latour once again. Lefebvre’s “planetary space”
(1991[1974]) is re-evaluated together with the other theoretical foundation where the
the urban edge as a material and cartographic fold can be read referring to Gilles
Deleuze and Felix Guattari (2006) to commence the proposed methodology of
critical delineation of the coastline.
Within the above-mentioned context, the theoretical framing of this study centers the
spatial rendering of the world in the texts of Henri Lefebvre, which lays down the
Marxist ground with the required secular tone. Focusing on Lefebvre’s concept of
“planetary space” is a potential context to reframe urbanization. As a
complementary, Bruno Latour’s concept of agency, which has roots in Deleuze and
Guattari’s thought as “assemblages” and evolves into “socio-material agency”
(Barad, 2007); paves way to practice nature and geography as contexts associating
humans and nonhumans. The different bodies of theory, first a neo-Marxist
theorization of space, and the second an ongoing theoretical opening in humanities
based upon French thought, are argued here to amplify each other towards a spatial
and a relational understanding of urban space. The first one positions planetary space
and the latter positions associations among human and nonhumans as agents within
space.
By the inclusion of the nonhumans as agents in the context of waterfront, the
elements of water and the coast can be rendered as vibrant agents in the urbanization
process. Eventually, a new ontology of the waterfront deciphers dynamics in the field
of political ecology, political economy and socio-materiality. This framework is
positioned counter to the logic of the project as described earlier as using abstractions
for the establishment of forms of authority in space. Thinking with potentials of
assemblages’ radical relations that are able to falsify tensions among traditionally
distant concepts and spatial elements of waterfront such as earth/water, urban/nature,
land/sea,

human/nonhuman,

micro/macro,

spatial

fix/material

unfixity,

representational/nonrepresentational,

architectural/geographical (Figure 1.1).
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historical/present,
material/conceptual,

With the above-mentioned lens, questions continue to surface: How can waterfront
be re-positioned as a geographical agent that is shaped by following the agencies?
What can the rendering of waterfront as an urban edge that stands among land and
water in the context of planetary space unfold along the process of urbanization
shaped by interdependency of humans and nonhumans?

Figure 1.1 : A mindmap of the theoretical and spatial tensions discussed in this
study.
1.3 Drawing Lines and Following Material Unfixities
As a study that stands between the object based and the field based rendering of
urban space; the presented meta framework is positioned between the world of
architecture and urban geography. By coining this, it claims a new experimental zone
that weaves among the two paradigms in many ways. The weaving aims to open new
grounds for the crucial convergence of the architectural and urban realms in the
context of controversies and crises of urbanization. It has explored a potentially new
critical cartography to develop tools of architecture and urban geography for the
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problematic of shaping the waterfront in Istanbul. This can be an experimental
contribution to the possible confrontations of architectural and urban amalgams to
become critical of the processes of urbanization in Istanbul.
The study uses representational and conceptual methodologies in tandem to position
waterfront as an urban edge. Starting with the concept of planetary space; coastlines
are considered as dynamic lines of growth between land and the sea to illustrate
material formation in the matter of space as a planetary phenomenon. The line
splitting the land and sea as a cartographic tool, becomes a visual tool to perceive,
document and grasp the un-ending transformation, in other words the material
unfixity of waterfront in the context of planetary space and urbanization. Following
the material unfixity, the shaping of the waterfront can therefore be re-imagined.
An etymological and a practical rationale is present in the intentional use of the term
of waterfront. In Turkish kıyı is used for waterfront in general whose etymological
root originates from the act of cutting or breaking. (Kıd-,. Kı-r Kesmek, kırmak), and
from the old Turkish word kıdığ that referred to edge (kenar / çeper)11. As a
practical term “waterfront” is regularly used to imply port cities and their port areas
where the city met water in the 19th and 20th century. It refers both to port areas of
old industrial sites and docks that left the cities later and transformed into nonindustrial areas for the consumer society. Waterfront remained in the spatial core of
the former port areas with a new function of the transformation term of the neoliberal
project. On the other hand, beyond its precedent uses, this study re-thinks the
waterfront as an elementary frontier, a material place of seamless association of
water and land. Where water- refers to the natural element of the water bodies, -front
refers to the concept of frontier, a boundary or a line that marks a place of changing
of media, a place of confrontation of differences. Frontier calls for abstractions like
political divisions or borders as well as it materializes architectural elements such as
walls, fences, and water as in the case of dams and riverfronts. This fluctuation of its

11

A literal translation of waterfront to Turkish is not possible. While in English waterfront refers to
the coastal areas of the urban contexts, like ports or downtown places of connect to waters; kıyı
encompasses all urban and outside the urban meaning to signify connections between land and sea in
Turkish. “Coast”, or “shores” are more common to use for extra-urban contexts. For the etymology of
kıyı in Turkish, see: https://www.etimolojiturkce.com/kelime/kıyı
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meaning among the concrete and the abstract implements the discussion of the
abstraction of line and its physicality.
The term waterfront in this study sustains the twists in all the above-mentioned
meanings. The study uses the terms “waterfront” and “coast” in positions replacing
each other due to the limits of language. Waterfront is commonly used

as a

corporate terminology in the urban development projects, which this study distances
from. The “coastlines” however are the cartographic tools that relate to the
conceptual-cartographic level relate to spatial and geographical dimsensions of
deciphering the waterfront. In an expanded geography, the “coastline” covers a more
complete, a more holsiitc geography, composed of portscapes, logistic landscapes,
coastal roads, transportation infrastructures, canals or industrial sites, infills;
productions of human-made artifacts that confront and appropriate water in different
ways. This is why the coastlines are material and abstract tools at the conceptual
level that are embodied with the research on the waterfront.
Different from preliminary studies centering the urban waterfront transformations,
this thesis approaches waterfront as a cartographic and spatial phenomenon. The
contour that splits and confronts the sea, as both an urban and a geological form; has
the ability to alter ways of looking at controversies which cannot be fully revealed
through processes of terrestrial processes of building and urbanization. Therefore, the
waterfront can be re-thought as an urban edge to coin problematics of the human act
of shaping of a coastline geography.
As a space in perpetual transformation, the waterfront is a space that organizes,
assembles, and orients the two different spatial production paradigms of water and
land. The relations among the two are deciphered in this study with a cartographic
methodology presented as critical delineation which uses the drawing of coastlines
as a way of understanding how water and land configuration delineates geographies
to unveil transformation processes of space. The delineation of the coastline is an
open-ended drawing, approaching waterfront beyond an object of research,
consequently a vibrant agent to establish a way of deciphering urban transformation.
Coastline is a critical line whose delineation process generates critical questions
about the spatial transformations of waterfront. The presented methodology primarily
emerges by following the coastlines.
17

Lines between objects and fields
Beyond the above-mentioned aesthetic inquiry, the lines that are used to represent
geographies and urban space change the conceptions of scale. The difference
between the land and sea as a geographic and spatial representation system can be
the overcoming of "object" and "fields." In People Manipulate Objects But Cultivate
Fields, Couclelis (1993) referred to Edward Soja in coining Euclidian space as a
compartmentalized, divided, bounded areas and treated as land property.12 The first
two categories of objects and fields "boundaries carve out distinct objects in space"
are a result of "regulation and control over the geographic world." Different from
these "objects"; she argues that "fields" are "vectoral," that are controlled or shaped
by larger scale forces and relations. People manipulate objects, but cultivate fields.
So, due to the unique spatiality, the waterfront is both architecturally manipulated
and geographically cultivated depending on the unscaling.
Similarly for Tekeli, drawing lines between the urban and the rural has become
impossible (Tekeli, 2016:26). As long as tracing where the urban ends and the extraurban or the rural begins becomes pointless with the urbanization becoming a
regional fact by sprawls and endless urbanization. The expansion of the urbanization
was coined earlier in Lefebvre’s phenomenon of planetary urbanization, where he
foresees a complete subordination of the planet trespassing the critical zone of
industrialization in the 1970s. For Tekeli, every geographical phenomenon is tied to
the scale. The necessity of scaling the agglomerations, therefore holds a paradox of
either distinguishing or relating the sets of actors that reside in different levels of
scale. Radically relating the different actors of scales such as local, regional,
national, global, when it follows an ontological flatness, bears the danger of
excluding the political (Tekeli, 2016:31). In other words, it misses the criticality that
resides in the social and political controversies among the organizations of the state,

12

It is common in design disciplines to compartmentalize space parallel to this Euclidian hierarchy.
There are scales of objects, which refer to objects that are produced at the size approximately of a
human body can directly relate to, keys, scissors, cars or winches that can directly be manipulated.
Then there are buildings, which require more complexity and largeness in size which call for another
medium like a drawing or model to be able to manipulate. Thirdly there are larger zones that start to
fall beyond any reach of human manipulation of design. These are spatial systems are composed of so
many other objects and buildings and are so large in size that they cannot be "manipulated" but can be
"cultivated." Finally, as the largest scales, there are geographical regions, states, continents, and so on
to be governed (Couclelis, 1993).
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or the top down projects and the people. Other critical urban theorists like Brenner
named the use of actor networks in urban studies as politically naïve attempts, unless
they are used for methodologies of tracing the underlying relations among agents
(Brenner, 2017:236). And the claim that a possible ontological relationality among
scales, and their actors would fall short. On the other hand, as this study adds, an unscaling of the disjunctive scales can potentially give birth to new languages and
critical cartographies that trace the scales of objects, buildings, landscapes, regions
and the planet along the waterfront.
Discussing the concept of agglomeration embodies the humans and objects; in other
words of capital. And that the agglomeration of the objects and humans, therefore
form webs of relations, in Latour’s terms, of assemblages. If the spatiality of
agglomeration remains in the geometry of the Euclidian space, the rigidity of space
would break, and become a “geometry of networks” that transcends the object-based
understanding of the space (Tekeli, 2016: 41). If translated into this study, the
Euclidian dimension of the coastline dissolves and liberated from its geometrical
forms and shapes when it is approached as a field of flows of humans and objects.
With that it becomes a field of networks. Yet, as this study equally claims that the
formation of these fluid spaces, devoid of Euclidian / object-based relations, are still
paradoxically tied to the finitude and geometry of the architectures, of dimensions
and forms of geography which form limitations to the formation of abstract relations.
In this respect, this study, weaving between the object-based rendering of space and
field-based renderings of space, starts an inquiry that ties waterfront’s coastline to all
scales, and generates a query of different sets of agents that operate on different
levels of scale. It highlights the paradoxes of ontological unscaling of the elements
of the coastal geography and the scales space. In other words, the paradox between
abstractions of field based cultivations, and the concrete spaces by materializations
of spaces of the objects. These two worlds are entangled by the associations of
humans and nonhumans at all scales. With that, the connections of the everyday lived
space and the larger organizations that manipulate and cultivate space are rendered
as interwoven assemblages. It granulates the scales, in other words the scales of
everyday human perceptions. And what this study aims, is to trespass the different
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scales of the waterfront by the methodology of the critical delineation of the
coastline.
Lines beyond representation
Where the object based space of the projects, design and plans are composed of lines,
the field based relations dissolve the lines in larger scale. This is why a port city on a
large scale map can only be depicted as a round dot, and the surrounding
transportation networks are depicted as lines across the geography, the coastline
appears as a smooth line devoid of curves and folds of the actual geography. If the
same city was delineated as an object scale, the coastline would show the landscapes,
coastal infrastructures and architectures (Please compare Figure 3.1 and figure 3.2 to
see an object based and a field based rendering of the coastline). Yet none of these
representations are enough for the ontological position this study aims to arrive to
overarch all the object scales, humans, geographical scales and beyond. Here it enters
the world of representation and its refutations. As the inquiry approaches to the
affirmation of “this is not a line.”
Critical delineation, correlates to some tendencies of non-representational theory
because of the determined skepticism over the presence of any kind of edge in the
form of representations. Non representational theory: Space, politics and affect by
Nigel Thrift (2008), was coined as a direction in human geography that formed a
hybrid agenda of embodied experiences of space following human and nonhuman
assemblages by transcending representational motives. For Thrift the disciplinary
boundaries are transgressed among imagination and narrative to produce a politics of
the event to open up more actions in the in your face politics. As a theory, equally
difficult to grasp as other relational theories unless performed, nonrepresentational
theory suggests practices of performance and is suspicious about the differences of
scale (Thrift, 2008:22).
By following critical delineation, and immediately refusing its representational
fixations, the line becomes a “more than representational” element. It would be
impossible to claim that what we are drawing or looking at represents any form of
line. The non representational inclination is present in the methodology as a chain of
different representational media, from aerial photographs, to maps, and site visits;
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each becoming doubtful of the borders of the material they posses. And eventually,
the research uses events as the ultimate coming together of different agencies. Nonrepresentational condition of the event of the material flow of landing and landfilling
gives the embodied relation with the coast. The research and the researcher get closer
to be the coastline. In literature, it echoes what “seeing like a city” (Amin &Thrift,
2016) aimed at doing, to render the space by nonrepresentational texts by the
experiences of the nonhumans. If being like the coast in this context is possible, what
would be its textual narrative is searched in the events?
Material unfixities and events (cereyan) of the waterfront
The research looks for a new language that can help to develop a way to grasp the
“assemblages, human and nonhuman agencies, material unfixities, the events of
shaping the coast, the spaces of flows” as a whole13. One tentative language is the
language of cartography, which is already discussed throughout the study through the
representational and non-representational lines, of the coastline. Besides the critical
cartography, this research contributes to the language, to come with an encompassing
term for the above-mentioned concepts.
Translation of assemblage in Turkish, like many other keywords used in this study
like waterfront assemblage to düzenleme or öbekleşme; actor to fail; initiates
inquiries to beyond borders of language. The study confronted the impossibility of a
through “translation”.14 In other words, without an evolutionary change in each work
of translation it would be impossible to use the concept of assemblages of complex
human and nonhuman agents are argued to be “cereyan,” as the term suggested here
to expand and ground the meaning of assemblages and agencies of waterfront.

13

The emphasis on the material flows and unfixities is similar to the “spaces of flows” (Castells,
1996), however the currents and dispositions of material flows, are used with a wider meaning in this
study.
14
Translation here is used in reference to Architecture in Translation (Akcan, 2012) and Çeviride
Modern Olan (2009) where translation is theorized as an architectural and an ethical phenomenon to
indicate a state of modernity in mind, an ability to go beyond language and accept the differences and
continuities of the work of translations. In this manner, translation has to be modern, in the sense of
allowing re-evaluation and evolution in each act of translation.
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Cereyan15, as a Turkish term, meets the meaning of flow, of currents of water, air
and of electricity. A scale-less term that meets the need of material unfixities of the
coast, landfilling debris, the landing of goods and the events that are followed in the
construction and production of the coast in Istanbul. Cereyan, popped up as a term at
a moment of facing the impossibility of translation of the term agency, agencement
into Turkish. It adds a second layer of the event, as it is used for “the event taking
place” in Turkish, wider than that of assemblage. For that reason, it is a local term
that goes beyond the meaning of assemblage. While event is an assemblage of
material flows of humans and nonhumans, cereyan is the sum of the events and
material unfixities of the waterfront. There are aesthetic ways to arrive at the same
point that the coastline is not a line.
1.4 “This is not a line” or Critical Delineation as a Conceptual-Cartographic
Methodology
The drawing of coastlines bears roots in the fields of geography, geometry,
anthropology, art, law, land ownership, geopolitics, hydrology, and navigation, all of
which position the coastline itself as a method amid an ontological inquiry. On the
other hand, delineation has lineage in the thought of Gilles Deleuze and Félix
Guattari and is used in this context as a textual, cartographic, and material unity of
“folds of the earth.” The outlining of the coastline becomes a dynamic act to conduct
this research by uncovering evidence of urbanization and agents of urban space.
Besides the outcomes of the research that got matured in time, the title of this thesis
was given intuitively at the very early stages of the study. The coastline of Istanbul
drawn by hand by the researcher with black ink on a paper, was rounded up below by
15

The selection of cereyan is due to its potentials to stretch its meaning between materiality and
immateriality. Between flows, currents and dispositions; flows of capital, the currents of the water or
winds as well as transportation of goods. Secondly, it asserts a scalar flexibility, as for the case of
electric currents at the scale of the electronic particles to the event that takes place at the human scale
(bir olayın cereyan etmesi). Third is its political connotations and metaphors, noting that it was used
for the title of the book Political Ideologies in Turkey by Tanıl Bora (2017) that used the metaphor as
a used political jargon of the "country being at the crossroads of external political trends and
ideologies" (dış cereyanlar). He witfully resonated that with the saying of staying at the limbo of the
crosswinds that results consequentially by catching cold (cereyanda kalmak). Similarly, waterfront as
the geography on which the spread of trade, and global economy takes place, the forerunning
geographies to connect and transform under the influences of transnational networks, changing
ideologies of the state which form a complex togetherness with the shaping of urban space.
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the handwritten sentence of “THIS IS NOT A LINE.” This phrase admitted that the
moment of delineation perpetually was the moment that the line negated itself. The
research object immediately destroyed itself. As the research approached its ending,
the argument of negation was slowly overlapped and verified by the conducted
methodology that used the coastlines among materialities, concepts, and
cartographies of the studied waterfront of Istanbul. The final words of this study, that
had initially put objectives towards the “critique of the process of urbanization at the
urban edge of an endless city” along waterfront, is starting by revisiting the referred
artwork, René Magritte’s work of The Treachery of Images known as “This is not a
pipe” (1929).
The commonly acclaimed artwork “This is not a pipe” is known for its plays among
the discourse, the represented object and the representation itself as poles of tension
among dissociated parts. It dislocates viewers from the position of looking at a
representation of an object to a paradox of the actual pipe and its forms of
representations. The canvas of the painted pipe, the handwritten affirmation below,
the painting of the blackboard and writing by chalk over a blackboard in a classroom,
represented different media of the same affirmation. Foucault broke down the
painting to its echoes of representation, each freeing the representation from the
represented. The pipe is not a pipe, the sentence below the painting of the pipe is not
a sentence, the voice of the professor telling that it is not a pipe nor a sentence is not
a lecture. It is a multiplication by the negations distancing from the actual pipe
likewise the teacher’s voice telling that it was not a pipe, finally arriving at a surreal
affirmation of “nowhere there is a pipe” (Foucault, 1983:28). For him, amidst the
web of discourse and representations, “the pipe can break,” and the “banal work of
art and its lesson can disappear” (31). Apart from the poststructuralist cynicism of
the function of representations, this study heads the line (of waterfront) to its
representative destruction.
Deleuze over the same artwork lectured about the paradox of the division of text
from images; affirming the submergence of the visible and the readable.16 If there

16

Lecture given by French philosopher Gilles Deleuze at the University of Paris 8, 13 May 1986.
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was a third form among the visible and the speakable, it was the form of calligrams,
a free-category of text and shapes that held qualities of both and in the form of
surrealist poetry (Op.cit.). Calligram is a form of poetry that uses the text and letters
aligned in the ways of actual shapes of objects. The paradox of in-translatability
among the textual and the images submerged the text and lines at the form of these
calligrams. For Foucault “calligram brings text and shape as close together as
possible; the lines delineate the form of an object and arrange sequences of letter,
lodging statements in the space of a shape.”17 In other words, the submergence of
lines and letters; of shapes and words are possible in the space of the calligram
(Figure A.20).
The relations as mentioned above of calligram, text and the pipe give an underlying
principle to use the coastline as a form of cartography that brings together texts,
images and the actual urban space of waterfront geography. The delineation process
itself performed a cartographic practice of writing and unveiling material
occurrences of the coast. What the warped coastline was showing alone; was equally
inexplicable by words and language. Delineating over the shores, running over
spaces in as many ways as possible, it eventually collected a compound sentence.
This process of delineation desired to overthrow the writer / reader / delineator /
coastliner from the position of authority, as the teacher was ridiculed to state the
apparent reality in Foucault's lecture.
Architects are prone hear the rich sensations and meanings of space that any word
that any text that depict space is predetermined to wane as it is scripted. By
delineation, the line tried to fill the gap between the textual and the spatial. It warped
around the curves of the coasts, the buildings, the remote coasts, the distant seas, the
landscapes of the ports, the events and water geographies. As it delineated, it grasped
the questions of the spaces. How was the coast shaped, what kind of materials,
technologies, and human intentions were assembled to produce it? What were the
events hidden in the enigma of this edge, how could I capture them? In the
accumulated narrative experiments in this research, the line touched to critical

17

Extracted from the article Michel Foucault: “This is not a pipe” by Jean Willette (2014):
https://arthistoryunstuffed.com/michel-foucault-representation-pipe/
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encounters at some parts, and at some, it was as mute as a fish. In the encounters,
humans faced off against nature, the landlings with aquatics, the urban with water in
the backdrop of projects. Thus the line had to be critically delineated, doubtful of
itself.
"This is not a line" was an intuitive opposition to any possible hegemony of
representation or mapping that could quickly rise in an architect’s thesis. Therefore,
the process of delineation in the concluding words of this study shall call for a way
of

positioning

critical

delineation

first

as

a

spatial

way

of

thinking/learning/questioning beyond the line. As the presented methodology, critical
delineation asks for questions, rather than answers. The line as a non-representational
tool, first demarcates, then disappears towards multiple other directions. As a
conclusive argument to this methodology, the theoretical inquiry has brought up
other inferences to the same direction that pulled the delineation away from solely
being a line, a border, an edge, or any split among geographies of water and land.
Conversely, it aimed to pave a way of questioning urban transformation; an indicator
to follow, for a critical positioning towards the unfixed space that equally contours
humans and their ethical position among the urban and the natural at the encounter of
land and water.
Eventually, the thesis arrives at a position to render waterfront as space with a
complexity of interwoven relations among economic, political-ecological, and
geographical agencies that reside in the socio-material ontology of the actual coastal
space which is read in everyday events. Critical delineation provides a methodology
to follow the material unfixity of the coastline with the inseparable economic,
ecological and political agencies. Beyond that, it initiates a possible ethics of shaping
the waterfront constituted by humans and nonhumans as are going to be remarked at
the end of the conclusion. Within these arguments, critical delineation is presented as
a methodology to unravel tensions of urban transformation projects in Istanbul.
Delineation by its dictionary definition is the act of indicating the exact position of a
border or boundary. It is the act of outlining or representing something with lines or
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words. It demarcates the contours of things.18 In geography, it is used for the limits
of watershed delineation or as the geographical coastline delineation to mark over
where water and land meet as well as it is used by mapmakers as delineation of the
earth (Cresswell, 2013; Sumira, 2014). Architectural delineation is another way of
drawing elements depicting architectural space. Therefore, delineation appears as an
overarching term across disciplines of geography and design. A conceptual use of the
term is found in texts that used it in relation to folds and calligrams (Foucault, 1983;
Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; Deleuze, 2004). In Turkish law, coastline is the path that
splits the medium of land from sea, lake or other water bodies like rivers. The
coastlines of nautic charts merge the human-made and natural coastal forms on one
single line. It is often rendered as a border condition that separates or contours
differences at the edges of geography or objects.
The first critical delineaiton of the coastline in Istanbul in the course of this research
appeared as a (architectural) reflex to trace the coastlines through the aerial
photographs of the coast in Istanbul by juxtaposing the lines (Figure 1.2). It used
photogrpahs starting from the year of 1945 until present later expanded to other timespans. This calligram in the beginning told less about what it can decipher. In the
course of the research, it became a mindmap to recall in each inquiry, a central
methodology to assemble thoughts around the coastlines. The delineation, in time
dissolved, got fractured and abstracted, and continued in the mind of the researcher.
For that reason, it would be beneficial to keep this chart and its possible extensions
and all scales as a map to keep in mind while reading this text. The whole study can
somehow be organized around this chart. What this chart unfolds becomes clearer as
the underlying layers are disclosed in the further chapters. Yet, what immanently
became clear after drawing these coastlines was that this was not a map, it was a
machine of questions. Delineation of the coastlines is a way of asking questions.

18

Definition extracted from https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/delineation.
Meaning of delineation yields different depths of resonance. It is mainly defined as “tracing the
outlines of something”. To outline something in both an abstract or physical manner: “The action of
describing or portraying something precisely,” and “The action of indicating the exact position of a
border or boundary.” (Oxford dictionary). A cartogrpahic act: “To show a line or border,
for example on a map.” A control or definition: “To decide or show the exact limits of something”
(Macmillan Dictionary). A detailled description of things: “Delineation is the act of representing
something or describing it. The portrait you paint of your best friend is a delineation of that person.”
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The same map slowly evolved to the critical delineation of the coastline which
became the way this research generated questions. It turned into a central mindmap
of the research, which is suggested to keep in mind for the readers for visualizing the
way this research generates its methodology of delineating coastlines. What were the
processes that shaped the coast? As it is drawn, where and why and how does the line
form folds and straightens, passes through a narrow opening of canals, expands in the
open waters? What can be known and be critically found about the interstices the
lines touch? Ports, piers, quays, roads, breakwaters, infrastructures, natural coasts,
beaches, cliffs, lagoons, landfills... What do these landscapes tell about the
underlying agencies of political, economic, social and ecological elements shaping
the waterfront? What other abstract machines underlie in the material deciphering of
waterfront space? Recalling the agenda of political ecology drawing the correlation
of the material flows and socio-political relations, how can the coastline redirect
spatial questions to unveil overlapping relationships among agents of power,
authority, nature, geography, and humans; about the ethics and aesthetics of looking
at urbanization this way? Towards an ontology of the coastlines between the land and
water, could delineation as an embodied act become a way of relating with this
uneasy urban edge?
The critical delineation weaves among the representational and non-representaitonal
dimensions of the lines; and the abstract and material spaces of the coast. Similar to
viewing transformation through aerial photographs, drawing the coastline is a way of
“witnessing” finding “evidences” and making the change openly visible to the public
eye.19 Looking at and drawing the coastlines at different scales from objects to
geographies and planet are discussed in Chapter 3.1. As will be discussed further in
the study in Chapter 3.2, critical delineation is an ethical and aesthetic involvement
in the process of the critique of urbanization. As discussed in Chapter 3.3, the events
go beyond the representaitons of these coastlines. They decipher the processes of the
deformation and shaping of the coastlines in landing and landfilling which bear

19

Please see chapter 3.2 for the detailed discussion on using aerial photographs in viewing
urbanization.
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material relations and agencies of humans and nonhumans assembled in the physical
body of the coast.

Figure 1.2 : The generation of the research methodology: critical delineation of
the coastline in Istanbul.
Critical delineation as a counter project
Critical delineation is oriented towards the process of transformation directed to past
and connected to the present. As a geological and historical formation, coastlines
hold what is already done, already realized and already past. For critical delineation,
urban transformation is an archeology20 to go backward in time and space and bring
together distant parts in each dimension together. It escapes from the dominant lines
of the project which fixates time and space in an ideal future moment. In that sense,

20

The archeologist Ian Hodder used the methodologies of arheological digs and ontology of human
engagement with “things” in Entangled: An Archeology of the Relationships between Humans and
Things (Hodder, 2012)
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it is a “line of flight” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1983; Guattari, 2015) which is a line to
escape, depart away from the fixations of space and time. Critical delineation process
is not a mapping but a way of asking further questions following the material
unfixity of urban space. Critical delineation is not presented in this context as a
mapping, or as a representation through cartographic images. It intends for new ways
to think with the waterfront and to probe into its transformation processes by
participation to the research through drawing lines. Thinking with the coastline is an
action of reverse design as it reverses the conventional manner of drawing or
sketching by hand as found in the practices of design that plans a future execution of
an unrealized project. On the other hand, delineation marks the contours of already
realized coastlines of the actual geographies and in that way, it creates a gap with the
waterfront as a project. It is a counter project, which reverses the abstractions and
future-oriented motives and renders waterfront not as a project site but as a
continuously unfolding dynamic edge.
While the project is top-down, reductive, abstracting; critical delineation is grounded,
multiplistic and materializing. While the project is future oriented, critical
delineation goes backwards in time and highlights connections among the historical
and the present. The affirmation that project and critical delineation are counter to
each other, does not generate a negation or an either/or condition among the two, but
a paradox. It highlights the tension between the lines of projects, and the lines of
geography. The delineation is critical because it highlights the conflicts and
contradictions between projects which are top down decision mechanisms that
usually root from larger scales of authority. The drawing logic, practices and
tendencies of project and critical delineation are adversary to each other. The lines of
projects and the lines of critical delineation work as counter vectors. The matrix
shows how the project delimits the dimensions of scale, time and actors and how
critical delineation of this study searches expansion in them by following relations
and associations across the three layers (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3 : Deadlocks of project vs. possible expansions by critical delineation
in terms of scale, timeframes and actors.
Structure of the thesis
The chapters of the thesis are structured in two main episodes. The Chapter 2
waterfront as a project, is the critical evaluation chapter. Chapter 3, waterfront as
critical delineation, is exploring a new conceptual and cartographic methodology in
Istanbul. The seemingly bifurcating chapters are binded with three directions of
inquiry over scale, time and actors of waterfront. Chapter 4 as a conclusion evaluates
the differences and tensions among projects and planetary space in the broader
context of the coasts.
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Waterfront as a project in Chapter 2, makes a critical evaluation of precedent
waterfront studies by overviewing the evolution of critical theory and its links with
the waterfront. It researches the dimensions of shaping of the waterfront in political,
economical, utopian, authoritarian and military motives which are beyond
transformation. The critique commences with the discussion of the concept of
“spatial fix” (Harvey) and the paradox of material unfixity of the coastal spaces as
coined in this study to reframe project as an abstract force that construe the
production of the waterfront. Moreover, the chapter lays out the map of possible
theoretical expansions to generate a rendering of waterfront outside the realm of the
project.
Critical delineation of the coastline in Istanbul is a nomadic cartographic tool which
follows relations and topologies in the coastal geography of Istanbul (Figure 1.4).
Waterfront as critical delineation of the Chapter 3 is the cartographic and conceptual
inquiry that uses the tri-partite quest beyond scale, time and actors to counter the
abstract agenda of the project. For that purpose, it explores the three agendas to reconceptualize waterfront as planetary space as mentioned earlier, in order to be able
to debunk predetermined conceptions of scale, time and actors that requires
expansions. The chapter is structured according to these three ways of drawing
coastlines: delineation beyond scale explores the un-ending line and contouring over
geographies by connecting multiple scales; delineation beyond temporal frameworks
explores the stratification of the line as a deforming geography in the passage of
time, and delineation through agency explores the underlying agents that connect
scales, times together at the physical space of waterfront highlighting the sociomaterial agency of the physical bodies of water and land that are claimed to surface
in everyday events.
The three inquiries of Chapter 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 investigate ways of grounding
planetary space as a spatial context by going beyond the established frameworks of
scale, time and actors respectively. Each links concepts to the elements of research
on Istanbul’s waterfront. Scale transcends into a scale-less conception; time expands
to a nonlinear collection of history and geological duration; actors question the
agency of humans and nonhumans surfacing in the form of events of shaping
waterfront.
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Figure 1.4 : A cartographic mindmap of coastline delineation and a general map
of referred geographies of the coast in Istanbul.
Critical Delineation of Waterfront Beyond Scale
Direction: Drawing coastlines of port geographies and coastal landscapes
Cartography: Unscaling Coastline (Figure 1.6).
Elements of Glossary: Black Sea / Estuary / Hinterlands / Forelands / Port / Cargo
and Carrier / Limits of Istanbul’s Port / The Mediterranean / Port City / Seabed /
Strait / Waterways
Critical delineation operates in different scales. Critical delineation of waterfront
beyond scale mobilizes the preconceived fixity in the spatial understanding of scale
and the disjunction among scalar fragments of space like objects, buildings, urban
space or geographies. A brief introduction to the drawing of coastlines shows that the
act of coastlining is not separate from law, relations of authority, conceptions of
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boundaries. The coastline is a zone limiting the land and sea by territorial and
maritime spaces, which counter each other in the forms of governmentality,
connections to history and notions of scale. How can the concept of scale be bent to
reveal geographies and spaces beyond reach as associated territories? In Istanbul, as
the spatial frameworks of urbanization have surpassed; what kind of interstices the
land and water mark waterfront in Istanbul, at what scales?

Figure 1.5 : A mindmap of un-scaling the coastines.
Delineation of a water and port geography for Istanbul brings forward different
cartographies of maritime connectivity, port landscapes, logistic elements and coastal
geography that form a set of elements across different scales. This expanded field is
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discussed as the un-scaling of the waterfront as topologies connecting objects,
buildings, geographies, and world maps; associations become visible from the very
small to the very large scales. From object space to urban space, and from state space
to planetary space, waterfront nests the elements across different scales, and folds the
concept of Euclidian space, creating a topology. The depths of land are connected the
opens seas by material mobilities. Delineation of waterfront demarcates connections
and material flows among land and sea space across scales (Figure 1.5).
In the three inquiries of chapter 3, The waterfront by its objects and by its field
conditions, yields to different methods of decoding space in Istanbul. As argued in
this study, different scales are intermeshed. The scale is approached as an un-scaled
flatness for at least one moment. One way of diluting the inter-relations among the
objects and field of the waterfront is the granulation and composition of space
through the elements of port geography. Port geography delineates the disposition of
the goods in different scales of mobility. The port geography highlights the coastline
as a dissolving ground. It demarcates the land connections at the depths of the land
and the open seas, as it breaks down the scale to object based logistics of the cargo,
the carrier and the port spaces in land. For example, the landing of a cargo to the
quays, as an event, joints the hinterland, the foreland and the spatial logistics of the
port geography. The accidents of the maritime space give information about the
political context of the country and ecologies, how it is connected or disconnected
with other states and geographies.
Critical Delineation of Transforming Waterfront Beyond Temporal Frameworks
Direction: Nonlinear time matching longue durée and court durée; geological and
journalistic time
Cartography: Stratification of coastlines by monitoring aerial photographs (Figure
1.6).
Elements of Glossary: Freighters and Cruiseships / Infill and construction trucks /
Mass Meeting and Wastelands / Marinas, Coastal Roads and Car parks / Close-up
under construction / Zeppelin and Port
Critical delineation operates in different temporal frameworks. It allows mobility in
the temporal frameworks of waterfront. As the coastal space was deformed due to
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heterogeneous forms of urban operations, how exactly the urban transformation be
monitored, unveiled and gain new meanings of looking at the passage of time
through aerial photographs? Photographs collected starting from 1918 until now
varying from photographs from air vessels and zeppelins to satellite images.21 Aerial
photographs become driving methodology to explore relations of present time to
urban history. Focusing at the coast of Istanbul, aerial photographs are assembled to
bear evidence in order to look at history of waterfront as a dynamic geography and
urban space with a new lens.
By developing a method of viewing aerial images collected from a time span of
hundred years, this section monitors the spatial transformation of the waterfront. The
temporal concept of “longue durée” (Braudel, 1996; DeLanda, 2000) allow different
timescales of the dead-slow and lengthy evolution of urban geography whereas court
durée focuses on everyday events and the journalistic gaze which sees short temporal
intervals of the photographic moments yet is closer to human perceptions of space.
Aerial photographs are argued here as witnesses to historical evidence to the shaping
process of waterfront in geological time and in journalistic time that renders time
through nonlinear combinations.
Photographic evidence shows how material dispositions and changing maritime
spaces altered the physical body of water-land formation, landscapes, port scapes,
maritime spaces and architectures of the coast. Aerial photography is used widely the
master plans and projects in Istanbul. As seen from above the waterfront appears as a
construction site with coastal projects, roads, ports, displacement of industry, port
logistics and construction sites which bear evidence to material unfixity of the
coastline by human imprint in the processes of urbanization.

21

The first aerial photographs were taken as military surveillance in the beginning of twentieth
century, a master plan of the city was actually based on aerial photographs taken by the Turkish
military (Akpınar, 2003) and presently aerial photographs are used to generate political discourse of
projects.
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Critical Delineation Beyond Human Actors:
Unveiling events shaping of the coast through humans and nonhuman agents of
space
Cartography: Event as the coastline assemblage (Figure 1.6).
Elements of Glossary: Arriving at the port / Breakwater / The Bridge of Galata /
Canal and river / Construction Site / Container Box / Construction site / Finger
Piers / Haydarpaşa / İskele (pier) / Landing goods / Mass meeting / Maritime
accidents and prevention / Mavna / “Natural” Harbor and Modern Port / Quay /
Rivermouth / Sea Currents / Underground landfills / Waves and dry docks / Winches
and Container Cranes / Winter of 1929
The third and last part focuses on the actors of waterfront and mobilizes the research
among human and nonhuman actors following the cartographies generated in the first
two sections. Heterogeneous associations of physical bodies of geographical,
architectural and infrastructural spaces of waterfront that form assemblages with the
human impacts of shaping space, giving form to the waterfront are unveiled.
Through an in-depth inquiry of the concept of “agency” and “assemblage” (Latour,
2007; Deleuze & Guattari, 1983; DeLanda, 2016) in the context of urban space, the
section argues that events can be used to expose the multiplicity of agencies that are
argued to spread among both human and nonhumans. With this lens, humans,
machines, nonhumans, natural events, maritime accidents, agencies of geographies
draw a non–representational rendering of the waterfront in Istanbul.
The elements that are surfaced in the research belong to geography, port geography
(hinterlands, forelands, waterways), maritime space (ships, cargo, carriers), logistic
technologies, coastal structures and landscapes, geological formations, natural
events, maritime accidents, hydrological and maritime dyanmics, public events.
Events of landing and landfilling play a crucial part in the shaping of the waterfront
in relation to the projects of state, urban transformations, or projects of global
economy through waterfronts.
Each inquiry consists of a theoretical and cartographic inquiry with the research
presented as a glossary that acts as the translator of the inquiry into the case of
Istanbul (Figure 1.5). The theoretical inquiries question scale, time and agents. The
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cartographic inquiry follows the delineation of coastline in multiple representational
modes. The research is a collection of elements that are presented in the textual form
of glossaries that derive heterogeneous methods of open-ended research about the
shaping processes of Istanbul's waterfront (Figure A.1). The elements of glossary
consist of texts from urban history, descriptions of the terminology used in maritime
logistics, archive material of the port history and coastal geography; collected
newspaper articles on coastal trasformations, historical master plans of Istanbul's
port, historical port guidebooks, travelogues, urban maps, maritime charts, aerial
photographs, site visits with sea trips that collected videos and photographs from the
site with personal on-site experiences (Figure A.22). The archive and literary
research materials are from the public and private collections of Istanbul Studies
Center of Kadir Has University, Salt Research Library and Online Archives, Istanbul
Research Institute Library, university libraries of Middle East Technical University
and Istanbul Technical University; as well as through web search of online materials.
Elements combined in the glossaries form a web. Each element is linked to the
delineation of the coastline in the above-mentioned three inquiries (scale, time and
actor), which are interconnected to each other. The web is irreducible to its parts
since it is equally intermeshed. The glossaries sum up to collection of elements that
are structured in alphabetical order. Presenting the body of research in this way
debunks hierarchies that are conventionally present among scalar, temporal
frameworks and heterogeneous actors. The textual form of the glossary momentarily
flattens hierarchies and allows a web of underrepresented elements to surface (Figure
A.1). Moreover, the glossary forms a new language that combines disciplines of
architecture, coastal geography and port geography. With such a structure, the
conceptual inquiry to unveil nonhumans can find ways to decipher potential agents
of the waterfront.
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Figure 1.6 : Three inquiries of scale, timeframes and actors of critical
delineation.
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Figure 1.7: A mindmap of coastline drawing towards critical delineations of the
waterfront through landing and landfilling (cereyan) in Istanbul.
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The sequences of visual narratives are presented in figures that support and
sometimes go beyond the text. The cartographies, mindmaps and images are
intervowen with the main theoric arguments, so the images are as important sources
of reseach as the text. It should be noted that the appendix (Appendix A) is the
continuation of the visuals in the main body of the thesis and it is as important as the
rest of images in the chapters. The reason of its detatchment is due to the large
number of images that cannot be presented in the text due to technical / formatting
requirements.
The collected materials filter information about the changing coastlines, material
dispositions and events that overall give clues about the human nonhuman
assemblages. These give an intuitive and at times structured to develop narratives of
critical insight to involvement of humans, objects, things, natural forces, maritime
space in giving way to different turns and rifts in the urbanization process of the
coast. In the context of waterfront projects, the research filters master plans that have
been developed for the motives of human will to shape, appropriate, or transform the
coastal spaces in Istanbul.
Main Arguments
Waterfront manifests an urban condition that is intervowen with critical issues and
critical theory. The shaping of the waterfront and the critique of the waterfront has
evolved together with the rise of criticality. Crises on the urban edges and crises of
criticality co-evolved. The waterfronts – as well as other urban geographies of
Istanbul have been subject to projects that call for a critical attention. The shaping of
the coasts beyond the neoliberal transfromation manifests a larger set of conditions
including geopolitics, economic changing labor types, technologies, utopias, regimes,
as a holistic phenomenon. To understand this complex whole, the coastline itself is
an indicator. Critical delineation is the methodology used to decipher the processes
of shaping the coast. Critical delineation is a counter project, it weaves among the
drawing process and the material flows of the coast. It is beyond representation, and
radically crosscuts scales, timeframes and agencies. Critical delineation of the
coastline sheds light to multiple interconnected agencies of objects and fields.
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The coast of Istanbul is beyond the land–water is shaped as an unstable, dynamic
material body among the dynamics of landing and landfilling and their political
backdrops. The coastline is shaped through these flows. The coast as an edge, by
rendering through objects and as a field, yields different relations of scales when
combined together. The port is a machine of networks that go into the depths of the
land and the open seas. The dislocation of the various port functions in the urban
history of Istanbul has played a key role in the urban growth and explosions of the
city across the three peninsulas. By looking at the changing logistics of landing and
landfilling, a construction history and a critique of shaping the waterfront in Istanbul
becomes evident. In Istanbul, the port functions have shaped the coastline in different
scales. A narrative on the ground is shed light by the changing coastal landscapes,
maritime vessels, weather conditions, sea currents, and buildings. A conceptual
diagram for landing and landfilling shows how aritical delineation follows the
coastline to decipher material unfixites of the coast (Figure 1.7).
The methodology of drawing lines is beyond representational motives. The lines
stand among cartography, calligraphy, materiality and text. They stand between what
is visible through the gaze and what is sayable through words. Critical delineation
looks for further engagements of urban space, its materiality and the critique of
projects in Istanbul. It sheds light – to the paradox of planetary space and spaces of
abstractions of the projects. Beyond facts, coastline in Istanbul is a matter of critical
concern.
Critical delineation opens ways to become critical of the crises forging urbanization,
as well as questions human vs. planet by their ethical and aesthetic dimensions.
Therefore, with these dimensions, the position it acquires is radically critical beyond
the critique of urbanization that questions the urban edge over the divides of
inside/outside,

micro/macro,

human/nonhuman.

It

questions

the

splits

of

object/subject, delineator/delineated, representational/actual, material/immaterial and
arriving at a holistic understanding of waterfront in other words “seeing like the
waterfront” including a possible aesthetics/ethics of shaping waterfront in Istanbul.
The line that generates a critical methodology, finally transcends its own linearity
contouring the outlines of the land and water. Linear becomes nonlinear, the line
dissolves by spatial relations. The title of the study clarifies that ‘this is not a line.’
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This research can draw alternative ways to understand problems and contradictions
of the waterfront as an urban edge in Istanbul. Different from the previous waterfront
studies which render the coastal transformations from political, economic or social
perspectives, the methodology of critical delineation aims to put a wider set of
dynamics and agents on table using visual, cartographic, and spatial comprehensions
of geography and urban space. Here, waterfront as a critical delineation deciphers the
material unfixity and flows by the emphasis on the material ontology of the spatial
elements, coastal landscapes or logistic spaces, that make up the urban edge. A
holistic perspective against the waterfront as a transformation site, delineation is an
unfolding path to embody complex interdependency of agencies. Re-thinking the
urban edge with the filter of the vibrant flows, overrules abstractions of space of
projects. Critical delineation draws associations among the political, economic,
ecological, geographical, sociological, aesthetic and ethic dimensions concerning the
transformation of the waterfront in Istanbul (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.8: A mindmap of critical delineation for drawing associations
among multiple dimensions of urban transformation.
Waterfront, therefore, a space that stands between land and water can be
reconsidered within the context of “planetary space;” which equally conjoined the
above-mentioned dimensions. The duration of the process of urbanization overlaps
with the shaping of the waterfront by complex agencies of humans and nonhumans.
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Starting from this argument, this study arrays the main and secondary assertions.
Looking at the urban edge with such a lens, the theoretical foundations of urban
spatial frameworks can be re-framed. The deformation and the dynamism of the
urban edge as rendered through material flows of landing and landfilling allows to
think of the edge beyond differences among land/sea, human/nonhuman,
natural/urban, near/afar, urban/extraurban, historical/present. Therefore, waterfront
becomes more than a spatial border or an edge among land and sea; and then, the
limit of the urban edge dissolves.
In the context of waterfront projects, the research filters master plans that have been
developed for the motives of human will to shape, appropriate, or transform the
coastal spaces in Istanbul. It highlights gaps and tensions between the project and the
actual space. The coastline of Istanbul holds records of crises of urbanization
processes. It holds potentails to decipher new visual and practical means for the
critique of urbanization. This can be an experimental contribution to the possible
confrontations of architectural and urban intersections to become critical of the
processes of urbanization in Istanbul.
Critical delineation and its boundaries
Critical delineation is not a mapping project, it is closer to a questioning machine
about the material unfixites of the coast. A line that is ungovernable and unfixable.
The line is not only a drawing but is a path of thought. It is a fold that touches the
coast. It produces and reproduces questions about the agencies of objects and
relations that shape the coastline. How the coast is connected to the mainland or to
the world of water.
The question of “If this is not a line, what else can it be?” would be a shorthand
question. This study cannot give a short answer to this question such as, this is not a
line and it is an edge or an assemblage. Because of the web of associations that are
unfolded throughout the research the entangled dimensions of the economic,
political, ecological, ethic, aesthetic dimensions of shaping the coast that are
assembled together in the drawing coastlines. It is not a line because it constantly
weaves between these dimensions. There would be no other discipline than
architecture to be aware of the gap between the drawn line and its actual spatial
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manifestations. Yet anyone would easily agree that the coastline is nowhere to be
demarcated, in the actual urban space. Similarly, anyone would accept that the
coastline is not a line when the city is seen from above on an airplane in Istanbul
“nowhere there is a line.” This is not a line because the study is an ontological
inquiry of the representations and materializations of the coastline.
This study, despite its density and holistic approach, can only mark a first
commencement to a research methodology in urban studies. In no way it could fully
narrate a complete history or a fully explained urbanization process of the coastal
history. The research is structured through the conceptual inquiries, which can only
initiate the first steps of further epistemological outcomes for histories in Istanbul
with urbanization processes. Even though the research is partially based upon field
research and archival research, this should hardly be considered a study on a new
way of writing urban history. In this context, documents of urban history are used as
pathways of visualization and imagination of the changing coastal formations of the
coastline and its narratives of material dispositions. The question of how
urbanization could be deciphered along the critical cartographies of the coasts by the
inclusion of maritime histories and ecologies in the urban geography of Istanbul. The
given scalar, temporal and agential frameworks, each subsection and glossary can
grow with further writings and themes after this respect. It can be a first step to
highlight the critical concerns. The urban common of the coasts, rights of water and
its governance hopefully can initiate further critical spatial practices.
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2. WATERFRONT AS PROJECT
This chapter focuses on the project as the sum of appropriations of space. An
evaluation of the theoretical underpins of critical theory in urban waterfront studies
draws the shifts of paradigm from the 1980s onwards that rendered waterfront
through various projects. Mapping the controversies of projects in Istanbul shows the
waterfront and its ongoing projects that raise conflicts on the transformation of urban
space and commons. A panorama of shaping waterfronts in the world and history
shows that the material dispositions and processes of urbanization and colonization
of urban geographies share common themes.
The chapter presents a conceptual agenda for the project through its disciplinary use
in design, and political discourse in Turkey and Istanbul. Following the conceptual
inquiry, the study moves away from the rendering of waterfront as project towards
the material unfixity of space centering Lefebvre's concepts with a critical overview
of Latour's texts and their echoes in urban studies and humanities discussing the
human and nonhuman agency. The chapter aims to lay down a critical agenda of the
waterfront as a project.
2.1 A Critique (of Critique) to Waterfront Studies
Waterfront, both as a term and an urban phenomenon is a commonly studied topic
increasingly in the past 30 years. As a result of the rising interest in world cities for
their plots under transformation from vacant areas to developed coastal strips within
the process of de-industrialization. The mantra in 1980 widely celebrated “cities rediscovering their waterfronts” (Wrenn, 1980) and has become a global economic
trend in shaping post-industrial cities in the world. Even though waterfront is a term
used for an extended history in urban studies, in recent years it has become almost
prosaic, a phrase signifying the neoliberal urban transformation and the established
form of production of urban space within the professional practice and field of urban
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design. The professional enframing rises the problem of the waterfront as an urban
development that demands a conceptual inquiry to unfold its flaws and problem
areas. Rather than recounting the account of waterfront studies which are abundant
and diversified, the point is to question how waterfront as an urban phenomenon has
evolved within the urban studies via conceptual dispositions in the context of
criticality.
Urban waterfronts have been related to geographical discoveries, colonization of the
world, finding resources and trading activity of the “port cities” before they became
spaces of tourism, leisure, urban transformation in the conditions of the so-called deindustrialized “global city” (Meyer, 1999). However, critical urban studies of
waterfronts have mostly followed themes that rendered waterfront within the context
of the transforming project sites in cities. The waterfront development project
scheme entered the scene of urban transformation in the 1980s North American
cities' port area transformations that dominated the global agenda of waterfront
studies

afterward.

Waterfronts

are

dominantly

approached

as

port

city

transformations centering the problems of the changes in urban identity,
gentrification of urban centers and dispositions of people and functions (Butuner,
2006; Desfor & Laidley, n.d., 2011; Desfor, Laidley, Stevens, & Schubert, 2011;
Dündar, Karataş, & Erdin, 2014; Gunay & Dokmeci, 2012; Marshall, 2001;
Porfyriou & Sepe, 2016; 2011; Rubin, 2016; Smith & Ferrari, 2011; Tanis & Erkök,
2016; Towers, 2011). Recently waterfront studies have added themes of ecology,
political ecology (Sert, 2017) and climate change due to the rising environmental
conflicts as a result of rising sea levels and environmental disasters (Bunce & Desfor,
2007; Desfor & Laidley, 2011; Rising Waterfronts, 2011; Bonnell, 2014). Waterfront
studies use the project of architecture or urban design as a solution or a matter of
urban critique of a transformation site. While in this study, a critique of waterfront is
possible with an ontological shift to re-conceptualize the complexity of abstract and
concrete spatializations of waterfronts in certain expansions in the preconceived
frameworks of scale, temporality, and actors as discussed in the second part of this
chapter.
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2.2 Urban Controversies and Projects
Turkey as a country/territory22 faced an increased construction pressure of
unprecedented scale and speed due to projects led by the state and private companies
in the recent years. The physical impact of this strategy peaked in Istanbul as the
largest city in terms of its population of sixteen million at the coasts of the
Mediterranean and the Black Sea. An urban geography on which the construction
hyperactivity has surpassed any of the former scales in the recent 10-15 years, with
expanding urban growth. Land reclamations shape the Golden Horn, Bosphorus,
Marmara and Black Sea coasts, as infill areas, coastal roads, ports, marinas,
transformation sites, and imaginary canal projects generate distressing conditions for
ecologies and urban commons.
These projects are - without categorization - deforming waterfront coastlines such as
Yenikapı and Maltepe landfills, Kabataş Transfer Hub, transformation of Galata Port,
construction of the third airport. The political will and authority of manipulating the
sea space of Istanbul for elections are exposed in projects. Transformation of
Yassıada recently uttered as the “island of democracy” has appeared in aerial
photographs as a flat-island after years of construction and landscaping of the
governing party’s ideology in the memoriam of democracy in 2019.23 The
construction of the Yenikapı landfill has been used as political venue to gather mass
meetings at a strategic point of geography facing the silhouette. Üsküdar metro
station and expansion of coastal roads along Bosphorus, building of the third bridge
over Bosphorus, construction of marinas, transformation of palaces into hotels,

22

The increase on the constructions of new buildings, transportation infrastructures in other cities
show that the neoliberal state has used tools of urbanization as a political strategy in the country.
Ankara as the capital confronts urban growth, increased high-rises and destruction of buildings and
modern heritage. Izmir wears on an increasingly metropolitan image and sprawl, receives internal
migration from other large cities. Smaller cities and provinces are reconstructed with new highways,
and projects. With a geographical and local heterogeneity, Anatolia and Thrace has witnessed a
material and social disposition in geography and urban space.
23
Project of Yassıada which was named after the Island of Democracy and Freedom as the space of
the memory of the trials of Adnan Menderes, his imprisonment and execution in 1960-62. The island
was opened and re-programmed with a project of cultural centers, marinas and hotels for touristic use
in 2019. News reported by aerial photographs that the geographical attribute of flatness (yassı) in its
name was literally realized by the earth moving and excavations for the new landscape design. The
president spoke in the opening that the island in not flat but mournful (“yassı ada değil, yaslı ada”) in
the opening ceremony. Link: http://www.diken.com.tr/yassiada-oldu-yassi-sehir-insaatlar-bitti-27mayista-erdogan-gidiyor/
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destructions of formal industrial areas and port area transformations, building of
Canal Riva, proposed project of Canal Istanbul along the coasts demarcate some of
the projects that use the waterfront as political and economic tool causing uneven
development (Figure 2.1). The condition of Istanbul becoming a construction site in
the last decade formed the fundamental part of the critique residing in the particles of
construction dust spreading over the city, and over the reasoning to re-think the
concept of project in this study.
The projects and the transformation of the urban space are micro forms of the larger
processes of urban growth. Within the urbanization hyperactivity, the city exceeded
its "spatial frameworks" that were defined to follow an incremental growth in the
macro form of the city spreading over three peninsulas (Tekeli, 2000, 2016; Güvenç,
2004). In the past hundred years of lifespan, the city evolved from a gateway city
with a functioning port at the core of its maritime space to a megapolis following a
spatial and scalar expansion over the land. The terrestrial growth was mainly towards
the east-west axis and up to the north along the strait (Güvenç, 2010). During the
expansive process of urbanization, how did the space of waterfront deform remains a
question to follow.

Figure 2.1: A map of waterfront controversies in Istanbul.
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2.2.1 Waterfront transformations and the rise of criticality
Throughout the urban study of waterfront in the past 30-40 years; the meaning of the
urban waterfront has evolved in urban studies. It has become fractured with the
multiplicity of disciplines, divergent worldviews, and different matters of concerns
dealing with its transformation. To what extent urban theory was influential in
waterfront studies and at what kind of depths was criticality substantial within the
evolution of urban waterfront? A panorama of the rise of critical theory in urban
studies is presented in different turns in the worldviews starting from the initial
waterfront studies until the present time some of which can only be banal repetitions.
Re-discovering the waterfront: Birth of neoliberal schemes
The use of the term waterfront in urban studies was coined first in the 1980s with the
rise of the neoliberal urban transformation strategies when the post-war urban
paradigm of industrial decentralization matured in urban centers. The years
witnessing the advent of neoliberalism solidified the way waterfronts as discovered
sites of long-neglected treasury situated at the centers of post-industrial cities as
abandoned industrial areas. The old port and industrial production lands became
targets of high interest of public and private investments. The code was a typical
transformation model has spread to global cities through waterfronts since then.
“Cities rediscovering their waterfronts” was the motto used for the North American
cities (Wrenn, 1983).24

24

A brief history of transformation patterns of waterfront development was summarized as such: A
safe harbor in which ships were anchored offshore; cargo handling being transported to the coast by
smaller boats a model which required a minimum intervention to the coast in the beginning. Increase
in the scale of industrialization requiring even more space piers, loading docks, warehouses
inefficiencies in functioning of harbor areas falling short for the increased size of carriers. Long
expected revolution coming with containerization; a techno-industrial gift; changing waterfront
evolution dramatically. Speeding up and multiplying the capacity of ship loading marking the collapse
of the warehouse port model by its conventional storage, handling, and shipment functions transferred
to the container box, removing of the port area irreversibly out from the city center for larger sites as
container ports. Older strips of waterfront at the city center falling into complete or partial disuse.
Finally becoming the “re-discovered waterfronts” for developers and city governments (Wrenn,
1983). New real estate projects, recreational, commercial, cultural activities. The ending multiplied
itself in world cities and continues manifesting itself in different lapses in time and mutations in local
particularities of cities worldwide.
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The backstage actors of the transforming site of the waterfront development model
typically consist of established parties of organizations and individuals such as
developers, local authorities, developer architects, engineers, managers. These actors
represent the predetermined authority of shaping the waterfront (architects can
position in and out of this circle).

The program of transformation is similarly

definitive; a profitable blend of residential and commercial programs with offices,
food and beverage facilities, shops, thematic outdoors, carparks, service areas if
desired, marinas or cruise ship ports. A master plan coordinates all! Waterfront
development is the corporate package that functions within capital flows either
through the neoliberal state or global networks. It changes the public space,
consumption culture and urban identity of the cities. A neoliberal project that has
operated the urban transformation scheme in global cities shaping their waterfronts
since their discovery in 1980s, it has become an apparatus of capitalist production of
urban space as well as it was confronted with the dissent of critical urban studies in
the following years (Figure 2.2).
Criticality of Global City and Port City
After the celebration of the “rediscovery of the waterfront” with the advent of
neoliberalism, the 1990s witnessed another discovery, that of the “global city” (as
appeared in Sassen, 1991). The global city versus local culture conflicts were
absorbed in waterfront studies by port city studies which were coined as a reflection
of the dominance of global city jargon. Port area transformations were rendered as
the local places that the public space and cultural identity were stressed by the
market economy and global city networks (Meyer, 2000). The advent of global city
downfall the urban studies towards an understanding of the city as an intangible or
soft process.25 Concepts like cyberspaces (Mitchell, 1995), spaces of flows (Castells,
1989) uncovered the abstract world of capitalism spread through economic networks.
On the other hand, cultural-historical readings of city identity and a rediscovery of
their history as a locus of memory via concepts like “collective memory” (Boyer,

25

Meyer emphasizes the interest of the intangibility that was conceived to lie behind the physicality of
urban space by “Soft City” becoming more important than the hard city. “The city as we imagine it,
the soft city of illusion, myth, aspiration nightmare, is as real, maybe more real, than the hard city one
can locate in maps and statistics, in monographs on urban sociology and demography and
architecture” (Raban, 1974).
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1994), and “invisible cities” (Calvino, 1974). These twofold readings one political
economic foundation, and the latter of cultural-historical base, both relied upon the
“condition of postmodernity” (Harvey, 1990). The condition of abstraction of space
through capital flows of the high postmodern detachment of architecture as a
profession closer to the market economy and the shallow urban critique of the 1990s
that was based on the atmospheric and ethnic controversies of urban transformations
(Figure 2.2).
Rise for the urban right to the waterfront
Two influential thinkers' texts entered urban studies in 2000’s; Lefebvre’s “Right to
the city” echoed by Harvey based on a translation of Marx's thought theorized in the
paradigm of spatial theories accentuated the critique of urban space as a claimed
public right and enabled production processes of urban space in everyday lives of
citizens. The second wave was Deleuze and Guattari’s texts that absorbed capitalism
and the condition of schizophrenia and through their critical and escapist thought
patterns of rhizom thinking, heterogeneity and assemblage thinking to blur the
dialectics of binary-everything as radical nomads of flux and becoming. A
Negotiated Landscape San Francisco’s waterfront since 1950 (Rubin, 2016)
approached the port area transformation as a public common with a critical urban
perspective towards gentrification. Critical boundaries within them were explored as
in Fluid City: Transforming Melbourne’s Urban Waterfront (Dovey, 2005) which
based on the waterfront critique over Deleuze and Guattari's flows of desires, that
granulated the desires of capitalism, authority economy, space, and materials in the
context of waterfront. Themes of gentrification, social exclusion, conflicts of
political negotiations centered the debates of the urban right to the waterfront as the
rise of criticality (Figure 2.2).
Economic and ecological crises of the waterfronts
The economic crises of the waterfront development projects subject to critical
acclaims as reported in the waterfront studies after the 2000s. Failed neoliberalism
appeared in Buenos Aires’s Puerto Madero (2011) waterfront development that
draws out interdisciplinary concerns like environmental crises, water contamination,
and the overgrowth of port areas blocking the accessibility. Landscape history of
coasts in the nineteenth century, a boom in architectural project competitions in the
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1980s, current global roles of the working port, administrative history of the area and
architectural reading of the building designs become part of the multidisciplinary
reading of the waterfront. The failure of the waterfront development draws a portrait
of a Latin American port city unsuccessful/unrealized urban plans and
unproportionate private developmental interest shaping the old port areas with a
degree of obscurity in terms of the public good (Figure 2.2).
Overdesign and over budget Port Cities of continental Europe were the forerunners
of engineered coasts shaping the dynamism of the marshlands and tidal estuaries of
rivers that naturally changed shape and meander. The invention of dams and dikes,
and polders in the Netherlands and the haven typologies shaping and tame of river
currents of the rivers of Elbe or Rheine represent the vulnerability of sea–land
demarcations in these geographies. Design and engineering have been forerunners of
waterfront regeneration projects like Hafen City in Hamburg. Although the design
authorship had earlier became another waterfront of Bilbao by the starchitect project
of the Guggenheim Museum. Design through landscape, architecture or engineering
has been a powerful tool, in cities like Hamburg, Amsterdam, Bilbao, Barcelona,
Genoa to alter the economical values of their waterfronts.
The Mediterranean studies and port cities, despite the connective nature of the
middle sea, generate multiple local conditions of Eastern and Western geography of
the sea in segmented and diverse conditions. Political, economic and ecological
system narrating the long history of the sea monitored the “the waning of the
Mediterranean” (Tabak, 2008, 2010) and the port cities. As the glory of cities like
Barcelona, Genoa, Venice are set aside, a critical frontier facing economical crisis
abandoned with long delays and lags. Venice’s city on the water of salt or Lido
beach culture established the generation of a culture of the beach and swimming as
mentioned in The Lure of The Sea (Corbin, 1994) which altered the previous
industrial use of the waterfront ports in the nineteenth century. Rise of tourism and
the consumerist culture and its reflections on the urbanization of the Iberian coasts by
beach tourism was researched in Costa Iberica in the turn of the millennium with vast
landscapes of hotels. Mainland Marghera meaning “the sea was here” before the
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industrial port of Po River Delta of Venice.26 Recent studies approaching the
Mediterranean as a whole system of urbanities in contemporary rendered the basin in
new urban cartographies in diverse geographies including Algiers, Beirut,
Alexandria, Split and others (Petrov, 2013; Altiok, 2014).
Ecological crises have increased the entrance of the paradigm of ecology with the
agenda of climate change and rising sea levels. Recent years waterfront studies have
developed negotiating political ecology and urban transformations (Bunce and
Desfor, 2007), and neoliberal developments with ecological agencies (Desfor,
Laidley, Stevens and Schubert, 2011). Flooding of rivers with hydrological cycles in
Ganges River was projected with cartographies of changing coastlines as humans get
closer to the logic of the river (DaCunha, 2018). The increased interest of waterfront
as an ecological interface is underlined in the agenda of this study, by centering the
discussion of humans and nature in the urban space and how their interdependency
and relations shape the waterfronts.
With the present increase of awareness and increased communications on
environmental disasters, records of rising or evaporating seas and the melting of
icecaps, the dynamism of how water encounters land has become more visible. In
this expanded context, waterfront becomes a space where human impact on
geography, environment, ecosystems are intertwined with economic and political
power structures. The presented examples reveal the material shaping of waterfront
with its complex interconnected agency among environmental, political, economic,
social and ecological elements.
Development and contradictions of waterfront as a critical debate in Istanbul
Waterfront has generated particular roles directing the urban criticality manifested in
the public debate in Istanbul. Studies of waterfront in Istanbul form a multi-vocal
discourse due to the urgency of enabling equal rights to public participation in the
spatial transformation as an urban common. In academic research, first reactionary
critical waterfront studies followed the municipal cleansing projects of the banks of

26

Based on the exhibition research of the waterfront by the pavillion of Venice in the Venice
Architecture Biennale: Reporting From the Front, 2016.
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the estuary Golden Horn in the 1980s. Widely acclaimed by urban studies, the
cleansing project swept the urban industrial fabric without documentation to leave
out the green belt landscape type of waterfront. In urban studies, the operations were
approached as alienations to the history connecting the water’s edge in Istanbul
(Alamuddin, 1987). Golden Horn was approached as a political strategy and an urban
regeneration problem of culturalization of the valley (Bezmez, 2004), and industrial
heritage preservation (Köksal, 2000), as a problem of urban culture and economy
(Gören, 2011) as a potential to generate a socially just planning model for a possible
participatory planning approach of old shipyards transformation (Geambazou, 2014).
The port areas located at the mouth of the estuary were subject to different set of
urban studies. The old port areas of Galata Port,were viewed with the problems of
waterfront public accessibility and public openness (Özer, 2008; Uçlar, 2012; Darğa,
2014; Erkmen, 2015); docklands transformation in terms of policy-making strategies
(Baş Bütüner, 2003; Urkun-Bowe, 2008; İlhan, B.Ş. 2012). Critique of urban
transformation, gentrification, participation, preservation in the urban context is a
public discussion as well. The waterfront development model has created its
individual critique in urban studies. With an increase in social agenda, public
accessibility, urban integration, port city identity under globalization, heritage
preservation formed the core of academic studies. Coastal transformation of the
1990s and early 2000s in Istanbul was narrated with the tension of multiple
contrasting desires under the phenomenon of the global city creating local vacuums
of non-place transformation sites. Geography and urban “port city identity” (Erkök,
2002) was emphasized.
In the aftermath of Gezi protests increased emphasis on public commons in 2013 and
onwards.27 Critique of the hyperactive infrastructural operations layer on the
municipality and the government which instantly stress the built environment. Voices
of architects, NGOs, planners, chambers, developers, activists and academicians,
formed opponent desires; private demands of developers vs. public needs; power

27

The widely acclaimed Occupy Gezi Protests in 2013 marked a critical turn in the public discussion
of authoritarianism in the public space.
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mechanisms vs. dissidents against the control of urban space over transformation
projects.28
Critical narratives were produced by personal, graphic and creative texts to ironize
coastal transformations. Tensions of discordant desires of the global city were
uncloaked in Land-fill / Dolgu Istanbul (Akcan, 2004) which ironically depicted the
dilemmas of divergent ideologies like developer’s, entertainer’s, nostalgic’s, cynic’s
utopias of the coasts. Photomontage and witty criticisms revealed the underlying
heterotopia of the multiplicity of desires over the waterfront’s fate. On the other
hand, the paradigm of geopolitics, and urbanism and historical imaginaries were put
on table rendering the “Bosphorus as a pipeline” connecting Russia to open seas
(Turan, 2013). The spectacle of the crossing of tankers overlapped with an
illustrative narrative and exhibition in Strait: A Geofiction (Turan, 2015) narrated a
dystopia creating another ironic story of a maritime accident transforming into the
urban developer’s ideal.
Increased involvement of architecture to the transformation of the waterfronts in
Istanbul has resulted in exhibitions and events that re-valued the port history of the
city in relation to other cities of port geographies. Port City Talks (2016) exhibition
curates briefs from urban historians, architects, artists, media artists as a collective
story of the port in relation to the port of Antwerp. On the other hand, Darzana: Two
Arsenals, One Vessel was an architectural installation of a final metaphorical vessel
built in the shipyards and a research interwoven with narratives re-connecting of
Istanbul’s Imperial Shipyards to its former competitor, the Arsenal of Venice
(Çiçekoğlu, Erkal, Costantini; 2016). The exhibition Harbor / Liman (2017) in the
old customs building at the port of Galata was a tribute to artworks with a thousand
years of port history of the city (Güvenç, 2017) before the entrepot building was
demolished for the transformation of the site. The development of the critical
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Architects have been at the target as the actors that stand closest to the public in the transformation
projects in Istanbul in recent years due to the increased insecurity and democratic participation over
the right to the public space. See: Open letter to Renzo Piano, the architect of the new Modern Art
Museum in Galata Port by activists and academicians in Turkey and abroad. Another critical artwork
Darzana attended Venice Architecture Biennale sparked a large number of debates in 2016. For other
large-scale projects, groups like socialist architects and engineers, resistance of the northern forests
and more have raised their voices in Istanbul.
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discourse in the past thirty years has altered with the involvement of architects,
designers, and artists which unveils hidden powers of architectural discourse to make
a difference in the course of urban criticality in society.

Figure 2.2: A mapping for critical urban theory with waterfront studies on the world
map.
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Notes on three inquiries and questions for waterfront studies in Istanbul
Apparently, development of criticality remained within the critical deadlocks in most
of the cases as worn out themes trapped within the problems of neoliberalism
creating its own dissent. Within the flood of literature on waterfront studies, it is
difficult to scrutinize gaps. Instead, it is possible to ask questions that go back to the
primordial, basic and fundamental questions which studies have strived to meet.
At what scale can we speak of the waterfront of Istanbul, does the waterfront start or
end in any spatial framework? With the increasing edge city problems of the growing
Istanbul region, and increasing human impact considered the waterfront development
perspective both as a practice and its critique remains limited. Waterfront is mostly
approached as a development site that limits the study within an occupied area on
land. It is considered usually as a terrestrial urban piece. By shifting the disciplinary
scalar boundaries, is it possible to approach it as an edge condition of geography?
How can conceptual expansions of the notion of scale alter the macro-micro split and
spatialization of waterfront as a geography and an architectural space at the same
stance? What kind of critical issues can new conceptions of scale surface among
scales of territories and objects of urban space?
What kind of temporal frameworks can decipher the speed of urban transformation
processes along the waterfront in Istanbul? When waterfront studies are mapped, it
appears that the historical evolution was approached within two distant periods; first
is the neoliberal development phase after 1980’s, second is the urban historians
narratives of the late Ottoman-Early republican period port of Istanbul until early
twentieth century (Çelik, 1993; Keyder, Özveren, & Quataert, 1994; Eldem, Eldem,
Goffman, & Masters, 1999; Erkal, 2001; Hastaoglou-Martinidis, 2011). Modern and
postmodern periods marking between the years of the 1930s–1980s is a less explored
historical period. After the 1980s the waterfront became a neoliberal issue that was
dominated by the waterfront transformations. This domination magnifies the critical
political agenda while producing a historical amnesia by focusing on the urban
development agenda of waterfronts. Questioning the historical evolution in longer
periods can draw a holistic panorama of waterfront transformations and merge
critical paradigms with historical research. How can the historical amnesia of
development projects be altered? What kind of a temporal conception can embody
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the waterfront’s geographical time together with the temporal frameworks of
urbanization and the everyday? In this respect, what type of critical issues of
waterfront surface looking back in history and relating the historical with the present
time?
Actor is a commonly used term in urban studies as a definitive set of actors:
architects, municipal organizations, developers, public users, participants, planners,
activists, NGO’s, media a political that are either grouped or individualized by their
political roles in society. What kind of actors are we speaking of viewing the shaping
processes of the waterfront in Istanbul? Questioning the set of actors including
nonhumans to human actors and organizations and forms of agency perform, can
pave new ways of re-thinking the actors of waterfront. What can the inclusion of
nonhuman agency alter in the conception of urban edge, and the urban nature split in
the case of urban waterfronts? Is waterfront an urban edge that confronts urban with
nature or is the water another human shaped geography?
2.2.2 Shaping the waterfronts beyond transformation
In the following examples the appropriation of coastal space is subject to broader
agendas of projects: mega-scale utopian projects, waterscapes of nations, continent
merging utopias, building waterway infrastructures by geopolitical rule and territorial
hegemony, utilization of urban wastelands and earthworks, spaces of warfare, and
transposition of port functions; each forming diverse spatial associtiations with
geography, materials and the so-called nature. Showing that human alterations of
diverse landscsapes of water bear more complexity than the predetermined urban
waterfront problematics.
Cultivating nature by political rule: Land creation and taming of waterscapes
When viewed with exemplary cases, the shaping of waterfront by human will
reappears as a complex case which holds intersections of ideologies, power
structures and nature. The shaping of land and the connection of political-materiality
generate landscapes controlled by political rules. Fascism and Nature (Armiero,
2014) unraveled Benito Mussollini’s regime by its relation to the taming of nature for
state transformation. The socio-materiality of land creation in Agro Pontino which
was a project of laboring the “untamed” swampy delta by drying and landfilling
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project and was another Italian territorial cultivation of geography to use labor,
technology and establishing images of the political rule (Caprotti & Kaika, 2008).
Walking on Water: Politics of land creation (Desfor, 2008) followed the political and
economic basis of land making in the shaped deltas of North America, while “hydropolitics” of building dams in Egypt (Shokr, 2009) rendered the laboring of water as a
natural and political material used by political regimes to cultivate the national state
space, in other words the “geo-body” (Winichakul, 1994) of nations.
The natural landscapes and their part in building “national identity” (Cusack, 2010)
showed that riverscapes as vast geographies of the “unshapeability” of water as a
flowing liquid that could craft the land in return and monitored the rivers as identities
of nations connoting the meaning of rivers where water marks the flow of history in
other words of destiny. The relation of history between the land and sea was shaping
of the waterfront therefore, is an indirect act of shaping the national territorial space
land as the collector of history and water as an urban, military and a historical
boundary marked by political borders which either follow natural borders of rivers or
water bodies or of zones of territorial division on maps.
Design of docklands and warscapes: Tidal waters of London
London as the imperial power of maritime trade has morphed a dynamic waterfront
mainly shaped by the docks and embankments. The invention of the docks as a
landscape protecting ships from the currents of the open sea flowing into the river
mouths of the Thames and the tides of the ocean. Docks were enclaves of water in
land that were encircled by warehouses or high brick walls (Meyer, 1999). The city
transformed its coastal landscape from a harbour with ships and Docklands to a
waterfront of public functions and buildings. Construction of Thames embankments
added a royal promenade by infilling and constructing a new layer of landscape for
pedestrian and vehicular roads. The embankments not only organized the landscape
of the city above ground but also engineered the subterranean world of tubes,
pipelines, and tunnels. Stone walls against the tides of the river, the building of
embankments swept away the industrial labor-based port landscape out from the city
center towards the land pieces among the meanders of Thames as new Docklands.
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Eighty years later than the transposition of the Docks in the nineteenth century,
during World War II, London docks became the construction sites for 80 caissons,
forged and molded concrete blocks in gigantic dimensions for a military mission of
D-Day. The concrete caissons floated off from the Albert Dock to the river Thames
and the sea of Manche to reach the coasts of France in Normandy Avellanches to
construct the Mulberry Artifical Harbour.29 Lining a 6 km long artificial harbor to
safe the waters at the sandy coast, the caissons protected the coastline from the
ocean’s tidal waves as the operation (Figure 2.4). The artificial harbor specifically
engineered for the sandy coast and shallow seabed of the shore. Another eighty years
later the smashed caissons can be monitored today from the satellite views off the
coast. How the building of an artificial harbor at the tidal waters of the ocean is
brittle against the work of time and natural powers? While London’s waterfront was
an engineered edge for urban and war landscape formation along the coast, the
geographical agency of the sea waves acted with the breakwaters, docks, and
embankments. A wicked amalgam of tidal factors of the water acting with and
against the breaking of the waves of the sea for destructive and constructive purposes
of the wartimes and urbanization.
Shaping continents and the middle sea: Utopian visions of Atlantropa
Coasts of the earth could have witnessed defiant schemes in history in laying out the
earth and sea demarcation, none of which would trespass the unrealized project of
Atlantropa, which was designed by architect Herman Sörgel between the years 19281952 in Munich that reshaped the complete sea of Mediterranean geography. The
plan was to evaporate the waters of the sea by cutting the water inlets from the
oceans through the straits of Gibraltar and Dardanelles by building dams.30 A
geohistorical drawback to the state of one million years earlier to lower the sea levels
by two hundred meters across the entire coasts. The project was announced as a
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In the video, the construction of the engineered floating roads and breakwaters are deocumented in
1944 by Huntley Film Archives Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKYmW6H2rLU
30
The sea could be separated from the oceans water by these dams by cutting the water inlet of
Gibraltar which brings in a fresh, less salty water. The smaller undercurrent of the salty water flowing
out to the ocean balanced the level of salt of the water, salination. The cutting off of surface currents
would only end the freshwater inlet that could result in over salination of the sea. That is why Sörgel’s
plan proposed a land bridge in Gibraltar. Further information can be found in Atlantropa: One of the
Missed Opportunities of the Future, Alternative Mediterranean Six Million Years Ago: A model For
the Future, as appears in the edited book of Alternative Worlds, Blue Sky Thinking Since 1900 edited
by Ricarda Vidal and Ingo Cornils, 2015.
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“inexhasutible source of energy” during Germany’s lebensraum political geography
of a nation becoming a continental project (Vidal, 2015).31 The new sea level
delineated a new continent that could merge the continents of Europe and Africa
through the new coasts and the new cities built across. The plan proposed urban
planning schemes for port cities of the Mediterranean most of which would lose their
waterfronts and become in-land cities.32 The project used renewable water energy to
power the cities and industry as a solution to the energy crisis and the military
conflicts of Europe. Proposing a solution to millions of unemployment working at
the construction sites of the required infrastructures for workers (Vidal, 2015). The
project appeared in films of its time animating the large-scale human intervention on
the geological elements of the land and hydrosphere. The film showed animated
plans of the dams, bridges and new towns as well as the intended construction
process of by montages of explosions at the land, moments of flood and water
flowing. Sörgel’s proposal as a political agenda invoked technocracy in which
technological knowledge of leader engineers was used to end the world wars (Figure
2.3).
Atlantropa shows how geological knowledge could be operated with design and
power to shape the coastline. Another coastal entanglement of humans shaping the
coastal landscape by using unproportionate utopian visions in the delusive hands.
Large scale utopias could intend to change the world map. It shows a purely
utilitarian use of nature and world space for the favor of the human and ignorance of
ecological catastrophes delusive optimism generated by authoritarian visions.

31

The project is referred as a politically critical to Germany’s National Socialist Party and lacked their
governmental support (Vidal, 2015). It proposed a southward expansion to Germany’s Lebensraum
which was oriented its interest towards East at that time. Sörgel’s references in his book “Three Great
A’s” (Drei Grossen ‘A’) indicated America, Atlantropa and Asia as the three countries and was
referencing North American large scale projects in an era of extensive civic engineering infrastructure
building in the form of dams, reservoirs, bridges, roads for their union (Christensen, 2012).
32

Venice and Genoa were some of the exceptional cities to have planned by new connections and
infrastructures that linked the historical center to the new coast. New Genoa after the sea level was
dropped 100 meters shows the old city inland and the piece of Mediterranean Sea becoming a lake
connected to the open sea by a coastline of canals. The old city was reserved for the touristic site and
the new town for prospering urban fabric dedicated to speed of transport and progress. The new land
of the old seabed is opened to new development of the city with a new coastline of the port area. The
waterfront was transformed from a working port to porous and increased public uses of coastal
developments (Vidal, 2015). Today Genoa develops its waterfront together with private and public
developments.
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Figure 2.3: A project shaping the Mediterranean: Atlantropa.
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Urban construction debris: Infilling New York’s finger piers
New York’s waterfront regeneration by the post-war of de-industrialization followed
the path of rapid urban transformations sparked.33 The first plans commenced in the
1950-60s disregarded the massive existing building stock that was the legacy of
industrialization of the past century. It was not earlier than the social democratic
climate of the late 1960s that enabled a negotiable new urban design scheme to sneak
into the brownfield areas and transform the building stock by preservation (Meyer,
1999). As an activist, Jane Jacobs’s critique at the turbulent times of 1970s was sharp
as she called the dominance of expressways at New York’s coast as the “border
vacuums” at the riverbanks of Manhattan (Jacobs, 1993[1961]). The rapid clearance
and transformation of the coastal landscapes generated non-place corniches to the
city. On the other hand, the finger pier typology as the American translation of the
grid street plan was extended out to the coast by jaw-like landings was a translation
of the rent and land-based planning system of the grid over the interface to the
waterfront in the horizontal dimension adversary to the vertically elevating
skyscrapers (Koolhaas, 1997). The dense jaw like piers and warehouses formed the
typical landscape of the coastline in the first half of the century's port city. The earth
excavation for the basement levels of the World Trade Center was transported and
dumped into the Hudson River, creating thirty-seven hectares of artificial infill in
Battery Park that would be subject of highways and parks and development of real
estate projects.34 Coastal form transformed from the finger pier warehouses to
smoothly flattened landscape (Figure 2.4).
Sand and crisis: Dubai’s world and palm shaped properties
Dubai was transformed from a gulf port city to a global showcase of the architectural
landscape of global fantasy shaped by petroleum and sand. As a networked city and
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Strips of brownfield areas, ports, warehouses were transformed into amusement parks, touristic
sites, offices, commercial blocks, real estate projects of downtown by new preservation concepts. The
trasfromation of North American ports generated the waterfront development schemes as well as
preservation strategies like adaptive re-use and retrofitting which preserved the old urban fabric while
inserting new programs.
34
Problem of design by a single state of authority of an architect was one of the debates in Venturi
and Scott Brown’s Park project. It stands as a designer project at the waterfront proposal yet was
unrealized. The current transformation strategies in innovative studios of New York’s coasts center
around accessible/inclusive public parks for all and resilient coasts for future global rising sea level
scenarios. Rising Currents collected projects on the future waterfront landcapes for New York as
blending, organic ways in 2015. New York today has become the politically correct laboratory of
waterfront studies.
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by its global connectivity, “projects not as mere reflections of the global process but
also agents of catharsis and change” and dialectic relationship of globalization and
intensification of infrastructural systems in the formation of urban artifacts of the
port geography that is based on the transshipment of petroleum in Dubai (Ramos,
2010). On the other hand, construction of the Palm, the World and other islands in
the Gulf region marked a new scale of urban land reclamation and by infilling the
sea. The commodification of the new land for the private property with the suburban
villa typology was juxtaposed and invented in Dubai.
The ground upon which the new property is built faces a crisis of sand. The grain of
the desert sand is smooth which made it inadequate to fill the sea. The landfilling
sand is smuggled and has created a sand mafia in Dubai. Despite the abundance of
sand in the deserts and the seabed, the appropriate sand to construct a stable landfill
is extremely scarce on earth. At the scale of the grain, the sand particle of the desert
and the sea are not prone to solidify the ground due to the long geological formation
processes that grained them in rounded shapes. The dredging of sand from the seabed
makes serious harm to the submarine life and ecologies living in depths. The scarcity
of the sand and the desire for shaping the coastlines with the map of the earth and
palms not only created secluded luxury for some but also created a disadvantaged
society of labor mafia in the underlying sand smuggling since the sand is becoming
scarcer due to its widespread use in construction, and other industries35 (Figure 2.4).
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For the news report and documentary in 2017, “Sand Wars: From Mumbai to Tangier, Dubai to the
Maldives.” This investigation bares an emergency of the resource scarcity that the world's sand is
disappearing.
(Links:https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/specialseries/2017/12/sand-wars171213082235210.html and http://sand-wars.com)
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Figure 2.4: Shaping urban waterfronts.
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2.2.3 Re-drawing the project and waterfront as urban phenomenons in Istanbul
The project refers to the product of the building design or master plan in professional
practice. Projectum36 as is in the architectural project, refers to the product of
building design or master plan as it is professionally practiced, drafted, printed and
handled to a client that is in the form of plans, sections, renderings, lists and loaded
information which projects future as a guide before construction. However, outside
the architectural practice, the term is loaded with a political meaning that refers to
urban projects. A rationalization for the construction sector in recent years has
generated a city of projects.37 In Istanbul’s urbanization hype recently, outside the
architectural practice, the term is used as a source of political propaganda that refers
to any kind of the urbanizing operation majorly used by the state, here project
counters the term “plan” which calls for a preparation of a set of designs and
arrangements to realize a future achievement. Being prone for “not making plans but
making projects” (“plan değil, proje”)38 has been an ironic slogan by the authorities
to highlight the projects of Istanbul as a rhetorical tool for the rationalization of
construction sector’s hyperactivity in recent years in front of the public eye. It
became the signifier for the need of the public for projects, in the form of concrete
services like highways, tunnels, housing or urban transformation of neighborhoods.
The election campaigns used the optimist promise of the concrete and physical
changes of urban projects from highways, railroads to airports; from urban
waterfront regenerations to waterways, dams and canals.39 In an expanded field,
“project” has spread over the political and civil society’s tongue to designate the acts
urbanization in major cities of Turkey. The use of the term project has spread from
political discourse to election campaigns and to everyday use in public posing a

36

The term project means plan, draft, scheme, comes from Latin proiectum that is something thrown
forth, and aims to cast an image on a screen.
37
For Istanbul’s ongoing projects see the critical mapping project of Mega Projeler Istanbul:
https://megaprojeleristanbul.com/
38
This quote is used in reference to a report of the Chamber of Architects Istanbul that ironically
duplicated the political discourse of the 1960s for the present struggles of urban planning for the
development of projects in 2010s. The original phrase was the people need pilaf (cooked rice as food)
instead of development plans (“millete plan değil pilav lazım”) by Süleyman Demirel. The motto
entered the political discourse in that time by the derisive response of the president Demirel to the
opposition party CHP’s demand of making development plans for the prosperity of the public during
the elections at the end of the1960s.
39
Multiple projects can be mapped in recent years that used the coastal spaces of seas, lakes or rivers
to develop projects or ports. A commencement of a list can be: a canal project in Antalya, building of
the dam of Hasankeyf, coastal landscaping of the shores of the Lake of Van, building of the coastal
highway along the Black Sea.
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dominant act to endure power and authority. No other country uses the term project
in such a derivative meaning that encompasses political and military operations and
urban projects (Bora, 2016).
Project, for the urban geographers, gains a spatial meaning of the economic and
technological appropriation of geography. In Uneven Development: Nature, Capital
and the Production of Space (2008 [1984]), Neil Smith depicts capitalism as a
"geographical project.” Smith notes “revolt against capitalism should itself be
planning something geographical” referring to Fitzcarraldo’s colonization project of
transposing a ship by pulling it in-land over the hills between the meanders in the
deeps of Amazon for shaping the land for a water passage. So, waterfront in that
sense can be rendered a “geographical project” whose unevenness is shaped,
engineered by projects. How the waterfront was engineered in Istanbul as a
geographical project sparks as a question to be answered.
Architectural and urban theory has witnessed the use of project with meanings of
governmental organizations in the context of ideological projects of modernity as
well as theoretical projects of autonomy.40 On the other hand, project was
fundamentally present in the rise of the Mediterranean port city in nineteenth
century. As well as, the neoliberal policy that altered the spaces of waterfront after
1980s, can speculatively be named after a part of neoliberal project of globalization.
In the context of this thesis, project is discussed as the central mediator of the human
will to shape the concrete space. Project is reframed as an abstract conception of
humans to mediate geography and space for the favor of the human comfort and
survival and requires a critical evaluation of the relations of human and nonhumans.
Project refers to the product of building design or master plan as it is professionally
practiced, drafted, printed and handled to a client. That is in the form of plans,
sections, renderings, lists and loaded information which projects future as a guide
before construction. Secondly, outside the architectural practice the term is loaded
with a political meaning that refers to any kind of the urbanizing operation majorly
40

Modernity an Incomplete Project (Habermas, 1980). The Project of Autonomy: Politics and
Architecture Within and Against Capitalism and The City as a Project (Aureli, 2008, 2013).
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used by the state. With the rationalization of the construction sector’s hyperactivity
in recent years Istanbul increasingly becomes a city of diverse projects.
Notes from a vaporetto trip
A concrete panorama for the waterfront geography of projects in Istanbul could be
viewed from a vaporetto trip. The mobility on the maritime space gives, that is
horizontal, a common space at level zero. In this perspective, waterfront requires a
continuous way of horizontally floating strip. Waterfront as a geographical project
that of multiple projects from the port city projects to neoliberal state-led projects
gives an abstract appropriation mediate geography and space through anthropocentric
motives. Any mariner passing through Bosphorus in a container ship or passengers of
the Vaporetto can see from the sea looking at the city (Figure 3.23). The coastal
space of the city appears under construction for the new-coming projects or either of
an uncanny abandonment for the old industrial land and port areas.
Kabatas transfer hub’s construction site blocked the coast for the transportation hub
in the form of a giant seagull, with the prophetic undersea pedestrian connection to
Üsküdar. Eurasia Highway cuts beneath Bosphorus’s seabed at 40 m of depth
underwater. Other transportation infrastructures Metro bridges, Marmaray. Galata
Port, with its new coastal programs waiting for the new residents and tourists, yet
still struggling with a slowly demolished site, its quays under construction to gain 6m
band more from the sea space with its promises of its advertisement boards “sea and
the city will be yours” (şehir senin, deniz senin), long fences with high expectations.
Other port areas such as Haydarpaşa port, almost a ghost-port now with is broken
winch during a heavy rainfall last year, under multiple speculations sometimes as an
Olympic venue, sometimes for a new residential program. Abandoned old shipyards
along the quiet waters of Golden horn, torn apart already for the metal collectors, and
slowly demolished by the fate of winds and snowfalls wall by wall, brick by brick.
Others followed such examples along the coasts of Bosphorus or the Marmara Sea.
What Harvey stated for Koolhaas’s Delirious New York, was the “erasure of the
collective memory of the democratic by the shameless architecture that took on
wearing off the ideal wearing on the neoliberal body” (Harvey, 1990). Similarly,
Istanbul wears on the neoliberal body through projects.
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2.3 Spatializing Waterfront as a Critical Urban Geography and Edge
A brief aim to the proposed theoretical background of this study would be first to
spatialize and second to materialize the space of waterfront as a critique to the
abstract rendering of the presented paradigm of projects. The need of a holistic
theoretical background would ease to conceptualize the spatial associtiations of
humans with geography, materials and the so-called nature. In this respect, the
following lines inquire for an associative theoretical agenda.
Parallel to the above-mentioned rise of urban projects and appropriation of world
spaces, the urban theory is undergoing a turmoil in conceptually reconfiguring the
phenomenon of the endless cities, urban growth and scalar expansions of urban
regions. Spatial theories have sought to explain how the uneven geographies are
expanded to metropolises to metropolitan regions, how cities exploded to extra-urban
or remote areas (Smith, 1984; Soja, 1989, Lefebvre). Various types of urban growth
have put the urban edge under question by dismantling binaries of urban vs. country,
urban vs. extra-urban which in a broader sense draws new relations of the urban with
so-called natural or the extra-urban territories. The motto “there is nothing natural
about New York City” (Harvey, 1993) has spread over a vast number of urban
researches. Other mottos like “city becoming world” or “urbanization without an
outside” (Brenner, 2014) have dominated the view of the planet as a space under the
process of planetary urbanization. On the one hand, such views provide a required
alarming tone to critically evaluate the position of human interventions shaping the
earth space, yet on the dark side, they turn out to propagators of certain worldviews
in which the popular discussions are politically manipulative like climate change, or
the Anthropocene.
One of the important discussions that sparked a critical view over urbanization is a
possible theorization of the over scaling of human presence on earth resources to
enable paradigm shifts to re-position nature and ecology. It is evident that the world
is undergoing a turning moment to reconfigure ethical and practical associations of
urban (humans) and its confrontations with nature (nonhumans) in the course of
endless urbanization. Urbanization that was already under critique in the past
decades of rising political, economic unease of neoliberalism is at a breaking point to
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embrace this new frontier of criticality with nature. (Bookchin, 2005; Zimmer, 2010;
Altvater et al., 2016; Boelens, Hoogesteger, Swyngedouw, Vos, & Wester, 2016;
Newell & Cousins, 2015). This paradigm shift brings essential challenges to the
abstract renderings of the world that dominated the past twenty years of the so-called
globalization and how the economy and liberal capitalism shaped cities. The
paradigm shift to re-position nature, ecology and geography is a potential expansion
to the otherwise fixed worldviews.
According to the turbulent worldviews, how could the waterfront be re-positioned in
the tendencies of abstractions and materializations of space, including nature and
geography? With this question in mind, for the theoretical ground, the research
looked for calm waters of a safe harbor, which appeared to be impossible in time.
That is why, it presents an amalgam from a set of otherwise irreconcileable
theoretical bodies, which are argued to have the potential to amplify each other.
In a nutshell, the fundamental theoretical background of the study refers to three
bodies of thought. Focusing at the turn from abstract to concrete space, the spatial
theory of Lefebvre’s secular and Marxist thought allows multiple frameworks to
spatializations to re-think the space of waterfront with Harvey’s inference on urban
geography. On the other hand, the space, fold, text and cartography continuum in the
thought of Deleuze and Guattari forms a possibility of translating the material,
representative and concrete realms of the waterfront as it appears through coastlines.
Deleuze’s thought of body – a discourse that debunks polarities that resides
criticality in nomadic thinking and horizontal machines of the underground
dissidence. As the third and encompassing theoretical body, assemblage thinking,
and theory that are used in reference to Deleuze to materialize the methodology to
understand the shaping of the coastline as a space and a concrete assemblage of
natural and human agents overlap. Latour, as he used scientific knowledge as his
object of study, brought in a momentary equation of humans and nonhumans, nature
and humans by an ontological shift. This heterogeneous conceptual background can
be further developed in urban studies to spatialize dynamic renderings of the urban
edge conditions.
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2.3.1 Paradox of “spatial fix” and material unfixity of space
Transformation of port areas as areas of transportation of goods in global networks is
a globalization trend that created common scenes of under construction waterfronts
around the world. Harvey’s spatial fixity gives a thorough depiction of the spread of
capitalism in world geographies as a way to immobilize space of such transformation
of such areas as mobility of capital requires spaces of fixity. For him, capitalism has
to fix space (in immovable structures of transport and communication nets, as well as
in built environments of factories, roads, houses, water supplies, and other physical
infrastructures), in order to overcome space in other words to achieve a liberty of
movement through optimum transport and communication costs. This leads to one of
the central contradictions of capital that it has to build a fixed space for its own
functioning at a certain point in its history to have to destroy that space and devalue
much of the capital invested therein at a later point in order to make way for a new
“spatial fix.” Spatial fixes are openings for fresh accumulation in new or old spaces
of the transportation infrastructure and territories (Harvey, 2001).
Considering the removal of industrial production and the working port out of the city
the old sites become available for national and global investments of transformation
projects. Ports are, in Harvey’s words, spatial fixes in geography that enclave the
transportation of maritime and terrestrial flows of goods or people in the specific
geographies of the waterfront. Again, following his terms, they open up new spaces
under the process of urban transformation by changing or adapting their functions
long as they are demolished, and re-built. The new function or programs usually
require a new spatial organization. The old entrepot buildings of Galata and its quays
transformed to a new cruise ship development project is an example to that. Yet, the
complete shoreline can be inquired following the condition of the spatial fix, as long
as it organizes transportation infrastructures such as roads, expressways, tunnels,
railways or intersecting sea and land mobility like ports, piers, transportation hubs.
The perceptive dimension of the spatial fix, as the spaces of waterfront are seen or
experienced in everyday life with architectural sensitivities rises a contradictory
situation. What is seen in the actual space of construction by an architectural gaze, is
paradoxically another level of unfixity, that of the unfixity of the physical space, the
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material dislocations of the excavated earth, the construction of piles, movement of
the construction sites, demolishing of the buildings.
Notes from a construction site visit in Galata
Returning back to the example of Galata, the excavation of the underground floor
which is probably inserted to the building program for the several hundred cars of the
potential residents and the back of house facilities of the service spaces that need to
be under the ground, away from arriving tourists’ sights. The former port area wears
on the new neoliberal programs, undergoes an immense and widespread material
restructuring of the old site. The multiplicity of lines found at the construction of the
coast in Galata Port quays give the best evidence for the material layering of the
previous uses and the new use of the waterfront. As the old customs boundary of the
quay required an alert line that was written in English to demarcate the international
customs zone “do not cross the yellow line” painted on the concrete deck along the
waterfront. As a second boundary, the line for the new construction site is written in
Turkish as Do Not Cross the Yellow Line for the construction workers. The coast is
marked by the construction line of the new expansion of the decks towards the sea by
the new piles, and the old concrete deck with waters in-between (Figure 3.18).
If the urban geographer demarcates the area as a spatial fix, an architect could notice
the material unfixity of the actual space of waterfront which is traced by the multiple
lines of customs, constructions materials, and new uses. Aesthetics of the material
unfixity constructions and demolishes of the spatial fixes is paradoxical yet important
to tie the coastlines as spaces of spatial fix, and of material unfixity, which is
simultaneously a geographical and an architectural depiction. With this lens, project
that is an apparatus of abstract space is the generator of material unfixities on
concrete geography which manifests itself best at the construction site with the
machinic activities of construction, excavation or drilling.
2.3.2 Critique of urbanization in the context of “planetary space”
The abstract world of global flows highlighted the world, focused too much on the
intangible flows of capital, people, etc. and rendered the world on maps showing
global networks. Cities in “spaces of flows” (Castells,1996) or “global city” (Sassen,
2001) were such examples that were produced in the rise of digital culture and global
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society in the millennial turn. The worldview and the dilemmas of globalization have
increased injustice in spaces of inhabitation. Presently thinkers have questioned how
global the globe is and diversified are the concepts of the globe, the earth, the planet,
which all have different meanings.
Connections between the delineation of coastline waterfront as an urban edge, a
critical agent in the process of “endless urbanization” are unveiled by visiting
Lefebvre’s texts of space and complete urbanization of society. Along this axis the
processes what Lefebvre called “implosions and explosions” took place at the critical
moment in history.
On the process of urbanization moments of implosion and explosion occur along the spatiotemporal axis between pure nature and complete urbanization at the threshold which political,
mercantile, industrial city enter entered the critical zone in which urban concentration, rural
exodus, extension of the urban fabric, complete subordination of the agrarian to urban is
actually happening. (Lefebvre, 2003).

When cities are completely urbanized, they interiorized the planet as a whole. When
it comes to Istanbul, waterfront is the generator of a settlement as it provides the
required current to dwell on a specific location on Earth. It is paradoxically the end
of it too, it is the borderline where the ever growth of the city is limited by a nonbuildable and non-governable geological zone, the surface of the water. Istanbul
called an endlessly growing urban region since and an ecumenopolis (world-city).
The city has multiplied its population fifteen times in the past century. Beyond that,
Istanbul is a port city, gateway to Mediterranean and Black Sea water basins. It
triples the population of the second the largest city in the Mediterranean. The past
century also witnessed a transformation first from a cosmopolitan imperial port city
to a fallen capital with a modern port and finally a de-portation of the harbor
facilities outside the metropolitan region. These two inherent destinies of the city, the
“endless city”, “port city” and “global city” converge at waterfront.
The production of a space, the national territory, a physical space, mapped, modified,
transformed by the networks, circuits and flows that are established within it-roads, canals,
railroads, commercial and financial circuits, motorways and air routes, etc. Thus this space is
a material-natural-space in which the actions of human generations, of classes, and of
political forces have left their mark, as producers of durable objects and realities (rather than
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only of isolated things and products, of tools, and of goods destined for consumption).
(Lefebvre, 1974 [1991], p. 224).

Within the present re-configuration of the worldviews, Lefebvre’s concept of
“planetary space” was coined in his writings in the 1970s and continued in 1980s to
be translated in English after 2009.
For human beings, "earth" is the fundamental point of stability: soil without a horizon, a
sphere. The spherical form is also the immutable figure of perfection. When practical action
and understanding are removed, this earth appears as a unity of cycles, self-regulating, stable
systems: waters, winds, air, light, soils, and sediments. (Lefebvre, 2009 [1970], p. 255).

For the multiple scales of the world, Lefebvre used “nested scales” that were
multiple and interconnected scales of personal, transitory and global that reside
within each other. Trace of geographical thinking of planetary space was found in his
words:
Historical formations flow into worldwide space much like rivers debouching into the ocean.
Some spread out into a swampy delta, while others suggest the turbulence of a great estuary.
Some, in democratic fashion, rely on the force of inertia to ensure their survival; others look
to power and violence (of a strategic - and hence military and political kind). (Lefebvre, 1974
[1991], p. 417).

Scale “is the most elemental form of spatial differentiation, from the demarcation of
the home to that of the globe” material and metaphorical space are inseparable and
distinct and asks how can the translation of material and metaphorical meanings of
space be possible (Smith: 225).
However, as this thesis asserts, his texts still require further intersections and
applications to advert their full potential. “Planetary urbanization” along with the
process of urbanization to asserts a critique of urbanization, urban growth, and the
whole society becoming urbanized. However, the urban edge is under question where
urban stops. Binaries of urban vs. country, urban vs. extra-urban which in a broader
sense, are blurred. Waterfront is a planetary space that nests within itself the
planetary space. Delving into the meaning of Turkish word gezegen (used for things
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that stroll or go around) allows us to draw relations among the very small even
theoretically at the scale of molecular level and at the scale of the world.
2.3.3 Urban space according to nature, nonhuman agency, and ethics
The prominence of agency presents another paradigm that renders space and its
elements in the light of agency. Re-thinking the space of the urban edge among the
natural and the ontology of space with the ongoing discussions in humanities. In this
study potentials of agency and assemblage thinking as a thinking methodology to
amplify the presented arguments of waterfront in the paradox of spatial, fix and
material unfixity and in the context of planetary space are discussed.
Latour’s texts41 counter the cultural hegemony of romantization of nature, demystify
ecology that rendered nature as a sublime other to humans. For him, ecology’s role is
to "let go of nature" and alter binaries of human-nonhuman, nature-culture (Harman,
2014; Latour, 1988, 1993, 2004a, 2004b, 2007, 2017; Latour & Hermant, 2006;
Serres & Latour, 1995). We Have Never Been Modern (1993) suggested a
momentary flattening of humans and nonhumans. What is “human” on one hand and
what is “non-human” on the other is entrapped in two distinct realms by the work of
purification. Similarly, nature on the one hand and culture on the other is also
purified by the dichotomy of modern thinking. Hybrid and networks that form
another pattern of thought to introduce yet another dichotomy to the work of
purification as the house of translation. Reassembling the Social (2004) continued the
actor-network-theory suggested to see with scientists' view of the world, like the lens
of anthropology, or marine ecology, and see how non-scientist rest of the world can
relate to other things by the expansions of scientific research to the public. With this
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What Latour proposes by highlighting the two dichotomies as problems of modern act of
purification. Dare to be enlightened and not modern act of mediation of nature and society. What
Latour proposed is to reformulate means to be no modern. Objectivity – subjectivity as an ontological
stance was established in which human and nonhumans, nature and culture and their equity. Proposed
symmetry of nature and society “… we must be able to understand simultaneously how Nature and
Society are immanent - in the work of mediation - and transcendent - after the work of purification.
Nature and Society do not offer solid hooks to which we might attach our interpretations” (Latour,
1991, p.95). Social and natural sciences as a Western invention and mainly an act of purification of
the science from other practices in life such as trade, politics and morality. For Latour, this divide also
marks the “Great Divide” of the West from the others.
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expansion, the meaning of “social” was “reassembled” and society not only among
humans but relations with nonhumans. Qualities of human found ways to be
translated to nonhumans opened new ways to directly relate to the materiality of the
studied object. These objects can form “socio-natures” subjects are not mute but
“things have politics themselves” (Latour, 2004). The personification of nonhumans
thinking echoed in humanities which can be generalized as a trend in posthuman
theory.42
Despite the drawbacks, the paradigm has potentials to uncover agencies within space
as related through urban objects and things. The urban research of Latour, Paris
Invisible (Latour, Hermant, & Reed, 1998) for example, mapped and associated the
city’s invisible elements like pipelines or street boards. The urban translation of
Latour’s paradigm, yet alone falls short in terms of methodology to offering how
space is produced by political-economic relations, for urban studies it can provide
only methodological tools. The conceptual emphasis on human and nonhumans in
urban studies has been recently discussed widely.43 Flattening humans and
nonhumans as an ontological coming together of the scientific purification is
confronted by criticism as a romantic and an unsecular “re-enchantment of the premodern world” (Zizek, 2010). Object-oriented ontologies reside as a danger of
mystification among Western scholars. However, this body of theory explosion of
sciences into politics, social sciences, anthropology, and humanities can give
methodological tools. However, echoes in urban studies have been a widely
discussed topic with no clear conclusion. Some fruitful expansions using Latour’s
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The interest over the material ontology is gaining a mystic accent to embody the extreme case that
even inanimate objects have a soul in studies of “New materialisms” (Bennett, 2009; Coole and Frost,
2010; Van der Tuin and Dolphijn, 2012). The new trend named object-orientied ontologies have been
widely discussed as a new paradigm to see the world through the ontological presence of nonhumans.
The trend, yet remains to have a dark side of mystifying nature, adding personified qualities to nonhumans.
43

What Actor-Network Theory could bring to urban studies has been, and continues to be a turbulent
discussion. The main divide can be drawn between the political economic tradition that roots from
Marxist theories. and urban assemblage thinking potentials that discuss ANT translated in urban
studies. (Blok & Farias, 2016; Brenner et al., 2011; Farias & Bender, 2010; McFarlane, 2011). In
urban studies it has been polemical among different camps Neo-Marxism. The critique of urbanization
discusses the potential (Brenner, 2017).
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ontology is coupled with feminist theory to see the woman’s body as an assemblage
of constructed technologies of nature and culture.44
In this study, Latour’s thought is used as an initial interest in orienting the attention
from the human-centered rendering of the making of urban space to nonhumans. Yet
this terminology, as the study developed demanded further detail to question the
claimed flat ontology among the categories nonhumans and humans. The focus
material agency allows closer attention to the things that are part of the geography
and urban space but remained out of attention in the major urban geographic
rendering of cities whose remained obscure when relating with the concrete /
tangible spatial formations or things, objects and geographies of space.
Presence of nature and its material agency in the urbanization process at the level of
materials, that of lumber, meat and grain were narrated as key materials during the
urbanization of Chicago in Nature’s Metropolis (Cronon, 1992). The middle ground
Nature’s presence is acknowledged in David Harvey’s commonly referred motto
“there is nothing unnatural about New York City” marked the inherent nature within
the most manufactured case of the urban. Natural resources, materials have
manufactured the modern metropolis of Chicago. Metropolis is well known as an
assemblage of urban stories on Chicago and how linkages among “economical
commodities” and “ecological resources” can be constructed (Cronon, 1991). The
city as a material assemblage is broken down to its elements such as grain, lumber,
meat, rails and water, seaways, geography as main actors of the narratives that shed
light to the modern construction of the city by what is conventionally known as
nature. By looking at a micro scalar object when compared to that of the whole city
44

Theory and reassembling the social (Latour, 1991; 2005), which echoed in urban studies in
divergent worlviews, and which Latour himself negated his title for his (Farias, 2014) ontological
claim that cities via assemblage thinking can be “brought into being via concrete relations, materials,
knowledges and engagements” and a proposed cosmopolitan commoning of the planet (Farias and
Blok, 2016). Focusing the materiality allows an un-scaling of space, micro-macro and following the
material agency allows a bottom up approach to understand production of space. approach (Till,
Awan, Schneinder, 2011). There is an increase in the interest of materiality in urban and media studies
that go parallel to political ecology. Where nature stops, where human starts is becoming more of a
question that can alter the way urban theory defines urban edges even more (Braidotti, 2013; Braidotti
& Hlavajova, 2018; Haraway, 1991). With material ontologies and political ecology a new theoretical
movement initiated a closer emphasis on how materials are agents of space from microscopic level to
macro scales from feminist theory (Barad, 2007; Bennett, 2010). Yet there is more way to translate
these into studies of urban geography with via transdisciplinary methodologies.
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scale, the example of lumber. The displacement of lumber from the metropolis’s
outside from shores of the lake, floating to the city center and its use as a
construction material to create space for the capitalist production of urban space.
Micro-macro relation between the timer, the water geography, and the making of
urban space. So, the action of the waterfront is similar and has an agency as well as
the natural produce of the timer out from the forests. The emphasis of materials,
spatial elements, and objects of technology; therefore, can be used to unveil the
waterfront’s material agents of geography and architectural spaces. Other urban
studies have used the materialization of infrastructures of transportation, pipelines,
wires, networks of transportation in their physical concrete forms as a theorization
under “splintering urbanism” (Graham & Marvin, 2001).
Urban and nature
The conventional critical framework of the project builds its discourse around the
human agency shaping space. On the other hand, including nonhuman agency in
urban studies has initiated an interest in scrutinizing the nature’s role in shaping
space, which becomes an important intersection in the studies of political ecology.
For instance, Nature’s Metropolis (Cronon, 1992) echoed widely in urban studies
and initiated a debate to integrate elements of nature in the urbanization processes.
Likewise, Concrete and Clay (Gandy, 2002) highlighted the materials and urban
infrastructures becoming active agents in the organization of urban space. There have
been multiple views on Harvey’s aphorism “there is nothing unnatural” about our
cities (1993). The urban and natural mixture became an important channel to study
material agency in constitutive processes to look for the natural within the materials
concerning power and national territories. The trend of negotiating nature to urban
has echoed in the studies of political ecology that used foundations of actor-network
theory; to address the elements of water as associative parts of political authority
(Caprotti & Kaika, 2008) and the use of urban water systems in the context of
modernization (Kaika, 2005); “in the nature of cities” (Kaika, Heynen, Swyngedouw,
2005); and granulated in emphasis of the materiality of the use of water systems in
the political territorialization of nations (Swyngedouw, 2015).
In Istanbul, the agency of nature have been studied by social scientists and activists
to re-configure a critical agenda for the urban studies (Candan & Özbay, 2014;
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Erensü, 2019). Yet, political ecology studies still demand translation to urban space
with more in-depth readings negotiating spatial practices and theories into the
political and ecological agenda of urbanization. With this lens, the waterfront as
rendered in this study can be re-evaluated as the space of the encounter of humans
with the -so called nonhumans- a natural resource of water, with its different projects
of fluid geographies and appropriation of land and water by humans. It is important
not to underestimate the pressure of the projects in shaping the geography of the
urban edge of waterfront.
As long as humans labor nature, it is distanced or alienated for their survival on
earth. Marxist thought used to be accused of seeing nature as an outer, disembodied
resource. As Marx states “Man, in order to sustain his life and overcome his natural
living, takes the necessary things to form nature by tools of labor” (Lefebvre, 1975).
In the 150 years, after Marx’s Capital, over-scaling of human presence on earth
resources as increased the interest of his thought in the relation of nature and
ecology.45 It should be noted that the theoretical discussions center around the
concept of metabolism. As Marx put it in German, stoffwechsel in 1867 for
metabolism, bears the meaning of material + exchange.46 It was used as a scientific
term by biologists of nineteenth-century biological studies. Metabolism presently
meaning the chemical process occurring on an organism or the biotransformation, is
the sum of the physical and chemical processes of life and natural lifecycles.47 The
concept of metabolism could give way to further methodologies to conceptualize
space, and this study could have come up with a theoretical conclusion of

45

A politically charged discussion is ongoing among scholars with views on Marx’s thought and its
ecological relations to humans adaptation of nature. Some assert that Marx already included mans’s
pressure over nature and his matter of material views included the nature as the metabolic rift Marx
and Ecology, (Foster, 1999, 2000); Anthropocene or Capitalocene? (Moore, 2016) And some defend
that even his texts included the ecological concenrs the pactice of his thought througout the years of
falsely turned out to perform an anthropocentric Marxist praxis (Morton, 2017).
46
The concept “metabolism” is argued to be used by Marx for the material exchange between man
with nature. The entangled nature of politics, authority and nature were discussed in the building of
fascist landscapes (Caprotti & Kaika, 2008). Connections of power and national territory in the
building of the water infrastructures via state and authority (Swyngedouw, 2015).
47
It is argued by Ian Angus, an ecosocialist activist, that the term in Marxist texts was “lost in
translation” for long years (Angus, 2017). The term was popular at the time Gottfried Semper (1803–
1879), founded his architectural theory on the elements of architecture also used the term
Stoffwechsel. Material focus can give more about the “architectural” construction of geography of
course only if the scalar boundaries are surpassed.
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metabolism to unlock its intended ontology of material flows of the economy and
ecology of waterfront.
With the recent increase in the ecological natural imbalances and questioning of the
age of Anthropocene, the concern of nature is brought forward within the expanding
of nature’s presence in Marxist critical urban theory. Nature’s inherent presence in
the urban contexts has been followed by the increasing voice of Neo Marxist findings
as “production of nature” (Smith,1984) within cities. The studies of urban natures
have urban and natural unity, looking for the agency of natural elements at all
material and spatial scales. The studies have shown an interest in the material
agency of things, objects and materiality in urban contexts.48
The entanglement of the materiality of things and ethics has further potential to
depict the intended entanglement of the materiality of space with ethics. Karen
Barad’s material entanglement with meaning that ethics of mattering: “Mattering is
simultaneously a matter of substance and significance,” “when the smallest parts of
matter are found to be capable of exploding deeply entrenched ideas and large cities”
(Barad, 2007:3). For her, the matter is entangled with meaning and ethics, in the
realm of quantum physics.
The increased emphasis of materiality and in detail of “socio material agency” in this
study shows that waterfront can be subject to materialization. Regarding the urban
studies using this lens, the spaces are wired, pipelined, infrastructural which can
dissolve the materiality and encompass ethics in the same respect.49 The waterfront
with the emphasis on its materiality of water and other potential agents like earth,
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Studies show the agency of materials and space in urban contexts. “Concrete and clay” in the
construction of megapolises like New York, construction of bridges (Gandy, 2002); flows of water
within urban space from domestic tap water and house politics to infrastructure (Kaika, 2005); agency
of matter of arsenic in the tapwater an the dissident water (Bremner, 2014, 2016) followed ways of an
emphasis of the materiality of nature and its political formations in urban contexts, under the emergent
studies of political ecology. A critique of over capitalism’s externalization of nature and the separation
of society and nature was in In the Nature of Cities studying the concept of metabolism (Kaika,
Heynen, Swyngedouw, 2005).
49

See Cyborg Urbanization (Swyngedouw, 2009) and political power with close to Marx in relation
to socionatures of “liquid power” (Swyngedouw, 2015). Material Powers (Bennett and Joyce, 2010).
For waterfront material agency nonhuman agents that are present in the material space. Where cosmos
and politics Cosmopolitanism (Stengers, 2010) claims a cosmopolitan ethics.
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weather, spatial constructs, buildings, bridges, landscapes and geographies can
generate a new way to render urban space as an intersection of ethics and urban
transformation from small-scale urban practices and large scales like geography and
of architectural construction.
Notes for a possible relation of architecture to urbanization
The infrastructural space entering the paradigm of architecture while “evidence of
infrastructure space within the contemporary city might appear to confirm the death
of architecture” it can controversially be alive. By ruling over the boundaries of
architectural and urban disciplines, “architects and urbanists typically characterize
this state of affairs as disempowering.” If architecture is rendered as a form of
communication and “killed by the book”, it is possible that “it is reincarnate as
something more powerful – as information itself”. Infrastructure space has become a
space of information. The city is a space of operating system” (Easterling, 2014).
Easterling’s amalgamation of architecture and the infrastructure space of the city
provides the required paradigm to intersect what is architectural what is urban. The
powerlessness of architecture can gain power in the urban context. Architecture’s
“growing popularity is inversely proportional to the increasing sense of political
powerlessness” that may result in the doubt of the architecture in the “effective
contribution to the built world.” However a liberation of architecture from the
preconceived architectural space is possible and “architecture of the city that is no
longer situated only in the autonomous realm of its disciplinary status” and “must
directly confront urbanization” (Aureli, 2011:2).
Learning from urban geography and theorization of space gives more to understand
how urban geography, space, and architecture work together in this study on the
waterfront. Architectural thinking does not disappear, it can alter the ways to
understand cities and cooperate with urban geography from its concrete space. By
that abstract space, that of power and capitalism as that of the project can be
overturned. As a result, waterfront space is perpetually architectural and
infrastructural as well as geographical. Spatializing waterfront at the paradox of
spatial fix and material unfixity overarches the abstract and concrete layers of space.
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2.4 Waterfront Beyond Project: Material Unfixity of Planetary Space
Reviewing the evolution of critical theory with waterfront studies reveals that critical
agenda remains fixed in responding to scales, temporal framewoks and actors of
projects. In the ongoing context of crises of urbanization, waterfront requires to
embrace the spatial complexity that is equally political, economical, ecological and
social in terms of agencies in order to transcend the preconceived scalar conceptions,
notions of time and groups of actors. In this quest, the presented inquiry tried to trace
a possible rendering of waterfront approached as a project with an exploration of a
counter agenda in relation to the literature based on political economy and political
ecology of urban studies (Figure 2.5). The zone beween the two bodies of literature,
negotiates divergent theories to lay down a holistic conceptual agenda.
This chapter concludes with the critique of the project and the question of how can a
counter project be possible that works against the abstractions and reductions of
space? Project in this context, can be reformulated as the human will to design,
manipulate alter and appropriate space; the project of geography is at equal manner
instant in this thesis as a broader conception of the project of waterfront. Until now
the project appeared in the space of geopolitics, of appropriation, military space, of
abstractions of space, space of master plans, space of state borders; spatial fixes,
reductions and hegemony. On the other hand, a possible liberation was presented
with the planetary space and materialization of space embodies the ecologies and
open-ended associations among humans and non-humans; individuals and
collectives. These two conflicting agendas are often at adversary paradigms: the first
is discriminative, logical and projective; the latter is bodily, metabolical and human.
In the presented conceptual background, this study turns the focus from the
abstractions, reductions and hegemony of project of waterfront to the transformation
itself that renders waterfront through the material unfixity, materiality and the
displacements in its geographical body. In this turn, the waterfront positions between
the tension of the project, which is abstract, fixed, oriented towards the reduction of
agents and hegemonic; and the material unfixities which are concrete and oriented
towards the multiplicity of agents.
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Figure 2.5: A mindmap of the tensions among theories of political economy and
political ecology in relation to this study.
In this respect, the inquiry continues in the next chapter in the layers of critical
delineation of waterfront in Istanbul that focuses on the material unfixities of
waterfront. How can the urban edge be assembled with visual, cartographic, textual,
and spatial media that uses agency and associations as a methodology to expand the
frameworks of scale, time and actors in order to decipher the waterfront in Istanbul.
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3. WATERFRONT ACCORDING TO CRITICAL DELINEATION
This chapter focuses on the drawing process of coastline related to three conceptual
shifts derived from the problem definitions of the previous chapter. Departing from
the discussed theoretical background it develops an experimental evaluation of the
waterfront in Istanbul by re-assembling the critical inquiry with the collected archival
research materials, aerial photographs and site visits. The tripartite inquiry focuses on
how the conceptions over scale, time and actors can go beyond the preconceived
fixities. All three sections derive principles from the other two and the sum of all
aims to introduce a conceptual agenda and methodology of critical delineation of
waterfront in Istanbul. Critical delineation first is approached as a scalar expansion
that discusses waterfront in different scalar renderings as planetary space, geography,
and architectural space and the possible inter-relations across sclaes of objects and
fields. Secondly, the waterfront is associated with time through historical evolution
and is re-animated as a dynamic geography and an urban edge to argue as a material
geography of historical records. Thirdly, it is approached as a process that unveils
how the coastline is charged by interwoven political, economic, ecological agencies
of humans and nonhumans shaping the waterfront.
The conceptual and cartographic inquiry go in tandem in this chapter. In each of the
sections of the tripartite inquiry, the central element is the coastline as it is drawn
either hypothetically by concepts or literally in maps or animated in cartographic
media. The coastline is approached as a material, cartographic and textual agent that
can be rendered in multiple spatial decoding. Each section is structured by the
conceptual - cartographic inquiry and the elements of research in the glossary (Figure
A.1).
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The glossary is the translator of the conceptual and cartographic inquiry to Istanbul.
It presents the elements in alphabetic order to break down the hierarchical structures
of scale, time and actors in Istanbul (Figure 3.4).
The glossary presents related elements from historical master plans of the port,
maritime charts, urban maps, texts of urban history, geological history, travelogues,
realized and unrealized projects, reports of newspapers and political discourses over
urban projects as a plane of research body. It adds etymologies of maritime and
geological terminologies which are new, re-defining the concepts like ‘port’,
‘logistics’, and ‘elements of port geography’ for the context of Istanbul. As personal
experiences, the research uses site visits along the coast and in the maritime space.

Figure 3.1: A tentative map of mentioned agencies in the coastal geography of
Istanbul.
In the assembled glossaries, the collections are spread in different periods of history.
The historical master plan reports (1929-31, 1977), port guidebooks (1929),
newspaper articles (1929, 1977, 2010, 2017-19), travelogues (1918), texts of urban
history (19th-20th century), geological history (8000 BC onward) showed that the
physical transformation of the coast was dominantly bound to long and uneasy
processes, long delays of projects, due brittle hydro-geologies, social resistances,
dissidents and geographical finitude of spaces along the coast. Aerial photgraphs are
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presented as historical and present witnesses to the spatial transformation of
waterfront and drive the main direction of the research forming critical coastline
delineations. A timeline of collected documents of the research shows how can the
urbanization processes be related the collected materials in time (Figure A.3).
If the research followed the spatial continuity of geography, the referred elements of
the waterfront would be mapped on a fixed representation of Istanbul (as in Figure
3.1). However, it still uses the coastline as the main research methodology. The
coastline appears and disappears perpetually, as it oscillates between a signifier and a
non-representational structure. Once the spatial relations are questioned, the coastline
disappears, and the web of relations comes forth (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: A cloud of agencies without geography and scale.
Beyond scale follows the unscaled dimension of the coastline through charts and
elements of port geography. Beyond time follows mainly the aerial photographs and
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the visualization of passing time through the captured moments and their perpetual
comparisons. Beyond actors finally follows events as the ultimate coming together
centering around the material unfixity, flows, and changes among the spaces
demarcating the land and sea. A diagram of the three layers would draw a tripartite
cartography of the coastline, yet all are inherently related to one another (Figure 3.3
and A.1). The tripartite inqiry beyond scale, temporal frameworks and actors can
show how can the material displacements be followed in the shaping of waterfront in
Istanbul as a human shaped geography.
Eventually the conceptual and cartographic inquiry and the glossaries, form the
critical delineation of waterfront as the methodology that aims to unveil social,
economic, ecological, political, material and ethical dimensions of urbanization and
its critical concerns in Istanbul. It aims to arrive to a heterarchical perspective in repositioning waterfront as an urban edge deforming in the process of urbanization.

Figure 3.3: Three cartographies of coastline delineation in the study.
3.1 Critical Delineation of the Coastlines Beyond Scale
This section, as first of the tripartite inquiry of the thesis, focuses on scale of
waterfront, through the argument that conceptions of scale require to go beyond the
preconceived categories of object-based, and field-based; in other words beyond
disjunctions architectural, geographical and urban scale, the categories which design
disciplines traditionally use and generate different professions and disciplines. It
questions this disjunction and suggests a shift to render waterfront beyond scalar and
spatial fixities of such categories. ‘Delineation’ of the coastline starts here as a
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continuous act of contouring the split between land and sea, and by that, it
perpetually questions how they come together or fall apart in philosophical and
political texts, anthropological relations to space, in cartographies of old maritime
world and urban regulations.
As a conceptual rendering to delineation, coastline contours spaces in multiple scales
from objects, to buildings, infrastructures, and the "planetary space." Therefore, this
cartographic act can be used to draw relations across the preconceived disjunctions
of space in different granularities in the spaces of urbanization. This section is linked
to the next sections as the coastline deforms in time and as actors are pulled forth
multi-scalar agencies. The glossary, follows the question of how un-scaling can alter
the question of where Istanbul's waterfront spatially is? How to start and stop the
delineation to mark it? Waterfront as a port geography, the possibilities of a scaleless conception is discussed that can breakdown and go beyond the spatial
frameworks of urbanization.

Figure 3.4: A mindmap of shaping waterfront in relation to the three layers beyond
scale, timeframes and actors.
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Centering the claim that the line splitting the land and sea as a cartographic tool can
embrace these concerns and become a visual tool to see the unfixity of waterfront in
the context of planetary space. As a line of growth of land towards the sea it is a
spatial and a material formation that can find enclaves in the context of the planetary
space. Urbanization and its cartographies can alter the way we conceive the world we
live in as well as they alter the way of becoming critical about it.
3.1.1 Drawing coastlines between the spaces of the land and water
The drawing of coastlines bears roots in the fields of geography, geometry,
anthropology, art, law, land ownership, geopolitics, hydrology, and navigation, all of
which position the coastline itself as a method amid an ontological inquiry. Drawing
the coastline that demarcates land and sea contoured the substantial body of the
continent and the world of seas and water has had complex and multi-faceted
meanings and methods of drawing. Even though the coastline calls for a one
dimensional and linear act of drawing and delineating, the political purposes that
engaged power, economics and human habitation on earth reside in this line.
With the advent of geometry, earth measuring, and discoveries of Euclidian
geometry in mathematics, lines have been abstract tools that have manifested more
than their representations. Modern paintings of Kandinsky's use of lines and dots in
space, the making of ropes were linear engagements of material space.50 Topologies
of space were different from lines of topography and geography was a way to draw
associations that have relations among distant parts.51 A topology of waterfront
renders it within reach of our experience or out of our grasp of human cognition. For
those spaces that are out of human perception, geographer's understanding of space
by drawing maps process knowledge about the actual terrain. The drawing of lines is
an abstract way of seeing the world that is not composed of lines.
The quality of coastlines complex the notion of scale was highlighted in earlier
modern studies of fractal geometry was composed repetitions at all scales of
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An anthropological study of lines in the forms of drawing, sewing, and calligraphy in Life of Lines
and Lines: A Brief History by Tim Ingold (2015, 2016).
51
In geography definition of topology as different from topography, is about the relations of
geometric dimensions of the earth which describe spaces beyond the normal range of human
experience (Creswell, 2012).
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Euclidian geometries. The idea of fractal geometry nested the scale in the
mathemetical order. The “coastline paradox” signified another complexity along the
attempts to measure the coastline by dimesnsions of Euclidian space. As English
Mathematician Lewis Fry Richardson argued, measuring how long the coastline of a
landmass is, yields paradoxical results in his experiment on the coastline. If the coast
is measured by line segments wrapping around the 10 km yields to different lengths
when the same geographical body is measured by line segment of 100 km. The
smaller the ruler segment, the longer the coastline. Depending of how rugged or
smooth the coastal geology is, the difference of the coastline increased.52 In short,
coastlines are inherently scale-less dimensions.
The coastline, was a pioneering dimension in the first charts of geographical
literature. Geography depicted the earth as another abstraction at the scale of the
whole land as was known or discovered (Figure 3.5). Strabo's Chronographicos
Pinax in Geographica, written for the Roman emperor, showed some of the major
inner seas like the Mediterranean, Aegean, and the Black Sea with more detail where
the rest of the world edged by the continents facing the outer oceans were
undiscovered and drawn by abstract lines. The more one knew about a place, the
more granulated became the world map in detail, the more detailed the coastlines
would show the bays, shores, and rivers. Definition of geography is a derivation of
contours of land and sea:
It is the sea more than anything else that defines the contours of the land (geōgraphei) and
gives it its shape, by forming gulfs, deep seas, straits and likewise isthmuses, peninsulas, and
promontories; but both the rivers and the mountains assist the seas herein. It is through such
natural features that we gain a clear conception of continents, nations, favorable positions of
cities and all the other diversified details with which our geographical map (chorographikos
pinax) is filled. (Strabo, 1st century AD).

An archeology of drawing coastlines unveils that drawing coastlines is not an
abstract representational act but a material engagement of humans with space. The
history of drawing coastlines yields back to earliest human settlements. The first
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Wikipedia, “How Long Is the Coast of Britain? Statistical Self-Similarity and Fractional
Dimension” Link:
http://www.wikizero.biz/index.php?q=aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvSG93X0x
vbmdfSXNfdGhlX0NvYXN0X29mX0JyaXRhaW4lM0ZfU3RhdGlzdGljYWxfU2VsZi1TaW1pbGF
yaXR5X2FuZF9GcmFjdGlvbmFsX0RpbWVuc2lvbg
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coastline was scratched for an urban plan 15000 years ago and was the line of the
riverfront showing a mark engraved by a nail on a mammoth bone by human craft
(Figure 3.5). The main features of the landscape were represented by two parallel
lines marking the river with the way of flowing water in zigzag lines (Anziani,
1994). Beyond this abstraction, a line is both an abstract and a concrete form of
demarcating "things." It would be important to note that in Turkish çizgi, (line)
derives from the meaning of notching (çent-mek) a surface of something and from
Mongolian roots came from "cirug" and is a variant of the verb yazı (writing). The
first coastline was a material notch on the surface of a bone the drawing of an urban
scheme of the riverfront settlement, and its lines delineated the contours of the
uncontrolled waterscape. For a similar connection among the things of concrete and
abstractions, Deleuze in his Fold (1992) wrote that "pleats of matter" were in the
folds of a text or the work of a cartographer.
The notion of the border was found in the demarcation of bounded space of the
coastline by an anthropological study of an Eskimo riverfront. As per two different
mappings of the same terrain by male hunters and females living in the houses; the
same geography was conceived with and without the borders of the river’s body
(Figure 3.5). The boundaries of this homeland were related to the boundary of the
coastline by the hunters, since the terrain allows more encounters by their hunting
mobilities; whereas a woman's view of the same place is composed of points of
trading posts which rendered the same space without borders (Ingold, 2016). The
example marks the difference between a delineated space and a topological space by
the trading posts of relations among and the concrete border of the coast by the
hunters, showing how human engagement with space can both generate boundaries
and borderless connections consequently along the coastline. This exemplifies how a
space can be both cocieved of lines as borders due to some territorial activities like
hunting; and be conceived of connections without borders.
The coastline can be conceived in multiple forms of ontological presence when
approached from different purposes like political, ecological, or economic prominent
of land and water. Coastlines were also considered as borderlines to states and land.
As Hegel in Philosophy of History (1837) stated, the coast does not only separate but
connect states of territories to inlands and others. The bordering function of coasts
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for state boundaries was contradicting with the property of water being a connector
among distant places. For him "Coastal zone splits rivers and seas from land, and we
are used to see water as a separator" standing against the idea that states should be
demarcated by water boundaries adding that "nothing can be more connecting than
water, because states are nothing more than territories that are connected to rivers."
The contour of the coastline belonged both to the maritime and the terrestrial world
in paradoxical ways as the two bears oppositions of the possibility of exploration of
the world and roots of ownership in the land. Hegel defined the sea as a space of
"design of the uncertainties, infinity, and boundlessness; as human senses the self
within this endlessness." It is a space that pulls beyond the finite boundaries of the
land and its territoriality. Yet after a search of victory; "those who set sail to the open
sea, desire to win, to conquer" which calls a danger of losing control in the land: "the
sea inverts this intention; they face the danger of losing the ownership and life itself."
The land and sea were theorized as worlds of state and liberal trade. German political
philosopher Carl Schmitt in Land and Sea (1954/1997) wrote that "world history is
the history of wars waged by maritime powers against land or continental powers."
He notes that the world was believed to be ruled by the unbeatable animal Behemoth
of the unconquerable land and the sea creature Leviathan and the fight between the
two represented the history of war among sea bound states and territorial powers
(Figure 3.6). It was a battle between the land of terrestrial politics and the waters of
maritime trade. The course of civilization shifted from riverbeds of Euphrates and
Tigris to the Mediterranean and then to the open oceans as the shifts of power among
these three different types of the coast.
A short history of colonization and globalization of the world by man, the "terrestrial
groundling," living on a star whose three fourth is covered by water. Nature of seas
(as human thought of it by then) had been under the driving factor for humans to
discover the sea space that went hand in hand with the discovery of the world and its
resources. Whale hunters followed whales to open seas that sparked explorations of
the new world was charted. As well as the oceanic winds played guided the mariners
across the oceans.
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Natural rhythms of changing waterfronts by disasters or accidents connected the
coast as a dynamic geography to authority by its disturbed landscapes. Dynamic
waterscape rhythms of natural disasters of the waterfront had put land and water in a
political act of central authority in ancient Egypt where the division of property was
bound to the flooding of the Nile. Each time the Nile flooded the fields, the divisions
were disturbed and after the flood, a line stretcher re-measured the area with
Pharaoh's presence so that the ownership of fields could be re-distributed. Disastrous
powers of overscale power against the natural flows in Geographica mentioned a
collapsing dam that was built for King Ariarathes along the Euphrates. The
constructed dam turns "the vast plain into a sea like an inner lake and cuts the
connections of the islands with the outer world aiming to pass the time for his earthly
delights." The built dam collapses suddenly, the waters disperse, and the flooding
Euphrates washes away the earth as it ruins the crops and surrounding settlements;
damages the whole country.
The drawing of coastlines as a way of controlling spaces of land-sea and their point
of contact shows how the world is discovered and mapped by networks of connected
geographies (Figure 3.6). These networks required a different type of scalar
measures. Different from the terrestrial maps, Portolan charts53 render the world
from the sea bound mariner's gaze and give practical data such as locations of port
cities, coastal formations, bays, harbors, and directions. The measurement units of
the maritime world have been different from those in the land.54 In the Portolan and
Maritime charts, the world is mapped by the mariner's view from the sea space in the
units of sea miles. The inland areas of the continent are mostly left blank, and some
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Portolan charts were navigational maps based on compass directions and estimated distances
observed by the pilots at sea. Portolan comes from Italian portolano meaning related to ports or
harbors or a collection of sailing directions. Portolan charts show coastal features and ports. During
the age of discovery, smaller ships could use more of the coastline as harbors, since ships were not
necessarily docked at the constructed harbor. Portolans failed to take into account the curvature of the
earth since they were mapped with relative positions on earth. The oldest surviving portolan chart
Carta Pisana dates back to late thirteenth century and shows the Mediterranean, parts of the Black
Sea and the Atlantic Ocean.
54

Nautic charts depending on the scale give cartographic data such as bathymetry, heights of land,
main terrestrial roads, natural features of the seabed, human-made aids to navigation, structures such
as harbors, buildings, and bridges, coastal structures like docks, natural coastlines, bays, lighthouses,
cranes, anchoring zones, sea currents, seabed bathometers, shallow waters, etc.
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details are evident about the terrestrial geographic formations such as mountain
chains.
Seaspace is often considered lawless against the inhabited and governed land. The
land ownership patterns of land and sea still complex the ways of controlling space
presently in the planning of cities. The coastal urban regulations (in Turkey) give
Coastal Policy, the coast is defined as "piece of land that lies along seas, artificial
and natural lakes."55 Commonly the land division pattern stops at a public strip
between the colonized land and water bodies leave space for infrastructural or
recreational uses. The coastal line (Kıyı Çizgisi) is defined as "the connected line of
the points of contact of land to the sea, natural and artificial lakes except for flooding
conditions." The coastal contour line is defined as (Kıyı Kenar Çizgisi) the natural
zone after the coastal line that marks the dynamic zone of water movements such as
sand, gravel, rock, marshlands." Narrow land (dar kıyı) a multitude of lines that are
defined by geographical and urban terms.56
For Deleuze and Guattari the difference between the land and sea generated with two
different types of space. The maritime space is the "archetype of smooth space" a
condition of "continuous variation" a realm of invention, a "drifting subject that is
nomadic." Where its counter conception "striated space" is rigidly partitioned that
resembles the territorialized state of the land. The maritime space is horizontal,
vectoral and looks for landmarks from an absolute level-0 elevation. Whereas in the
striated space of one has "positions" on land to measure, tools of perspective, and a
sense of scale. In the maritime model, there are points and lines, and surfaces in
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Coast by law in Turkish law (Kıyı Kanunu), is defined as "the land by the water bodies such as seas,
manmade or natural lakes", which is a very narrow definition reducing the understanding of the coast
as a land-bound formation. The coastline is defined as "the line which connects the points of contact
of water to land along the natural and manmade bodies of seas, lakes or rivers outside the flooding
conditions." There is a second definition for the line emphasizing the edge of the coastline (kıyı kenar
çizgisi) is demarcated after any natural zone of dynamic wetlands formed of rocks, mud or sand.
Besides this definition, there are other lines along the coast to define legislative boundaries of narrow
coast (dar kıyı), coastal strip (sahil şeridi).
56

First Preservation of waterfront (Kıyı Koruma) as a strip Ottoman coastal law protecting the
ownership over water sea and lakes, rivers, wells and water resources. The natural reserve of water
was defined as common as sun and air (notes from Özvar, E. Şehrin Doğası Konferansı, BOU, 2018)
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striated space as well as in smooth space. As Deleuze writes, in striated space "lines
or trajectories tend to be subordinated to points: one goes from one point to another,"
in smooth space, the condition changes to the opposite "the points are subordinated
to the trajectory."

The line is a "vector, a direction and not a dimension or metric

determination" (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987).57
Topographic and nautical maps represent two different scales,58 where the contour
line edging the land is both tied to smooth space and the striated space as a shared
common shape: the coastline. The terrestrial map follows the logic of the centrality,
authority, and government of terrestrial space, which is fixed in scalar hierarchies,
patterns of ownership, and power relations. Second follows that of maritime space;
which is topological, relational and interconnected with other geographies. It is a
guide to navigate. It is about the movement in the open nature of the sea and to how
to safely land. The coastline in this context is the line which is shared commonly by
both of the topographical and nautical maps. So, where delineation arrives is the
splitting point of both; delineation is after a dimension-free line; a "line of flight"
which is delineated by both of the two different logics of the "striated" and the
"smooth." So what delineation calls is more than an in-between space, it calls for a
flattening of the land and sea.
The difference between the land and sea as a geographic and spatial representation
system can be the overcoming of "object" and "fields." In People Manipulate Objects
But Cultivate Fields, Couclelis (1993) referred to Edward Soja in coining Euclidian
space as a compartmentalized, divided, bounded areas and treated as land property. It
is common in design disciplines to compartmentalize space parallel to this Euclidian
hierarchy. There are scales of objects, which refer to objects that are produced at the
size approximately of a human body can directly relate to, keys, scissors, cars or
winches that can directly be manipulated. Then there are buildings, which require
more complexity and largeness in size which call for another medium like a drawing
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Istanbul for the space between city walls and sea in Istanbul was approached as an interface (Erkal,
2000).
58
"to measure distance at sea is to measure time on an interstellar scale. ... the imaginary lines that
subdivide the globe were conceived as a way to abstract and solidify oceanic location in the face of
the unstable surface of planetary terraqueous space." (Elias & Moraru, 2015)
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or model to be able to manipulate. Thirdly, there are larger zones that start to fall
beyond any reach of human manipulation of design. These are urban systems that are
composed of so many other objects and buildings and are so large in size that they
cannot be "manipulated" but can be "cultivated." Finally, as the largest scales, there
are geographical regions, states, continents, and so on to be governed. For Couclelis,
the first two categories of objects and fields "boundaries carve out distinct objects in
space" are a result of "regulation and control over the geographic world." Different
from these "objects"; she argues that "fields" are "vectoral," that are controlled or
shaped by larger scale forces and relations. Which category does the coastline fall in?
Which scale, which architectural element, which sea, which state does it contour?
An archeology of drawing coastlines in the light of this short ontological inquiry
unveils that drawing coastlines is a multi-layered engagement of humans with space.
The contour of the coastline belongs both to the maritime and the terrestrial world in
paradoxical ways as the two bears oppositions of the land and the sea. So far, the
coastline has been rendered as a contour of the space between multiple media like
land and water, borders and connections, terrestrial and maritime space, of systems
control and lawlessness, and of nature and its cultivation. This rendering calls a
multifaceted set of relations for an altered conception of scales of geography.
This section tries to arrive at a point in which scalar categories of space can dissolve.
It suggests an ontological shift in which spaces of objects and fields are bound
together. In other words, a "scale-less" understanding of space claims for a
hypothetic expansion in which relations among atomic particles, molecules,
organisms, dust particles, handling objects, cargo boxes, humans, buoys, winches,
container box, ships, piers, construction trucks, cargo ships, buildings, warehouses,
quay and fields of transformation area, landfill area, roads, railways, transportation
networks, urban regions, state spaces, extrastate spaces, planetary spaces, globe, and
universe are potentially present. With this lens, this section continues to a possible
scalar expansion and compaction of waterfront; a mobilization in the granularity of
space. The conceptual inquiry continues by rendering waterfront by aerial
photographs and materiality in the next section and within the introduced paradigm
of agency in the other.
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Figure 3.5: Engraving, drawing, mapping coastlines and worldmaps.
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Figure 3.6: Terrestrial and maritime.
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3.1.2 Delineation of a port and water geography in Istanbul
The glossary brings together heterogeneous elements free of scalar hierarchy. It redraws a port geography for Istanbul and its elements that refer to different scales like
hinterland, foreland, maritime space, cargo, carrier, some of the port landscapes other
elements that play a role in the spatial composition of the water-bound contours of
the city. Port geography is used as a spatial background to relate large scale
geographies with points of contact, architectures, and infrastructures of land that are
connected to those of water.
The waterfront by its objects and by its field conditions, yields to different methods
of decoding space. The inter-relations among the objects and field of the waterfront
is the granulation and composition of space through the elements of port geography.
Port geography delineates the disposition of the goods in different scales of mobility.
It demarcates the land connections at the deeps of the land and the open seas, as it
breaks down the scale to object-based logistics of the cargo, the carrier and the port
spaces in land.
The port geography is composed of the elemnts of hinterland, foreland, cargo and the
carriers. The hinterland and the foreland are fields of geographies that reside in the
landside of the geography of transported things. The cargo and the carrier are the
objects that forge the connections between the land and sea, the ships, logisitic
machinery, handling technologies (Wiegend, 1959). By these elements, the
geography of transported things define the larger scales of geographies and smaller
scales of architectures that make up the elements of the port geography.
A delineation of the port geography thus, depends on the mentioned elements as
geographies and spaces of material unfixites. The question of where is the geography
that the transported good comes and delivered to the port from the sea, yields to the
forelands. Where it is delivered or carried from in land yields to the hinterlands?
How the carriage takes place yields to the carriers, like the ships? What is carried
yields to the cargo? As a scalar methodology, where the coastline starts and where it
stops, how it demarcates ports, geographies of transported things and of the coastal
space is going to be searched by the delineation of the elements of the port
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geography in Istanbul. Similar to the topographical lines demarcating the hills and
valley systems, rivers running into the seas; the shores of the adjacent seas and the
waterways, waterfront draws associations among the large and small, and among the
near and afar (Figure 3.7). By this inquiry, the scalar expansion and scale-less
associations of the coastal geographies of the city can be unveiled.
This is a section that forms an inquiry over what can be the relations among these
dimensions that the coastline bears across the scales in Istanbul. Within the flood of
literature on Istanbul as a city of water, the geographical uniqueness of its shoreline
was best described by Italo Calvino.
The Great Khan owns an atlas whose drawings depict the terrestrial globe all at once and
continent by continent, the borders of the most distant realms, the ships’ routes, the
coastlines, the maps of most illustrious metropolises and the most opulent ports. He leafs
through the maps before Marco Polo’s eyes to put his knowledge to the test. The traveler
recognizes Constantinople in the city which from three shores dominates a long strait, a
narrow gulf and an enclosed sea. (Calvino, 1974).

It would be important to keep a line in mind as a guide to take this section of the
research to trace the mapped and unmapped geographies of water in Istanbul.
Black Sea
Karadeniz (tr.) / Pontos Aexinos (gr.): "Inhabitable Sea." The guidebook of the
Black Sea (Karadeniz Sevahili, 1930) shows a map and hand-sketched pictures of the
coastal views (manzarai rüyet) of all the coasts, mountains and topographies as seen
in silhouettes from the mariner's point of view. Similar to the silhouette Le Corbusier
saw from across the water when he visited Istanbul in 1911, a narrow horizontal strip
of land between sea and sky. The map shows the ports as dots, lighthouses and major
waterways like the Danube and other rivers is the foreland of the port in Istanbul to
its north. The land appears as a thick black line of heightened topographies. Land, in
that perspective, is an optic viewpoint of landmark and vantage points of lighthouses.
The coastal view pictures the entrance to Bosphorus and the passage of the strait,
indifferent from the other strips as an uninhabited piece of land.
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Figure 3.7: Delineations for un-scaling coastlines in Istanbul.
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Estuary
Haliç (tr.) / Chryso Keras (gr.): "Golden Horn." If Istanbul did not have the water
inlet of the natural harbor, it could not have developed a trade function of a gateway
city (Güvenç, 2015). The difference between the Dardanelles strait and the
Bosphorus strait resides in this rather small water inlet, the Golden Horn. With this
22 km long water inlet, the city was able to develop a major trading function. Golden
Horn finds no similar geography around the basin of Marmara. For ships to land the
depth of sea allows direct anchoring. The seabed of the Golden Horn is 25-30 m deep
with a rock slit covered with a thick layer of mud. From the end of the shipyards, the
depth drops down to 2-3 meters. The clearance of the seabed of the estuary has been
an environmental issue.
Forelands
Ön Bölge (tr.): "The land areas which lie on the seaward side of a port, beyond
"maritime space." If cargo comes from a foreland and ships to another foreland; it
never goes inland than the transit shed or warehouse then the port itself becomes the
hinterland of the cargo" (Wiegend, 1958). Forelands are the land areas that lie on the
seaward side of a port, beyond "maritime space." This demarcation of the forelands
of Istanbul’s port in the beginning of the century was recorded by Ahmet Hamdi in
1929. The foreland of the recently fallen imperial capital, osciallated between
national and international geographies of impact.59 The forelands of Istanbul were
reported as a network of geographical expansion. They stretched across the
waterways along rivers of the eastern Black sea that were connected to the Caspian
Sea and a web of rivers flowing from the broad lands of Russia. Via the
Mediterranean it was connected to coasts of Syria, Egypt, Aegean Archipelago, then
to other Mediterranean (western) countries via Gibraltar to north Europe and
America; from Suez Canal to East Indian and Arabian (Aksayi) trade routes (Figure
3.8 and 3.9).

59

Başar’s notes carried the hesitation of the revival of Istanbul’s regional importance among the
Mediterranenn and European Ports as well as it carried and the added pressure of the loss of interest
on the city with economic and political importance that was shifted to the new capital of Ankara. He
would write that “Istanbul is not a dead city” (istanbul ölü bir şehir değildir) despite its loss of
population and the recessive importance of its port (Başar, 1929).
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Figure 3.8: Maps charting some elements of port geography for Istanbul.
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Figure 3.9: Navigation and waterways in the forelands of Istanbul’s port.
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Hinterlands
Art Bölge (tr.): It is the "land space" which is connected with the port by means of
transport lines like railways or road networks; which sends and receives goods
through that port. Import hinterlands and export hinterlands of a port may be the
same or different. "Von den Hinterweltlern" in German has a meaning of "on those
who are of, or believe in, a world beyond, a hidden or a back-world, a secret world,"
bears similar meanings in English "regions that are remote, far away from the cities."
Hintermann is a man behind the scenes, a secret advisor; Hintergedanken is secret
thoughts or ulterior motives. Hintern as a noun is the same as English "behind," with
behind meaning a person's backside (Figure 3.8).
The ministry of public works drew the hinterlands of the port of the modern Turkey
in 1970, within the national borders in seven regions. The map showed the railways
infrastructure and how the regions of Turkey were divided as patches of hinterlands
to the port cities. Istanbul’s hinterland extended until the borders of Thrace in West,
and extended until Ankara and some parts of inner Anatolia, western Black sea and
around the sea of Marmara. The other port cities of at the coasts of Anatolia were
İzmir, Antalya, Mersin, İskenderun, Samsun and Trabzon (T.C Nafia Vekaleti,
Demiryollar ve Limanlar İnşaat Reisliği, Türk Ana Limanları Hinterlantları, 1970).
The in-land continuity of the port geography of Istanbul, was territorialized with the
hinterlands marked by geographical as well as by national borders. The Hinterland of
the port of Galata would reach to countries of the Balkans in the 1980s that used the
port of Istanbul as a suitcase trading post.
Port
Liman (tr.): In English its double meaning harbor, haven is derived from Latin portus
originally meaning "entrance, passage; place of refuge, asylum"; as a verb form of
portare meaning "to carry." Turkish liman comes from limen or leimon of Greek that
means "threshold" and "limit as boundary"; in the Mediterranean language, it means
door or gateway. Port is technically defined as "the place of contact between land
and maritime space" (Wiegend, 1958). "Port geography" is a term in port studies that
provides geospatial frameworks to see the port city as elements on the geographical
body of earth. Elements of port geography are "hinterland, foreland, cargo, carrier,
and maritime space." On the double nature of a port among land and sea; among
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man and geography: "The port is the place of contact between land and "maritime
space," and it provides services to both hinterland and maritime organization. It is,
therefore, a knot where ocean and inland transport lines meet and intertwine. … The
origin and evolution of a port and its ability to attract traffic of any kind at a
particular time are based on a complex of physical and human factors." (Wiegend,
1954). For a spatial definition port of Istanbul, it becomes impossible to speak of a
fixed area or a point of contact since the points of contact of land to sea a are
multiple, manifold versions of the different forms of ports. From small wooden
iskeles to quays, piers; from the estuary to the strait and to the open sea (Figure
A.11).
Cargo and Carrier
carrier: Special equipment needed for loading and unloading the vessel.
Volume and Nature of Cargo: bulk cargo / yük / kuru yük (tr.): crude oil, grain, coal;
large in tonnage, cargo moves unpacked, does not require specialized handling labor
since the loading is entirely mechanized.
general cargo: everything that is not carried in bulk; requires a diverse labor force a
multitude of commodities, needs to be handled individually, therefore enables a high
rate of local employment.
maritime space: Between port and foreland lies maritime space, it is organized not
for itself but as a reflection of economic activity at the adjacent land areas. It is a
spatial habitat of ships creating avenues of traffic, the port near such channels have
the advantage over ports in backwaters.
backwater: a part of a river not reached by the current, where the water is stagnant.
An isolated or peaceful place as "nothing spoils the tranquillity of this quiet
backwater" a place or situation in which no development or progress is taking place.
longshore: of or belonging to the seacoast or a seaport existing, found, or employed
along the shore, especially at or near a seaport.
logistics: "pertaining to logic," from Medieval Latin logisticus, from Greek
logistikos "skilled in calculating; endued with reason," from logistes "a calculator,"
from logos "calculation, proportion."
traffic: "trade, commerce," from trafficare "carry on trade," of uncertain origin,
perhaps from a Vulgar Latin transfricare "to rub across," from Latin trans "across"
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(see trans-) + fricare "to rub" (see friction), with the original sense of the Italian verb
being "touch repeatedly, handle.
Limits of Istanbul’s Port
In 1929 the maritime space was defined as having four port zones in the water
geography of Istanbul. The first space is the estuary of Golden Horn mainly until
Galata Bridge which was called Inner Port (İç Liman). From the threshold of Galata
Bridge to the imaginary line between Sarayburnu and Fındıklı is "Galata Port"
(Galata Limanı). Starting from the north by an imaginary line at the Black Sea
entrance of Bosphorus - between lighthouses of Anadolu – Rumeli Feneri - until
another line in south behind the princess islands and Zeytinburnu was the "Outer
Port" (Dış Liman). These divisions also followed the scale of currents and waves that
beat the waters. Where currents and whirlpools of the strait were different from calm
waters of Golden Horn, the open seas of Marmara, and the Black Sea that had high
tides in the times of southwestern winds. Golden Horn was the core of the natural
harbor with its safe waters. In 1930, Istanbul's port was sketched by a bird's eye view
from over the Marmara Sea.
The maritime space has grown, expanded in time each one of them is nested in one
another. Galata Port is the space of "human-made" port famous with the quays at its
shores in the late nineteenth-early twentieth century it was the locus of first
modernization attempts to port. The outer port is the natural strait, the geographic
gateway of Bosphorus, which is a two-way crossing between south and north seas. In
outer harbor, Haydarpaşa is the first Anatolian side port was built at the Marmara
end. These three main maritime spaces fall short when ports in Ambarlı and Tuzla
are considered as ports that were moved to the periphery in the 1990s and are
actively working ports in the present time. Together these within metropolitan
boundaries in industrial zones in north coasts of Marmara (between Istanbul and
Izmit) the last zone can be added as the fourth maritime space that is the Northern
shores of the Marmara Sea regarding Istanbul's regional expansion by its spatial
framework.
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The Mediterranean
Akdeniz / "Middle Sea" Thalassa, Megale Thalassa, Mare Magnum, Mare Nostrum,
Bahr-al Mutavassit, Bahr-i Sefid, Bahr-al Maghrib Mediterranean is disjunct,
generates heterogeneous geographies, cultural clashes, wars, occupations, and
immigration, flows of materials and of people.60 Istanbul at the edge of the
Mediterranean port city network and with the Genoese city had no land at except for
the hills of Galata. Lefebvre had put the commonalities of Mediterranean cities as
towns oscillating between different rhythms and cycles even though the East and
Western cities have divergent geographies. The city-states 2500 years ago protected
the trade, those cities in land occupied a small territory but their maritime geography
extended a far. For Lefebvre the constituted common rhythms oscillated between
divergent political ends. To him between the trade of material exchange that
provided extreme sociability, those towns were paradoxically mixed with piracy,
pillage, naval wars, rivalries, colonization, and conquests. “Mediterranean cities are
political towns and differ from oceanic cities. The state dominating the land territory
is both violent and weak. It always oscillates between democracy and tyranny”
(Lefebvre, 2013[1992]).
Port City
The first half of the century, until the 1980's neoliberal turn, the boundary of the land
and sea in Istanbul was composed of blurred landscapes where iskeles, kayıks, ships,
landing structures, wooden quays, and buildings at the coast were densely
intertwined. The construction of quays was a part of the modernization project of
ports that spread in Mediterranean cities in the 19th century before the modernization
of the Turkish Republic later in the 20th century. The nineteenth-century world order
which was a way of assimilation of the enclaved cities that were off the modern path
by Europe (Keyder, 1994).
Without port-cities, there would be no civilizational project associated with nineteenthcentury liberalism. Port-cities evolved at the interface between the expanding dominion of
European economies and the old lands of the East. They emerged as specific urban forms
mediating the expansion of the world economy into weak agrarian empires. … They were
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primarily populated by men pursuing commercial interests; but they quickly became cities
approximating the nineteenth-century ideal form, accommodating rapidly modernizing urban
populations. These new populations inhabiting new urban spaces, served as ‘agents of
change’ in the terminology of modernization theory of a later vintage. … As new cultures
flourished, these new populations shaped ever-expanding spaces into a new urban form: the
peripheral version of the nineteenth-century city, carrying modernity (Keyder, 2014).

Seabed
The underwater topography of Istanbul is as unique as the topography above.
Underwater islands, riverbeds, shallow waters, mudlands, cliffs, rocks. If the water
were to be hollowed from the seas, the earliest riverbed that ran from the Marmara to
the Black Sea would appear as a curved valley below Sarayburnu. If the waters were
hollowed, it would be visible that the sea is not as deep as the longwise length of a
large vaporetto. The topography of the seabed defined the places of anchoring, places
of frequent accidents of ships crashing on the rocks, places of landing for large and
deep ships. G. V. İnciciyan’s partially philosophical and partially descriptive poems
(1794) shared the same curiosity for the world beneath while navigating offshore the
coasts of Bosphorus (Figure 3.10 and A.19). 61
Strait
Boğaz Bosphorus in Turkish has similar meanings in multiple languages "boğaz";
Rums called it "Lemon" that meant throat, neck referring to the organ of the body in
the shape of a tube. Herodotus called it the "Mouth of Pontus," Strabon "Mouth of
Byzance," Bigmogos called it "Western Mouth of Pontus." That is the only gate to
enter the Black Sea. Vosporos or Bosphorus in Latin is composed of two words:
Voso and Poros, the former meaning cow or ox, the latter meaning opening. Where
Bosphorus starts and ends is the coastal rocks at the northern entrance in
Rumelifeneri; where its end is the Kalkhedon peninsula. The distance between these
two points is 20 Italian miles, 18 Ottoman miles each mile 909 steps (adım), five
fingers (parmak) and five lines (çizgi). Gateway cities are places where two different
geographical networks of trade are superimposed or where one is transferred to
another. Bosphorus as the only passage is the last gate to connect the Mediterranean
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This section is an excerpt of G. V. İnciciyan, Boğaziçi Sayfiyeleri (2018). Original text from 1794
press. Translation by the author.
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and the Black Sea. Istanbul is not a terminal port, and it is not a place where the
maritime traffic is fully transferred into inland logistics. Most of the cargo ships pass
through the strait or anchor offshore on the waters of the Marmara Sea across
Yenikapı – Zeytinburnu.
Waterways
The foreland and their connected geographies often change to enable for reduction of
the duration of navigation. The opening of new waterways such as canals had a
significant impact in the city's maritime network. In 1972, an article in the magazine
Arkitekt reported the commencement of a channel connecting Reine and Rhone by
the French government. The project connected Marseille and Rotterdam by a 1560
km long waterway. The 230 km long channel was to be constructed between Dole
and Mulhouse in ten years and would have 24 pools that surpassed 336 meters of
elevation difference on the hills. This infrastructural project eventually pulled the 13day sea journey from Istanbul to Rotterdam down to 9 days by shortcutting the
continent from Marseilles inwards. The report headlined "The new connection
among European rivers are going to increase the importance of our straits." As the
report continues, it announced that the French government had decided to connect
Reine and Rhone with a canal that ran between cities of Dole and Mulhouse with a
length of 230 km. The channel would have 24 pools to trespass the hills between the
towns; the cost would be as much as a thousand km long highway62 (Figure 3.9).
Waterfront as an urban edge marks the end of the geographical and administrative
territory, therefore, marks the space of the state, in which is a means and forces of
production, nature, state and other superstructures shape. If the coastline is marked
without stopping, starting from Golden Horn, and then to Sarayburnu, off to
Yenikapı, from there to northern Marmara, crossing the other strait of Dardanelles,
curving back north to reach other nations, Greece, Aegean finally. Geography of the
Mediterranean as a sea surrounded by lands, the political-economic religious
connectivity as well as battles, struggles, disjunctions. Delineation with an unscaled
continuation marks lines of Mediterranean, Black sea, as well as of borders of
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Figure 3.10: Three different delineations of waterfront geography in Istanbul: fresh
water, maritime waters and the seabed.
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hinterlands, captivating national borders, like the map of Turkey. A journey across
lagoons, marinas, coastal roads, infills, parks, bridges, beaches, agricultural land, and
other cities again. It marks the world space as well. Recalling Lefebvre, the state
space is also a production of territory in the land. With the approaches mentioned
above for different ways of drawing the coastline, a cartography of Istanbul's
waterfront can be delineated in a version. The delineation, if it continues, can end up
with cartographies of other geographies. If it is scaled up and down or if the line
continues inland the geographies of the known world of waterfront in Istanbul
changes. By these alterations between land and water, foreground and background
are also perpetually shifted.
3.2 Critical Delineation of the Coastline Beyond Temporal Frameworks
This section focuses on the temporal frameworks in which the spatial transformation
of the coast can be rendered beyond frameworks of linear time. It continues the
critical delineation using aerial photographs that are argued to allow mobilities in
time and go beyond linear temporalities to monitor the spatial changes of Istanbul’s
waterfront. Starting from the first aerial photographs of Istanbul in the early
twentieth century until present satellite imagery, a longue durée view to the spatial
transformation of coastline becomes visible. In the first take, the delineation of the
coastline follows this transformation to chart a material unfixity of the dynamic
geography of the urban edge. The photographs become evidences in camera in close
up inspection of momentary captures of details in everyday life and bear witness for
the spatial alterations of the waterfront. A potential approach to re-conceptualize
waterfront both as a geological formation and a human shaped space is argued to
become evident.
As a divide under the light of history, Herman Melville’s Moby Dick split the earth
space from the sea by its quality of solidity and a place of holding records as a
shaped ground. For him, the sea by its fluid vastness did not allow any act of solid
shaping, no history could be traced on the waters of the sea. The land held the
records. “How I spurned that turnpike earth! – that common highway all over dented
with the marks of slavish heels and hoofs; and turned me to admire the magnanimity
of the sea which will permit no records.” By recalling Deleuze and Guattari would
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come full cirle that the smooth space holds no records, while the striated space is
shaped, and governed by records of history. In this light, this section looks at the
coastal space as a space that holds records, materially, through aerial photographs.
3.2.1 Aerial photographs as material record in longue and court durée
Critical delineation at this point of the research is co-produced by monitoring aerial
photographs. Aerial photography and its use in urban representation enter this study
with its history of development with military technologies that brought aside a
discussion of the struggle between the uneven distribution of authority between the
control of the eye and the observed ground.
Aerial surveillance of cities was first a technology developed for military
reconnaissance. They were linked to "practices of memory and forgetting," as tools
of collective memory, as well as were tools of surveillance and exploration in the
military context (Deriu, 2007). With the advance and diffusion of technology,
satellite images were opened to public access to global map companies.
Paradoxically, geopolitical data and high-resolution satellite images of third world
countries are sold to armies of others, serving to the uneven distribution of
worldwide surveillance (Harvey, 2009). The evolution of GIS in public use turned to
satellite images into a source to read geographic zones and war geographies with
public access (Kurgan, 2013). Moreover, aerial photographs were used to monitor
the shifting climatic zones and boundaries. In the case of socio-political conflicts,
aerial imaging bared witness to a spatial change on geography to the threshold of the
desert (Weizman and Sheikh, 2015). As a critical tool, aerial photographs most
recently started to be used in critical media studies as methodologies to alter material
and digital realms of military functions of aerial surveillance of material evidence
(Schuppli, 2017). They draw on architectural spatializing tools, aerial images, 3d
models, and photographic evidence of war-scapes to provide evidence for the cases
which international judicial institutions fall short to prove (Weizman, 2018).
This section suggests remembering this paradox to look at the spatial transformation
of waterfront under the themes of spatial "witnessing," "evidence" and
"reconnaissance" from a critical position. "Evidence in camera" was a term used
periodical published during World War II by air military intelligence, circulation
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limited to circles. Some images were used in public newspapers as war propaganda.
The images of the World War via aerial photographs of "ruin-scapes" became
witnesses to historical traumatic moments of "mass ruination." The distance of the
aerial photograph was a work of "disembodied gaze that normalized the scale of
devastation by its distancing from the ground." In the magazine, European cities,
neighborhoods and industrial sites were viewed before and after the bombing. Aerial
images often are regarded as abstract, artificial and detached images that fall short in
triggering an ethical response of the act of "bearing witness" yet they also have the
potential of making a historical record. (Deriu, 2007; Deriu, et al. 2014). They were
agents of ethical response to the act of bearing witness to war. "In camera" is the
term used for the trials held in private (gizli celse as used in Turkish law). The use of
aerial photographs in monitoring the transformation of the urban space is becoming
witness to the appropriation and the transformation of the coastal space as an urban
edge in Istanbul (Erkılıç and Akpınar, 2019).
In Istanbul spatial transformation, proceeds in obscure not only in the decisionmaking processes but also in actual urban space of seclusions due to the censorship
of seeing the construction sites that are often behind walls and panels. The
transformation of space, unless delivers a political message like in Taksim Square, is
usually held "in camera." Beyond retinal surveillance, these images provide
possibilities for processing of responsibility that transferred through being witness to
an event. As a tool for provision of evidence and “witnessing of the eye” which in
the context of urban transformation in this context pulls back the irony of hegemony
and freedom against the right to have a word over urban transformation.63 Aerial
photography is used widely in the generation of political discourse and the master
plans and projects in Istanbul. The first master plan of the city projected by Henri
Prost in 1937 actually was based on a year-long study on aerial photographs taken by
the Turkish military (Akpınar, 2003). Aerial images deliver a different message when
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Paradoxically, the militarized technology of aerial viewing and its use as a tool of geospatial
witnessing has evolved with the utilitarian role of the civil society in the construction and urban
design sector. For engineering or urban design purposes, private companies provide high-resolution
photographs of private properties for the betterment of workflows in construction sites and various
other utilitarian uses. (nearmap.com) Drones fly over development projects for the commercial use of
the images as a promotion.
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the coastlines are delineated and juxtaposed. Delineation comes closer to an act of
unveiling the unfixed geography of the waterfront of the land that once belonged to
the sea space. It is equally important that the coastline has remained almost fixed in
this view following the coastlines. When observed at this scale, the coasts of the core
maritime space belonging to Galata, Sarayburnu, and Üsküdar differ from those of
Haydarpaşa and Yenikapı. Quays of Salıpazarı in Galata Harbor are presently under
construction for the renovation of the cruise ship terminal and the coastal docks are
being extended for new projects. Everyday encounters with waterfront already
embody the daily rhythms of spatial deformations. Where these delineations fall too
abstract, the unfixity is viewed in the close-up views of the coastal landscape.
As a tool for the provision of evidence and witness of the eye in this context is
pulling back the irony of the hegemony of and freedom against the right to have a
word in urban transformation. Historical photographs as agents of memory are used
in this study as analytical tools that bear evidence to a historical transformation of the
geography of the waterfront from a viewpoint closed to the public eye until
recentlyBesides the urban transformation of neighborhoods, the building of
monuments of highways, and transportation infrastructures, the transformation of the
waterfront as a geography is only visible from a vantage point from above.
The images provided by aerial photographs are approached in a way Ulus Baker
would call an "image that generates opinions" (Baker, 2016). In this case, aerial
images as historical evidence to the deformation of waterfront. In other words, as
argued in this section, monitoring the waterfront transformations - even they are not
comparable to any scale or impact of human devastation of wartime ruinations – bear
evidence to monitor the shaping of the coastal space in Istanbul in the past century.
Natural forces and navigational elements that appear in historical documents, master
plans, port guides (geographical form, sea currents, undersea topography, winds,
riverflows, sediments, weather, earthquakes etc.); elements that appear in aerial
photographs

(logistic landscapes of the port), elements of port geography,

hinterland, foreland, cargo, carrier, handling processes). These possible elements
share agencies to shape coastline at the level of material exchanges, flow, mobility
and displacement of materials. When monitored in an expanded lifespan,
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construction of infills, coastal reclamations, infrastructural installments, the building
of ports, coastal roads, transformation projects, marinas, car parks, bridges, tunnels,
parks and demolishing of buildings are all present within this gaze.
Assembling temporal frameworks of the longue durée and court durée
The aerial photographs generated a critical gaze as evidence and record of history in
different temporalities. Conceptually, this new gaze is depicted with the temporal
concepts of the longue durée and the court durée as coined by Fernand Braudel
(1996). Looking at the coastal evolution through the aerial photograph is argued here
to hold a twofold temporality, that Fernand Braudel would call the longue durée and
the court durée which allows a re-scaling of the timeframes. The longue durée refers
to a more extended period of time, decades, centuries or millenniums that oscillate in
a geological time or an ecological lifecycle. It was coined as a conceptual
methodology, as a critique relating to historical evolutions which were his view,
could alter historical writing that focused solely on "great historical events and
conquerors" (Braudel, 1996). Historical evolution required longer periods of
investigation, a long duration stretched to the scale of evolutionary time. The
condition of the court durée - short duration - on the other hand, refers to an event or
a moment that happens in a small passage of time daily life, viewed from a
"journalistic gaze" that captures the event (Braudel, 1996). This corresponds to every
day in a "blink of an eye" as a journalist would capture and report during an event. In
this context, aerial photographs are suggested as agents that give historical pieces of
evidence in both of these different timescales.
A conceptual agenda for geological space and its formation in time brings together
urban form, nonlinear time and folding together. Manuel De Landa’s texts were
concerned with the geological formations and their materiality of accumulations over
long periods of time on earth rooting from Braudel’s longue durée -hybridized with
Deleuze and Guattari’s historical writings of nomadic thinking and society as an
assembly for relaitonalities (DeLanda, 2016). The world history could be written by
millenniums long histories of elements and geological strata. Regarding the changing
contours of the coast and the historical surge in the scale, pace and generates
“nonlinear” time and history that is geological, elemental next to the passage of time
according to humans (DeLanda, 2000). Within this longue durée view to historical
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evolution of space, “urban forms tend to change very slowly” and daily rhythms give
the impact to them; while it is an “act of design” when this urban form “witnesses
historical accelerations” in its slow pace (DeLanda, 2006). On the other hand, matter
and fold are intertwined in the “folds of the earth” and in the “pleats of matter” as
they become multiplicities of thought and cartographic folding (Deleuze, 2006). As a
geological space waterfront calls this folding in as a coastal deformation in time. Yet
it would be too naïve to render it as a self-regulating formation.
The use of aerial photography, as a vertical dimension, allows a gaze oriented to both
land and water. One of the many possible ways is to look at these photographs and
follow the coastline changes. Photographic collections and questions how they can
take part in formation of critical gaze towards the transformations of the urban space.
How can aerial photographs entangle with a critical gaze towards urban
transformation and its increased hyperactivity by recent constructions? Using
journalistic and evolutional with the critical gaze reveals the evidence within the
aerial gaze, enabling to see what cannot be openly seen from the human gaze of
everyday life. What is monitored in the photograph becomes the witness of how the
material body of the waterfront went through history. Then, historical evidence can
become a tool of criticality as aerial photographs become agents enhancing mobility
through time and scalar multiplicity in urban space.
Cartographic delineation gives a longue durée view of the coastline dynamics. Aerial
photographs are juxtaposed in historical layers and the coastlines are delineated as
outlines of the changing land and sea contour: the coastline unfixity. The changing
geography takes evidence from the aerial photographs of the shaping process of the
waterfront. The evolution and change of the coastline can be peeled off from the
aerial photograph as records of history are unveiled. Aerial photographs are agents
witnessing changing lines where the land and sea materially become a record of
history (Figure 3.11).
Delineation aims to capture the indication of a border or boundary's exact position in
space. Aberration is a departure from what is normal, usual or expected, typically an
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unwelcome one.64 In this context of the changing coastlines of the waterfront, the
term aberration concerning all these meanings is a metaphor to the unfixity of the
waterfront's coastline as it appears in multiple states in evolution. Deleuze would call
the line to have "a thousand aberrations" that linked writing, which is about being
critical, becoming a process and also a way of drawing maps. “The line with a
thousand aberrations! From this we get the triple definition of writing: to write is to
fight, to resist; to write is to become; to write is to draw maps; I am a cartographer!”
(Deleuze, 2006).
Drawing lines and "critical delineation" becomes an act of counter-design that alters
the future-oriented projections of urban design disciplines. Critical delineation
challenges and opposes design which usually intends a future projection of spatial
concept. It is a reverse drawing which is more interested in what already done,
already there, already past, a fait accompli. It counters to the project as a backward to
unveil how the actual urban space was shaped.
With a perpetual appearance of different photographs animated in time-space of the
changing coastlines, critical delineation distances itself from giving answers, it
becomes an open-ended machine of generating questions. A visual archive of
memory for these aerial photographs requests entering inside the "camera" into face
what already has happened in as a commencement to ask how the coastal space in
Istanbul has transformed, constructed, demolished and reconstructed. How, by
whom, with what processes by what kind of agents was the waterfront shaped so?
Changing forms of governmentality, changing power relations, ecologies, and
hydrological dynamics, technological advancement, economic networking and trade,
other complexes are evaluated in Chapter 3.3 of agency.
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In Turkish, it would be sapma but it would lose its meanings used in biology, optics and astronomy.
In biology it means a characteristic that deviates from the normal type; and in optics it is used for the
failure of rays to converge at one focus due to a defect in the mirror or the lens; whereas in astronomy
it is used for the apparent displacement of an object from its actual position due to the relative motion
of the observer and the object.
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Figure 3.11: A delineation of the human shaped waterfront geography in Istanbul.
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Limits of viewing urban transformation through aerial photographs are similar to the
main character of Antonioni's Blow-up, who is the witness to murder yet cannot find
out the murderer by looking at the photographs that he himself took. In the film, the
main character uses photographic evidence to solve a murder whose reality is
ambiguous. He tries to take the close up or zoom out views over and over to find
evidence embedded in the photos that were accidentally shot. In the case of the
waterfront, the "dead man" is still there, as there lies the manufactured ground, but
we cannot know the murderer by looking at these photographs. It is about looking at
the truth for a rediscovery of the already known in a different way.
3.2.2 Delineating and monitoring the coastal deformation in Istanbul
This glossary brings together evidence by looking at aerial photographs and
assembling a new critical gaze to the coastline and its deformations in Istanbul. It
monitors how the waterfront as a space in multiple scales was transformed when
viewed throughout a century-long process of urbanization and urban explosion.
At the level of close up views, the coast's dynamic construction and transformation
reveal machines, port logistics, ships, transportation infrastructures, construction
sites, changes of the objects and buildings with technological rifts. At the level of
geographical delineation, the deformation of the urban edge of the city is viewed as a
more extensive expansion of growth in a stretched geography. The glossary lays
down some of the critical spatial and material transformations that play a role in the
production, alteration, and adaptation of how land meets water in Istanbul. By that
aerial photographs become evidence to the material production of waterfront as the
space of urbanization. Within the images, displacements, constructions, demolitions,
infills, excavations with objects, machines, transportation vessels, logistics unveil the
human presence shaping the contours of the water.
Freighters and Cruiseships
Galata Port's master plan for the renovated quay for cruise ships according to the new
programmatic package offered a public space below the ground level. The layer of
car parking and retail hiding the service and basement floor for the public ground
level. In 2017 the construction site 2013 showed the cruise ship as the mega-scale
floating engine of the global maritime tourism. The years of 1980-2000 the Istanbul
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was opened to the world economy and like other cities of Turkey, made started to
connect to the global city networks. The overflowing industry at the center was
decentralized to the coast Marmara (Figure A.4) Besides this explosion, a critical
change in the country is the phenomenon of rise of the coast (kıyılaşma); which
heated the development of western and southern shores of the country with themes of
tourism and greenhouse agriculture. This period was rendered as a redistribution of
population and capital at the country scale to these coastal regions. (Tekeli, 2009,
p.130). As the photographs go back in time, 1966-2017 shows the site under
construction, piled up with construction materials (Figure 3.13).
One can draw the major breaks in the history of the port of Istanbul, by looking at the
changing carriers that docked to the port Galata by aerial photographs. The
photographs shot between 1945 and 2017 depict the changing economic structures of
the port city. In 1945, the bulk ships were anchored offshore, the mavnas piled
between the ships and the quays. The photographs in 1980 mark the change, in the
ships by freighters and passengers. The cruise ships in 2010s are the white sea carrier
that poured off tourists for one day into the district of Karaköy. The images of
demolished entrepots and the new quays under construction give the idea of the new
coastal development project and its new residences, the earth and debris piled up on
the pouring of concrete for the new tourist landing structures. These images hold the
record of the working port based on human labor at the beginning of the century and
briefly of its deindustrialization and commodification process materially visible
through the spatial production of the port. The flow of the capital, uneven
distribution of power and the ethics of urban transformation, blend with the
construction photographs.
Infill and construction trucks
In 2012, newspapers announced a 300-hectare new meeting area to be constructed on
the coasts of Yenikapı by infilling waters of Marmara. The bean-shaped infill was
completed in less than two years. The flat landfill occupied a place that cannot be
seen or experienced from the everyday gaze. The growth of land towards the sea as a
horizontal dimension could only become visible by a gaze from above. Satellite
images captured the landfill under construction in the year of 2013, when the
construction trucks lined up, an aerial construction plan of different colors of debris
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carried on the highways from transformation sites poured as patchworks. The
construction photographs that would be impossible to detect, see or fully cover by
looking at it from the land, appeared (rendered visible) in the satellite photographs.
Construction trucks appear in aerial photographs at other locations of Istanbul on
work (Figure 3.15).
Mass Meeting and Wastelands
Waterfront has long been a wasteland in Istanbul. The neighborhoods on fire in the
nineteenth century, the palace built in Dolmabahçe to be constructed later, were
poured at the coasts formed a belt of humanmade geology to the coast of the city.
None of these infills were ideologically manipulated as much as the landfill of
Yenikapı; a wasteland that would form the base for millions during mass meetings of
the governing party. Production of a new geography for political propaganda. Yet
more than a power landscape, the landfill remains as the profitable solution to
outpour the transformation waste, the shortest way from the construction site to the
sea. An economy of landfills lies behind the ideology of mass meetings. According
to the order of "Recovery of construction and demolition wastes," the materials are
loaded into the crusher by the excavator and the products which are 0-38 mm from
the crusher are brought to the desired dimensions with the sieve. "Management of
excavation soil and wreckage wastes in Istanbul" İstaç a company owned by Istanbul
Metropolitan Municipality for the 5 million tons of construction waste produced in
total. It is reported that the landfill in Yenikapı is composed of urban transformation
demolitions and the debris of the excavation for the football stadium rebuilt in
Dolmabahçe. It has been used as a public recreational area, meeting place for
election campaigns and events. A reclaimed land lying as a solid "landscape of
power," that its territory is in surveillance and control of the government (Figure
3.15).
Marinas, Coastal Roads and Carparks
Touristification of the maritime space continued to pervade Istanbul's coast by an
increase of marinas and sailboat parks. After years from this report, marinas were
built in Ataköy, Fenerbehçe, İstinye and others. Transformation projects of
residences add marinas as a default program like in Göksu or Haliç Shipyards. How
public could a marina be in Istanbul remains another question (Figure A.8). The
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construction of the coastal roads increased in 1990’s to connect major transportation
hubs of the city along the easiest and shortest way by claiming land from the sea as
in Üsküdar - Harem (Figure A.16). Those were the years of losing beaches as well.
The Virgin’s monument that stood as a landmark on the sea at the Beach of Maltepe
was lost due to the landfills in 1990’s was surprisingly found in the carpark
surrounded by trees in 2017 (Figure A.16).
Close-up under construction
The aerial photographs give evidence to many of such moments when viewed with
different levels of detail and scales. Close up views reveal more for the human scale
and ongoing everyday life at the coast. These shots give moments of coastal
structures under construction when looked at close range. They embed a sense of
motion of a growing land space towards the sea. One bears evidence to the moment
when machines leveled the new coastal road from Üsküdar to Harem in 1990;
another when the coastal parks were greened out of newly reclaimed land in
Kumkapı. The moment when the second loading deck of Haydarpaşa was
constructed for the new containers of the port in 1970 or when a swimmer jumped
into the waters of Bosphorus in Tarabya from a newly expanded coastal deck. The
moment when the car park at Sarayburnu overlooked the entrance of the Strait
(Figure 3.14).
Zeppelin and Port
The use of aerial photography becomes a tool to monitor urban transformation in
Istanbul with a critical gaze (Erkılıç & Akpınar, 2019). Istanbul's first airborne
photographs were taken via hot air balloon and zeppelin companies, which promoted
military air vessels to the Ottoman army in the turn of the twentieth century. In 1785,
the first balloon took off from Topkapı and landed in Bursa. Istanbul's panoramas
taken from the tower of Galata which were approximately 110 m above sea level,
had not offered shoots at this attitude before the zeppelin flights. In the summer of
1909, several flights took off from Taksim square. Photos taken by them offered
vantage points no other tower or minaret could give until then. It was the first time to
see the city not from within but from its outer air space. The photograph viewing the
city from above the Marmara Sea towards the north was one of the first photographs
to see the historical peninsula and its surrounding seas, the strait and the estuary to
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Figure 3.12: First aerial photographs of the waterfront in Istanbul.
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Figure 3.13: Monitoring the changes of coastal logistics and port area transformation
in Galata.
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Figure 3.14: Views of coastal construction and landfilling sites from above.
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Figure 3.15: A critical gaze over the landfilling of Yenikapı.
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their full extents with the eye. The photograph was different from earlier panoramas,
and it imaged the city with its periphery, the city where it ended by its hinterlands
(Figure 3.12).
Aerial gaze over Istanbul: Another flight was on March 19, 1918, before Istanbul
was under the occupation of World War I, a German zeppelin took off from Yesilköy
and flew over strategic military sites along the coast. A shot from that zeppelin
viewed the port at the mouth of the Golden Horn, Galata Bridge and the Quays of
Galata and Sirkeci that were built a decade ago. The maritime space appeared busy
with floating vessels, barges, ships, sailboats, steamboats, vaporettos and cargo ships
(Figure 3.12).
3.3 Critical Delineation Beyond Actors
This section, as the third and final section focuses on actors or agency that is used as
an ontological shift for rendering the shaping of the waterfront in Istanbul with a
potentially new lens. Beyond scalar and temporal frameworks, it renders the coast as
a geography that can be understood with human-nonhuman agencies that form
associations and relations across scales and timeframes. Tripartite structure of scale,
time and actors are connected within themselves. Yet, different from the previous
two sections, here the waterfront is not approached in forms of representation of
space; instead it is rendered as a space of agencies that are non-representational.
Concerning the previous two sections, the coast relates agents that are visible and
invisible; material and abstract. The interwoven agencies of the coast are argued to
be unveiled in the events of material unfixites that take place between land and sea
while shaping the coast.
3.3.1 Human and nonhuman agency and event as urban assemblage
Agency has entered urban studies, geography, architectural design, and to political
and commercial language with a flood of literature behind it. Like many other trends,
this calls a more urgent need to step aside from its sloganized uses and delve into its
meaning to possibly grasp its widespread undertones. The concept of agency can be
re-valued not only as a trend in theory but by going back to its depth of
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understanding the meaning of “action” as distributed ontologically among those who
“act” and those who act by embodied forms of physical space.
In this study, humans and nonhumans pulls back the element of material agency as a
potential of the coast and land. Nature for that requires to forecast its meanings of
any form of existence on earth beyond humans reach of control but become as potent
as the human force itself to have. For a possible -yet debatable- symmetry of nature
and society Latour adds “… we must be able to understand simultaneously how
Nature and Society are immanent - in the work of mediation - and transcendent after the work of purification. Nature and Society do not offer solid hooks to which
we might attach our interpretations.” (Latour, 1991, p.95). Social and natural
sciences as acts of purification of the science from other practices in life such as
politics, economy, and morality were problematized in Latour’s approach especially
gave way to political ecology. By his texts, “association” and “re-assembling,”
entered the realm of natural sciences and political theory with the popular
terminology of “assemblage.” Agency is a form of distributed “action” among those
who “act” and those who act by embodied forms of physical space.65
The conceptual background to “assemblages” as a translated form of agency is found
earlier in Deleuze and Guattari’s texts66 which affirmed the background of Foucault’s
Discipline and Punish. For them “concrete assemblages” could be cracked to open
and see how the “abstract machines” performed. This crack is, therefore, more direct
relations among enabling a direct association among the political, the moral and the
material. By so, the intended ontological reframing of material space in this section
can be possible over a crack to the concrete assemblage of the waterfront’s
geographical body.
For the crack, a methodology to use agency as a thought pattern can unlock
potentials within the production processes of urban space. The argued crack is the
65

Reassembling the Social (Latour 2005) delves into the social sciences by that questioning the
meaning of “social” that refers to organizations and relations among people. For Latour, social means
“association” or “connection”. It refers to associations between heterogeneous elements and things in
its broadest sense. It traces relations among humans and the world; between socius and earth. Latour’s
theory is more concerned with “verbs” than “nouns”; “relations” than “substances”; “actor and
actants” than “society and capitalism” (Harman, 2014).
66
Deleuze, 2006; Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; Deleuze, Guattari, & Guattari, 1983
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phenomenon of “events.” Before getting to that, the conceptual path requires towards
event becoming an assemblage requires unpacking. Deleuze and Guattari’s use of
agencement is translated to English as agency which is derived from the Latin
agere.67 Assemblage is used along with the assemble with the meaning of “coming
together” or “gathering” whereas in the industrial context it wears on the meaning of
assemblage of machines with their “machinic parts” that come together by different
types of fixtures. Recalling that agencement, in its earlier uses was related to Latin
root gene – giving birth, genitus later it was used to order things in a good way. It
should be noted that it is used as an ecological term to refer to species of animals or
plants living in certain areas and are somehow related to each other (assemblage
d’espèces). Agere, is used for things having a state of being having action. Agency is
theorized later to gain the linguistic meaning to do, to make, to act, to organize, to
order as in Deleuze and Guattari, and echoed in Latour’s agency which re-paired
agency as a derivation from the word agencement as used in French. An action is
discussed as a way of becoming active and as Latour put it, it was a quality which
nonhumans associated with humans. In a society, as Latour uses, it generates
“associations as among members of society” which is used in an expanded meaning
of the social. In Turkish assemblages has multiple translations that make us see that
beside the etymological correctness of meanings, which call doubtful meanings in
translation.68
The lens of looking at space through nonhuman agency allows us to transcend the
scalar disjunctions of waterfront space and defines a plateau where multiple elements
and geographies are in association with one another. From extended port geographies
to the elements of port scapes; from cartographies of ports to technologies of
maritime navigation, from elements of navigation to vessels of transport and the
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Agencement is the noun form of the French verb agencer which is used for the meining of an
apporporiate ordering. In everyday use, agencement is used for interior design of spaces from
decoration to furniture from their montage to their production, installation and applications; agenceur
is the person who directs these arrangements of space. In this respect it refers to the coming together
of a multiplicity of parts together, which makes its meaning closer to the mechanical assemblages of
machines with part-whole relationships which would be an incomplete definition of organizing space.
It has a meaning of fixity once the agencement is complete which would be an incorrect way of
explaining assemblage in urban space. For Deleuze and Guattari it gains the meaning of an open
ended organization of things in their becoming process of heterogenous multiplicities.
68
In Turkish the translation of agencement is used as “düzenleme” which has a meaning of “ordering”
(Akay, 1991) while Manuel De Landa’s “Assemblage Theory” is translated as "Öbekleşme Kuramı”
in 2018 with a meaning of “coming together.”
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transported goods, from hydrological dynamics of the sea to its ecologies. The
materialization of the waterfront is therefore the materialization of these elements as
material agents. Claiming an ontological association transforming each other, the
human act of shaping space is a way of assembling space, whose assemblages can be
cracked open. This section arrives at the “material agency” of waterfront across
elements of mobility.69
Unveiling agencies is an inquiry action of how humans shape space and how
nonhuman agents shape human actions in return. How to unveil the agency of
multiplicity of actors in a complex network of associations remained obscure until
this section. The previous scale and time sections gave an illustrative and spatial
rendering of the shaping of waterfront but lacked the grounded actuality of the
waterfront space as an agent bearing material agencies in itself. The question if
waterfront was a geographical agent required a methodology to rendering agency by
spatial translations. For that, this section focuses on the event70 as it is argued to
disclose agency of things, was the field that the actions of things became apparent,
was unfold, unveiled. Events are keys to disclose enigmas where multiple agencies
come together and form ties between “abstract machines” such as ideologies,
economic trends, designs, etc. and “concrete assemblages” as the physical space of
waterfront itself. For that, the waterfront is approached as a space of “material
unfixity” in which material exchange or flows are pulled back into the center of
disclosing the geological, and architectural bodies that make up waterfront space.71
Waterfront as a spatially, materially and socially unfixed line, can therefore be reconsidered as a space of assemblages / intervowen agencies / currents whose
dynamic shaping process can be conceptually tied to social, political, ideological and
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For the use of socio-materiality in history architecture, urban culture and nature studies, see:
Heynen et al., 2006; Kaika, 2005; Till, Kaika, & Swyngedouw, 2012. And for its intersection with
ideology and media see: Caprotti and Kaïka, (2008). Producing the ideal fascist landscape: nature,
materiality and the cinematic representation of land reclamation in the Pontine Marshes, Social and
Cultural Geography, 9(6): 613-634
70
Event was not an a priori concept in the evolution of this thesis, it generated with the elements of
glossary. That is why, the study does not go further in the philosophy of event, but draws a path from
agency to event. Event is approached from Braudel’s concept of “événement” derived from the court
durée as dicussed in chapter 3.2.
71
As these events come together, they form the long durée of the physical change of the waterfront
and towards the other as these events are broken down into moments, the agents are disclosed.
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ethical rendering of this deforming urban edge. Assemblages in the context of the
waterfront are re-conceptualized as material dispositions, flows, currents of space
that shape the geological and human-made terrain, a dynamic geography to unfold
when delineated through historical aerial photographs as in the previous section.
With this sections’ take to that, events are delineated during the shaping of
waterfront, from a point where the shaping is less representational, from the
perspective of uneasy spatial stories at the ground of everyday life.
3.3.2 Delineating the events of landing and landfilling in Istanbul
This glossary is linked to the two assemblages delineated above, the events of
landing and events of landfilling that generate the spatial dynamics and dispositions
of matter from sea to land and from land to sea. The delineation texts derive
information from this glossary as a background. Based on research composed of
heterogeneous elements developing an interest on human and nonhuman agencies,
natural events and political events, elements of maritime space, newspapers and
everyday life, photographs form the coasts, master plans and port plans, maritime
texts, travelogues, and personal experiences over site visits.
Arriving at the port
Istanbul by the sea and from the land was experienced as two distant worlds. The
traveler Edmondo De Amicis, while arriving at the port by a distant sea trip in 1896,
wrote how mystic and beautiful the city appeared from the sea while on the dock of
his ship. Several hours later he would write that the serenity of the morning had
completely disappeared, and the city became a horribly tiresome and chaotic place as
he moved into its backstreets in land.
From sea:
As the fog burns off from the shores of three cities and seas at one continuous view of Galata,
Uskudar and Kadikoy, Bosphorus and Golden horn. Galata of a forest of masts and flags. “A
sapphire blue and dotted over with little purple buoys, reflects the minarets in long trembling
lines of white”. And the Sea of Marmara “thousands of gaily painted and gided pleasure
boats”… (De Amicis, 1896).
From land:
The visions of the morning have disappeared, and Constantinople, that dream of light and
beauty, turns out to be a huge city, cut up into a succession of hills and valleys, a labyrinth of
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human anthills, cemeteries, ruins, and desert-places-a mixture without parallel of civilization
and barbarism, reflecting something of every city in the world, gathering within its borders
every aspect of human life (De Amicis, 1896).

Breakwater
The coasts of Marmara are difficult landings for ships during the Southwestern
winds. (Figure 3.16). The port of Theodosius and other ancient ports needed walls
and breakwaters to provide shelter for the ships. Port of Haydarpaşa required a
building of a long breakwater. If the city is mirrored between Europe and Asia, what
the historical peninsula provides for the waters of the Golden Horn, is that in the
Anatolian side of the city by this breakwater to secure the port of Haydarpaşa. The
first breakwater was built in 1889 with the decision to build a port in Haydarpaşa,
with a length of 595 m. The enroachments extend under the sea of 18 meters of
depth. The breakwater was enlarged in 1953 by a second one with 760m that today
reaches 1100 m with additions over time (Figure A.15).
The first breakwater was built with difficulty and with the stones cut from Sivriada,
an island in the Marmara. In the 1980s, the breakwater was also used by people for
swimming, as one swimmer wrote: "We were going there in the 1980s by boats from
Kadıkoy and Haydarpaşa, one day, we went to the breakwater for fishing. When we
got there, we saw that it was an ideal beach to enter the sea as well, so we started
swimming. It could be accessed by boats by then, today is more of a resident for
black cormorants and seagulls.”72
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Atılgan, A. (2011) Haydarpaşa, TMMOB Mimarlar Odası Yayınları.
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Figure 3.16: Accidents and weather conditions by the water.
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Figure 3.17: Rulers of land and currents of flowing waters.
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The Bridge of Galata
The presence of the bridge was considered as a large problem for the inability of the
port to expand to the shores of the Golden Horn. The bridge was the actual spatial
agent that acted as a connection between Pera and Eminönü, yet was a barrier for
expansion of the port between the years of modernization of the starting from the
1920s until the full capacity construction of the new port of Haydarpaşa in 1970s.
The bridge was considered as a “wall of iron” (köprüler iki demir duvardır) that
caused problems for the passage of the cargo ships to enter the estuary. As the bridge
was opened in the late night and early morning, its shifts affected the rest of the daily
working schedule of the port for the rest of the day. Moreover, it acted as a barrier of
iron that was an obstacle for the sea vessels to pass under which occasionally caused
maritime accidents of the ships crashing into the piers of the bridge (Başar, 1930). In
the first aerial images of the city were shot in 1909 by the aircraft that flew over the
port and the bridge of Galata. The busy sea traffic around the bridge, with landing
passenger and cargo ships, kayıks and mavnas are visible in the frames (Fig.3.12).
Canal and river
The history of canals in Istanbul has confounding coincidences. One of the first
canals Cetvel-i Sim (Silver Canal) was built as a recreational garden for the royal
family, at the river mouth of Kagithane (Figure 3.17). It is a long canal that was
constructed as a straight strip to the naturally meandering river and it is where the
river now marks the commencement of a long industrial and residential valley that
stretches inland for 15 km to the north.
The river basin reached the new airport project with its massively flattened
earthmoving site which engineered the geography by over a thousand construction
trucks for the construction of the reportedly largest airport of the world. A project
that is a tool of political propaganda towards a new geography of Istanbul shambled
of large scale infrastructures by the governing party.
In 2012 election, a canal project was announced as the project that are going to
"make Istanbul stand not only on two continents but also a new between the two."
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It continued "so many cities that have a river running at its center, but Istanbul is

the only city to have a sea running across it. With the commencement of this project,
Istanbul is going to become a city with two seas running across it. The project was
reported to be a 45-50 km long canal that doubled the strait of Bosphorus with a
depth of 25 m. Its announcement generated pro and counter public debates
concerning the ecological damage, social and physical catastrophes it can cause. The
maritime geography, the size of oil tankers, and container ships that the canal is
going to allow with its width differing between 250 - 1000 meters. Breakwaters to be
built at the Black Sea for security, offices for guiding captains, lighthouses, docks for
towing boat, marinas, container ship ports, logistic hubs.74
Container Box
In 1973, a critical turn of detachment in longshore took place in Istanbul. This is the
year the first container got into the circulation of the box which was revolutionary to
maritime trade by its architecture of standardized dimensions. The dimensions of the
container that is still in circulation today in the global shipment industry (6.06 x
2.60m) which allows an efficient way to transmit the cargo from the carrier ships
directly to trucks in the land, reducing the amount of storage at warehouses inland
and allowing stacking up to three five storey. Starting from the year 1957, small
containers arrived in Istanbul's Salıpazarı and Haydarpaşa ports. They were from
American military organization Tuslog's "Koneks" company, which were smaller
containers than the standard containers.75 Salıpazarı Quay lacked any capable cranes
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From the speech of Erdogan during the election campaign 2012
(http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/iste-erdoganin-cilgin-projesi-kanal-istanbul-17648284)
74
As per the news report for the size of the ships crossing Canal Istanbul “Kanal İstanbul'dan geçiş
yapabilecek akaryakıt tankeri ve konteyner gemilerinin azami boyutları belirlendi.”
(https://tr.sputniknews.com/ekonomi/201803031032483776-kanal-istanbul-gemi-boyutu/)
75
In the early 1950s, before container shipping was an idea, New York handled about one-third of
America's seaborne trade in manufactured goods. New York's role was even larger when measured in
dollars because the port had increasingly come to specialize in high-value freight. This success was
not easily earned, for the city had some important disadvantages as a port. The city's piers- 283 of
them at midcentury, with 98 able to handle oceangoing vessels- were strung out along the Manhattan
and Brooklyn waterfronts. The main railroad connections, however, were across the harbor and across
the Hudson River, in New Jersey.
The Lindsay administration's public bluster notwithstanding, officials now recognized that the
Manhattan docks had no future. In 1966, parks commissioner Thomas Hoving requested permission to
convert Pier 42 in Greenwich Village to recreational use; over its protestations, the Department of
Marine and Aviation was forced to cede the pier's upper story. By the following year, a dozen carriers
had placed their first orders for new vessels meant to carry nothing but containers, both in their holds
and on deck.
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or winches and the inland quays were not suitable for the dimensions of this new box
to land (Müller Wiener, 1994). What happened between Manhattan and New Jersey,
the dislocation of the port out of the coastal strip is what happened to Istanbul at a
modest scale between Galata Port and Haydarpaşa. The transposition of the modern
port required much more land facilities than the Galata and Sirkeci Quays could
offer. The container box required large winches that could handle 30-40 tons of load.
The delivery of the goods to the inland, to Anatolia was easier with the railway lines
nearby (as opposed an alternative to transport across the first bridge over Bosphorus).
The state is developing its port cities like Mersin, and others.
The entrance of the container box to marked the end of the barge guilds and hamals
as the handling labor shifted from its two-century-long dominance of human labor to
a mechanized system (Güvenç, 2016, 2017). The shift of the working port from
Galata to Haydarpaşa is not a flip across the waters, it is a story of the container box
and its architecture that altered the urban geography of Istanbul irreversibly. The
transformation of maritime logistics appear on aerial photographs as the container
boxes shape different geometries of coastal logistics (Figure A.6 and A.10).
Despite the mechanization, the port was still struggling with spatial insufficiencies.
The container arrived at the terminal, stacked on top in three rows with mobile
winches that moved between the edge of the concrete dock and land. The entrance of
the container box in worldwide trade and its grounding impacts on the transformation
of labor is photo-narrated in the Fish Story of Alan Sekula.
If the stock market is the site in which the abstract character of money rules, the harbor is the
site in which material goods appear in bulk, in the very flux of exchange... But the more
regularized, literally containerized, the movement of goods in harbors, that is, the more
rationalized and automated, the more the harbor comes to resemble the stock market. A
crucial phenomenological point here is the suppression of smell. Goods that once reeked –
guano, gypsum, steamed tuna, hemp, molasses – now flow or are boxed. The boxes, viewed
in vertical elevation, have proportions of elongated banknotes. The contents anonymous:
electric components, the worldly belonging of military dependents, cocaine, scrap paper (who
could know?) hidden behind the corrugated sheet steel walls emblazoned with the logos of
the global shipping corporations... (Sekula, 1995).
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Construction site
A visit to the construction site, a landscape of concrete piles and pouring of concrete
in the quay of Salıpazarı. A floating pile-driving plant rests between the land and sea.
This construction scape mixed with the ruin scape of the buildings. The valley of
Bosphorus echoes the sound of piling machines like an amphitheater. The
multiplicity of lines marking the coast gives evidence for the material layering of
previous functions and the new construction of the coast. The first line is from the
old customs; it required a yellow line as an alert for the customs borders "do not
cross the yellow line" painted on the concrete deck. The second line is the alert for
the workers of the construction (Figure 3.18).
Finger Piers
İstanbul Maritime Bank and Port Authority published a pamphlet for the renovation
of the port in Galata, Sirkeci, and Haydarpaşa The New Shape of the Port Area in
Istanbul (İstanbul Limanına Verilecek Yeni Şekil) between the years of 1952-55 as a
revision of the master plan. Finger piers are a North American waterfront typology
that was planned to engage the grid plan to the working port. It suggested building 5
large finger piers with warehouses on each, a scheme to multiply the length of the
shoreline for more efficient landing. The shortage of land facilities, lack of storage
areas, entrepots and the limited coastal landing considered that the average number
of ships docked at the harbor was 16-20 per day, only 6-7 of them could be docked at
the land harbor at the stern. This proposal aimed to land the entire facilites of the port
as an alternative to the water-dependent landing process. Except for some entrepots
in the land this scheme was never realized (Figure A.12).
Haydarpaşa
Across the strait, waters of Haydarpaşa were shallow and tidal. At times of the
northern winds, the sea level would lower 60 cm, and the seabed surfaced. At the
edge of the sea cliffs of the Asian side, the rhythm of the sea is far from the tame
waters of the natural harbor. This results by the construction of two breakwaters
offshore to protect the Asian port from southern waves. Two breakwaters, two
protectors of the mechanized port. If Haliç is the natural harbor, and Galata port is
the semi-natural port then, Haydarpaşa was the is the first mechanized and modern
port of the city. If Galata Port was the quays of mavna, Haydarpaşa is the port of the
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container box. Galata or Sirkeci quays could never have space for container winches
or stock space for the boxes which carried globalization in the volumes 6x2.5x2.5
meters and spread it across the oceans.

Figure 3.18: Delineations from a stroll in the construction site of Galata Port by the
land and by the sea.
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Figure 3.19: Delineations and organization of the maritime space in the port of
Galata.
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Figure 3.20: Human labor and logistics in the port of Galata.
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Figure 3.21: A maritime plan for the sea space and the floating port.
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İskele (pier)
İskele (scala in Italian, pier in English) is the structure that connects the maritime
network with the land. Similar to port, as the gate that connects the maritime trade to
the city, iskele is used for all kinds of landing structures that enabled small ships,
kayıks, vaporettos to land. İskele is the ultimate assemblage that enables the flow of
any type, the flow of goods, the flow of passengers, with machines like cranes, or
with human handling labor. İskeles were small wooden or stone piers. They were
extensions of main streets, that were named after the use and kind of good arriving
like İskele for lemons, for timber, and so on. These mostly stood over wooden pillars
that could stand on the muddy shores of Golden Horn. In Galata and Sirkeci at the
two sides where the estuary finally opened to the strait, the waters became deep,
making it difficult to build those easy iskeles. (Müller-Wiener, 1994). The point of
contact between land and sea. Port is, therefore, the whole coast intervowen with a
multitude of places of connect.
Landing goods
Once a ship arrives at the port: It anchors to the buoys. It is surrounded by kayıks and
mavnas to handle the goods to land. The cargo first needs to be sorted out,
categorized. The goods are distributed to different mavnas or kayıks on water. Barely
one-third of the goods are transported to the customs, the others are set off for iskeles
or to warehouses for transshipment. Each destination, each different good requires a
separate mavna. This is a complicated and inefficient distribution to be performed on
water. It is difficult not to mix up goods and their addresses.
Mavnas, towing boats, puvantors, and chief puvantors set sail at 7.00 AM to the
anchored ships. This is because until 6.30 AM the Galata bridge is open for the
passage of large ships. It should be closed to enable these small vessels to pass out of
the inner port. All the commencement of landing of goods is tied to the closing of the
bridge. If there is a delay in the big ships, it effects the bridge, and all the ports entire
schedule is stressed. 08.00 AM. Everything is ready, the small vessels have found
their ships, and ready for handling with required custom permits.
Works begins. This is a period until 08.00 - 17.30. Puvantors record the goods and
cross-check their quality and quantity. Mavnas are filling up with goods. Each
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tradesman asks for a separate warehouse for their own goods. When the loading of
the goods change, mavnas sets aside from the ship's crane (sapan) and leaves space
for the others. (There is only one single space for each ship to have a mavna at a
time.) All other mavnas, bargemen and workers wait for their time. Sometimes
mavnas are not fully loaded by a single day of handling, they are transported to land
overnight to wait for the next day.
Once the mavnas are full, one needs to cover them fully with a cloth. And then they
come to the watchman's place (bekçi yeri). This place requires ultimate security and
control over the goods against any theft or weather conditions like rain or snowfall.
Now the ships are empty, and the goods are on land, yet the difficult part is not over.
Customs are usually full, there may not be new space for the coming goods. The
cranes at land are not strong enough to transport the goods. The work is left for a
large number of hamals to carry. Sometimes the load in the mavna is way too much
for a single day unloading. So, they wait and wait at the coast to completely unload.
Even that it seems like the job is done, the danger of goods being damaged, lost or
mixed up during the transportation in the land is a threat for the company since the
compensation is at their part. This needs to be carried with extreme attention.
Controls are made by the port company. The whole process of this may vary from
two days up to thirty days (Figure 3.20). The port company's gain of the handling
process from the ship to the customs (ship – mavna – towing boat - watchmans' place
– customs) which starts at the sea and ends in land costs 200 kurus. The other
expenses from the quay to entrepot and to the magazine by hamals requires 1050
kurus. The first due to the rudimentary organization of handling at the sea.76
Mass meeting
Since 1977, Labour Day demonstrations were allowed at Taksim Square for the first
time in 2010. Works for pedestrianization project of Taksim Square commenced in
November 2012. In 2013, Taksim Square was closed for Labour Day rallies. In April
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2013, construction of the proposed metropolitan meeting square in Yenikapı landfill
started. Until then, the major mass meetings of the governing party were held in
Kazlıçeşme. One month later in May 28th, Gezi protests broke out. President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan held the first mass meeting at Yenikapı Square in 2014, 23rd of
March, for the Local Elections on March 30th. On the 4th of June 2014, the Mayor of
Istanbul announced Yenikapı and Maltepe infills as the only squares in Istanbul
allowed for mass meetings77.
The same year in August 3rd, for the Presidential elections on August 10th, Erdogan
held his first meeting at Maltepe Square that was infilled in 2013. The dispositions of
the construction debris flew to these the coastal infills which pulled thousands – for
some, millions of Istanbulites gathered at the coastal squares of no backstreets to
escape. These infills have been monuments of the shift from the urban gathering at
the public spaces, streets and squared out to the edge of the seashore. Another form
of exile of the public space in Istanbul (Figure 3.24). Yenikapı a flat-landfill becomes
an area of easier surveillance and control stage for the rallies. Maltepe remains the
sole manmade open space and park for recreational use of millions living at the
Asian side neighborhoods (Figure 3.22).
Maritime accidents and prevention
Waters are not always in favor of the maritime people working at the floating port.
At the mouth of the strait, traces of ships, barges, and thousands of remains of
accidents are sunken down on the seabed. A barge / mavna crashed into a steamboat,
and then to another. These accidents are often in this port that cannot find a clear
landing place to the concrete walls of the quay. The land side of the port is the dense
neighborhoods of Galata with busy streets, of magazines, of shops. The same spatial
shortage is the reason for the row of moorings 50 m offshore as the length of the
quay falls too short for landing 20 ships at once. With the labor of the bargemen
barges ship between land and sea to unload and handle the goods to the city. The
quay is jampacked with boxes of and smell of a mixture of all the goods fresh or dry,
waiting to be carried to the shops. The land values are high, and the port cannot
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Figure 3.22: Manipulating the geography of waterfront in Istanbul as a political
scene and the watershed of Yenikapı.
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Figure 3.23: A delineation from the sea to land: notes from a vaporetto trip and the
maritime space.
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Figure 3.24: A delineation from the land to the sea: notes from a stroll along the
coast of Yenikapı.
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expand or build new warehouses or entrepots. Proposal for a new port, a new shape
for the Port of Istanbul required finger pier like those of New York to be built to
stretch the coastline surface and enable more landing capacity. The project was not
realized. Instead, a port across the waters in the Asian side would be constructed to
replace the older slowly.
Regarding the accidents that happened during storms or Eastern winds, several
attempts to organize the floating port scape on the water with rational layouts for
landing were made. A map from late 19th-century Men-i Müsademe (1893) intended
to be a preventive guide for collisions and accidents among ships and sailboats. With
its details, the mariners could see the necessary information bathymetry, moorings,
lighthouses, underwater shelves and coastlines of the city. The layout stacked the
entrance of Golden Horn by two rows of moorings in line with the coastline and
enabled a clearance for the passage under the Galata Bridge (Figure A.14). Further
organization of the mouth of the estuary was planned after several years (Figure
3.21).
Mavna
Mavna (barge) is a Turkish – Ottoman term with Arabic roots (a rare name to have
an eastern origin in the maritime language of Greek – Latin origins) maona (it.),
magona (sp.), mahon (fr.). Mavna, is a large sailboat that carries the load from larger
ships to nearby land. Bargemen had the duty to dig out the pools in the shipyards; to
provide digging tools, ploughs and laborers; to remove the excavations out of the
Golden Horn and prevent the estuary from unnecessary infills; to carry pebbles for
the ballast of ships; to carry stone claddings and sand for the roads that for the Sultan
constructed for ceremonial promenades. They were used to clean the coastal space of
the city. During southwestern winds, these ships could not sail offshore and had to
unload their excavation around the waters of Kizkulesi and Ahirkapı78 (Figure 3.16).
The architecture of the mavnas in Istanbul were different from the barges that were
used in the ports of the oceanic cities. Their bodies were easily be overturned by the
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currents or the wind. Some had masts and sails while some only depended on the
oars.
The container box marked the end of the presence of the mavnas and the bargemen
guilds in Istanbul. The port was famous with its fights among the bargemen and
hamals, at times for their inner competition of jobs or carrying passengers, and at
times for their rising dissidence to the port authorities against the modernization
attempts (Quataert, 2017). The guilds were aware of the threat that stood ahead with
the mechanization of the port. The dislocation of the working port from Galata to
Haydarpaşa after years of unnegotiated debates over the machinization of the port
came to an end due to the discovery of the container box by an entrepreneur in New
York’s busy port owning a truck company. The port of Galata was extremely
inefficient in terms of its spatial organization, and the depth of the quays were too
narrow for the loading container cranes to install. The major functions of the port
required to be removed out from the old quays that served the city for half century.
The box did practically the same work as a mavna with much less labor and with
more capabilities. Firs of all, the box could be stacked on the cargo ship, it was
weather-proof, once landed on the port it could store up to three storeys of containers
that worked as a self sufficient warehouse, and the boxes could be easily mobilized
by loading on the trucks and transported in land. The box was the true global enemy
of the barge organization that was spread its rudimentary storage on the fluctuating
waters of the sea and depended on the guild’s fragile labor. The moment when the
first container box arrived in Istanbul, marked the end of the port that used to be
partially on the sea together with the social organization of the mavna guilds and the
bargemen.
The “natural” harbor and the modern port
Golden Horn's convenient shores and still waters remained as the inner port, the
natural harbor of Istanbul's port, as the reason of the city becoming a major gateway
port. Harbor of Galata is the space of human-made (or engineered) port with the
quays at its shores in the late nineteenth-early twentieth century at the locus of
modernization attempts to the working port. Haydarpaşa was the "modern" and
mechanized port across the waters of Bosphorus, with a landing to the outer port.
These three main maritime spaces fell short when ports in Ambarlı and Tuzla were
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added as ports decentralized to the urban periphery in the 1990s until the present
time. Between Istanbul and Izmit, the last zone can be added as the fourth maritime
space that is the Northern shores of Marmara that works as a network of a sea-bound
infrastructure of smaller industrial ports. As the working port dislocated, the old
harbors and quays at the core of the city turn into archipelagos of neoliberal
transformation projects. Coastal geography of the center is shaped, engineered by
infrastructural projects, power landscapes, port transformation areas (Figure A.5 and
A.7).
The urbanization process of Istanbul can be followed through the dislocation of the
working port. The water bodies, crossing the waters of Golden Horn, Bosphorus and
the landing technologies highlight the major agency of the water bodies that played
as much crucial roles as the structures in land. Starting from the central urban core
covering the peninsula, Galata and Uskudar until the 1960s, then the expansion to the
two continents across Asia by the opening of the first bridge across the Bosphorus,
and the sprawl along the coastal strips of southern shores of the Marmara draws the
growing urban land as is usually known. Besides that, a geography of urbanization
can be drawn by the dislocation of the working port(s) and their maritime spaces in
Istanbul.
As shown in (Figure A.5) the location of the working port follows the natural harbor
of Golden Horn, Galata, Sirkeci, Haydarpaşa, Tuzla and Ambarlı as the sequential
dislocation geography of the working port. The core maritime space, the water body
between the quays of Galata and Sirkeci plays a key role in the birth of the modern
port, that got detached from the shores of the natural port, to the human-made port of
Haydarpaşa. The dislocation of the working port from Galata to Haydarpaşa took
more than half a century. The debates among port authorities, and planners continued
on the decision of where the new modern port was going to be located. The bridge of
Galata marked a critical border of the maritime zone between the inner port and the
port of Galata.
Locating the modern port of Istanbul was a key issue to shape the waterfront in
Istanbul. The location of the port was a long debated urban issue as seen in multiple
master plans, newspapers and reports by planners, port authorities, and politicians.
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One plan was to extend the port in Yenikapı. Another idea claimed that the most
convenient option was using the estuary’s longshore in full capacity. One scheme
proposed the lagoon of Küçükçekmece as a new port and industrial area to the city.
None of these schemes were realized. None was as convenient as to enlarge the port
right across the water to Haydarpaşa.
Quay
Different from the piers that connect land vertically with the water, the quay is a
horizontal landing apparatus that straightens the coastline parallel to the landing. On
the quay, machines, and winches are aligned parallel to the water on rails. Goods
were handled via these cranes and transported to the warehouses by the horizontal
slide of cranes. The first quays to be built in Istanbul were in Sirkeci, Galata, and
Haydarpaşa. Quays in Galata were one of the first projects of the coast to split the
water-land by geometry and landing technology as different apparatus from the
estuary's mudland wooden or stone piers that were extensions of streets. These quays
required warehouses, customs offices, magazines, storages in the land.
The building of quays, as attempts to dislocate the port out of the natural harbor of
the estuary, was a slow process against the currents and drifts of the sea and geologic
instabilities of the ground by earthquakes. For modernization, the port had to be
"landed" and one of the first proposals was to build a new harbor in the old Yenikapı
where Theodosius's port was located (Başar, 1930). However, the amount of
landfilling of the port at the southern shores by sediments and sand in the past
centuries made it impossible to think of another port with extreme engineering and
maintenance costs (Müller-Wiener, 1998).
It took three times longer to build and restore the quays between 1892-1900 in Galata
and the quays of Sirkeci were more difficult to stabilize since the ground was already
an unsteady landfill of neighborhood fires demolitions filling up the Byzantine port.
In Galata, stone queries in Marmara Islands to build rock cut infill, to the 232.000 m3
stone and 157.000 m3 earth fill. With an earthquake in 1894, the quays were highly
damaged and partly collapsed with the infill walls. The Building of it required more
rock queries to open. It took another ten years, until 1910 to firmly stabilize the
quays on the ground against landslides (Op. cit., p. 140).
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… and all towns involved in maritime trade acquired modern port facilities, with new quays
on extensive embankments, solid moles, spacious wharves, breakwaters, and specialized
building equipment. In every case, the harbor works also entailed radical changes to the
traditional waterfront … Istanbul was the last of these large cities to implement harbor works.
Although projects for modern docks had been under preparation since 1872, construction
works were eventually undertaken only after 1890 in the Golden Horn… smallest harbor
project as compared to the ones mentioned above, on an overall dock landfill of 3.0 ha, and a
total length of quays of 1,128 m (758 m in Galata and 370 m in Sirkedji).
(Hastaoglu-Martinidis, 2010).

Rivermouth
The land above Langa street was filled by river Lycos, then by excavations of
monumental buildings, mosques, and ruins of urban destructions of the city. River
Lycos or Bayrampaşa Deresi, ran across the historical peninsula dividing the
sequence of plateaus of Golden Horn from the plateau of Marmara, forming the
valley which today forms the plain of Vatan (Menderes) Boulevard (Kuban, 1996,
p.11). Port of Theodosius was located at the mouth of Lycos. Similar to other ports
of Constantinople (Neorion, Iulianus, Eleutherius) port history is negotiating with the
aluvionic waters of the estuary and river mouths. Port of Theodosius was at the deepwater inlet of the river mouth and was used for unloading grain imported from Egypt.
It used to take a couple of weeks to ship cargo ships to layover at the bay and several
days to unload and handle to the warehouses. It was filled and used as an urban
garden (bostan) for growing vegetables. Vlanga / Langa meaning ‘outside’ in Greek,
was the name used for the port was regarded as an outside.
Sea Currents
Currents of the sea are either routes to navigators to set sail in Bosphorus or are
routes of the freely flowing urban wastes in an around Bosphorus whose form creates
flows and swirls at certain turning points where the land forms capes or bays. The
currents often made it impossible to sail by small boats upstream to North. Golden
Horn has calm waters besides the southwestern and the eastern winds, it has a weak
flow from the two rivers of Kağıthane and Alibeyköy that brought in freshwater
which was enough to keep it clean until the industrial contamination and wastewaters
connection after the 1950s. The water inlet of the estuary was safe for ships to
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embark or anchor offshore, yet the entrance was difficult for ships with eastern
winds. Even at the time of Sultan Mehmet, the currents of Sarayburnu were reported
to prevent ships from entering at the time of eastern winds. By then, ships had to sail
up until Kizkulesi and changed routes towards the mouth of the estuary afterward.
(Müller Wiener, 1994, p.43)
Underground landfills
The geological survey made for the construction of an unrealized underground metro
line proposed in 1970 shows the coastal land of manmade infills and the calcareous
strata of the earth (Figure A.18). In these two, different histories of geological and
cultural past appear piled up on each other, beneath the feet of Istanbulites.
Waves and dry docks
Cities those with a coast to the ocean are different from those with a coast to an
enclosed sea by their wave rhythms. The former has a lunar rhythm, a dynamic tidal
coast open to oceanic storms; the latter has the solar rhythms of the Mediterranean
Sea (Lefebvre, 1992) which can more easily be tamed for a secure port. In Istanbul,
at times of southwestern winds, the historical peninsula becomes a giant breakwater
and saves the natural port of Golden Horn from the waves, making it a perfect pool
for shipyards. The dry docks carved into the hills of Şişhane to Kasımpaşa, which
were constructed for an oceanic typology of tidal waters were aliens to the estuary's
calm waters.79 Dry Docks are a typology developed for oceanic and tidal shipyards in
North Europe and England.
Winches and Container Cranes
Haydarpaşa is built below a sea cliff partially as reclaimed land and as concrete
loading platforms after a small quay was used as the terminal of the Anatolian
railway line. Before the construction of the port, during the northern winds, the level
of water dropped down 60 cm, and the shallow seabed surfaced. During a slightly
strong southwestern, when there was storm surge in the sea of Marmara, mad landing
impossible. The transportation of goods from the trains to ships would stop long days
of waiting from the baggage trains at the station (Müller-Wiener,1994).
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Winter of 1929
1929 was the year Golden Horn was frozen, ice cubes from the Danube ran across
the Black Sea to Bosphorus. The accidents were most in the mouth of the estuary and
the strait since it was crowded with vessels, ships on buoys, mavnas, kayıks,
vaporettos, sandals, salpuryas… The currents of Bosphorus got stronger at the
mouth of the estuary where the buoys of the port were anchored offshore. Barges
were the prominent vessels of the maritime space and usually appeared in
newspapers by their accidents. Excerpts of some accidents from daily newspapers
and the history of the port are as follows (Figure 3.16).
January 6: In the midnight, sirens of the ships in the port alarmed the citizens for the
impending long cold days of stormy winter. Most of the citizens while deep asleep,
did not hear the sirens, and those who have did not know what to make out of it.
January 7: Some of the ships at the port crashed each other dredging on the sides. A
British ship Bantirya unchained from its buoy and crashed into the vaporetto
Neveser. Moderate damage was seen in both ships.
A vaporetto sailing from Antalya to Istanbul crashed into an Italian ship in
Bosphorus. Some of the buoys of the port barely escaped sinking drifted away in the
waters. Due to the storm, ships waiting to sail into the Black Sea could not pass out
of Bosphorus.
February 21: The day had unsettled weather. Sun shined occasionally, following a
heavy snow. Nothing extraordinary happened in the city except for the uncanny
event of a Greek flagged ship Patsis crashing into three barges at the port and sinking
one. The loaded cargo was spread over the sea. The bargeman and the cargo were
rescued from the sea to land by the help of the nearby tradesmen.80
April 9, 1872, Salıpazarı:
English vaporetto Staffa crashed into a Greek sailboat. The sailboat sank.
October 28, 1873:
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Ottoman vaporetto crashed into English ore carrier Clifford and then sank.
August 18, 1874:
French vaporetto Tamise drifted with the heavy currents and crashed into
English vaporetto Bengalia.
January 8, 1874:
Egyptian steamboat Rahmaniye unchained from its anchor during loading and
drifted towards Ottoman vaporetto İsmail. A mavna between the two got
crashed with two casualties.
September 7, 1875:
Russian vaporetto Lazareff got heavily damaged with the crash of armored
frigate Lutfi Tevfik. 81
October 14, 1880:
Haliç vaporetto Ayakapı with passengers crashed into a pontoon of (Galata)
bridge, causing several casualties
Between years of 1909-10, 60 accidents were recorded in the port, 8 of them were
due to stormy and foggy weather; 37 of them were from crashing ships; 5 were from
crashing of steamboats or vaporettos into Galata Bridge. The locations of these
accidents reveal that the most turbulent part of the maritime space was waters
between Sarayburnu and Ahırkapı. A sunken ship of English vaporetto John
Morrisson's wreck was the reason. The wreck was attempted to be exploded and
carried away but resulted with five casualties by an early blast.82
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Figure 3.25: Delineations of three technologies shaping the waterfront: the barge,
the container box and the construction truck.
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Figure 3.26: Critical delineations of waterfront: landing, landfilling and landcutting.
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3.4 Three Coastliners of Istanbul: Mavna, Container Box and the Construction
Truck
Three critical delineations show the three ports with three different histories of
landing and landfilling. Galata, Haydarpaşa and Yenikapı. Different landing
structures, concrete decks, logistic organization and histories these areas hold the
material stratifications of different processes of urbanization on their coasts. Each
with different level of human appropriation to the coast and with different critical
issues surfacing fom their shaping processes. The coasts of Galata hold the struggle
of modernization of the city of port to mechanization of port from a floating logistic
landcape of barges and buoys to the fixed land facilities of quays followed by the
transfromation of culture industry and tourism. Haydarpaşa’s lines show the slow
extension of land on shallow waters for the integration of Istanbul to the flows of
container boxes by forming new grounds for the landscapes of globalization. They
were the material witnesses to the entrance of the container box and globalization to
Istanbul, and marked the end of the sea based old port of Galata’s barge guilds. The
coasts of Yenikapı as the oldest port among the others is an amalgam of urban
transformation, landscape of the economy of construction that overruled the
landscape of power by the recent landfills for the mass meeting area. The three coasts
hold the stories, multiple agencies among the technologies, nature and economy of
the production of the coastal space in Istanbul. They consequentially mark the key
networks of urbanization that played a major part in the expansion of the city in the
past century. The machines that constructed the human-shaped geography of the
waterfront can be monitored from the aerial photographs as landscapes of barges,
container boxes and construction trucks each inserting its of logistic geometry and
engraving the landmarks of transfrormation to the coastline (Figure 3.25).
Besides these old port areas, the unrealized canal project stands as an extreme scale
of land moving to re-shape the port geography of the city with tools of urbanization
for the sake of increased rents in land. As an unrealized idea, it remains an ultimate
utopia to satisfy the desires of territorialization manipulating the geography of
Istanbul (Figure 3.26).
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The material displacements among land and water are surfaced by two crucial events
that have different socio-economical and political orientations; the event of landing
and landfilling in Istanbul. Landing belongs to the logistic activity of the port in
multiple forms that carry materials, goods or people from sea to land. Landfilling is
the sum of acts that territorialize the use of the waterfront by the growth of land
towards the sea for terrestrial uses such as infrastructures, roads, infills. In the end,
the shaping of the waterfront transforms the codes of encountering with water,
humans, the social realms of public space and the hypothetical political ecologies of
the coast in Istanbul. The acts of landing and landfilling as the two main directions
of the deformations of the coastal space signify a critical spatial apparatus of shaping
the waterfront in Istanbul that goes beyond the actuality of urban space and relates to
an ontology of shaping space by humans between the territorial motives and the
maritime world.
The direction of the shaping of waterfront among the land and water is manifested in
two tendencies of landing and landfilling in Istanbul. The growth of land has
developed the material unfixity of waterfront and appropriation of geography in
Istanbul. As re-viewed in the light of this chapter the twentieth century witnessed a
shift from the use of water as a frequent landing landscape in the earlier phases of the
working port crowded with piers and smaller ships, and a networked port towards a
less busy maritime space by the building of modern ports and appropriation of
waterfront as infrastructure space such as coastal roads or tunnels. The heavy
industry of shipbuilding industry and medium scale warehouses, workshops along
the Golden Horn were removed. The shift was parallel to the process of
terrestrialization of port, in other words, changing the project of a natural port
floating on sea space to a port that founds most of its logistics in condensed
modernized land facilities in outer areas by the explosion of the city to its periphery.
During the long transformation of port landscape, the role of the container box and
the spread of the global economy through this cargo technology played crucial roles
to dysfunction the modern quays and piers and replacement of concrete loading
docks.
The integration of global economy continued through the building of cruise ship port
at Galata which is going to house the dominant cultural and touristic complex to the
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city once the construction is complete. A commercialized control public space and its
appropriation by neoliberal programs or loss of identity and increased rents,
gentrification. In any case, the present global economy and its geographical spatial
fix continue to set the rules of new public spaces and their codes within the
consumption culture and comfort zone in ongoing and upcoming coastal
transformation projects in Galata, Tersane, Haydarpaşa or others. Golden Horn’s
ecology remains at the verge of contamination as the semi-sweet waters are mixed
with the salty waters pumped across Kagithane. Following the coastlines, the coasts
are brittle against natural forces. At the turn of the twentieth century, the construction
of quays was delayed for decades due to landslides and earthquakes. The
advancement of concrete technology allowed new types of port landscapes.
Ironically, the coast is still brittle against major forces of geology. The geological
and oceanographic surveys report that the southern shores of the Marmara Sea are
under risk against a possible earthquake.
With these extractions from the tripartite inquiry that used conceptual and
cartographic methods in tandem, the discussion critical delineation aimed to gain a
resultant vector that can ambiguate differences of the land/sea; human/nonhuman;
natural/urban; near/afar; urban/extraurban; historical/present. The coast is a space of
interwoven ecological, political, economic, social agents and their assemblies;
multiple relations of power, flows of capital, appropriation of ideologies, natural
cycles and rhythms which are almost impossible to completely sort out from each
other. Up to this point, drawing coastlines have guided to decipher the scales of
objects and fields, temporal stratification of geographical and architectural
formations in history, and the natural and urban agents of space that surface through
events. They unfolded the complex interdependency of political, ecological,
economic, social actors that perform agencies together in the shaping the coast in
Istanbul. The line splitting the land and water is charted, mapped and folded.
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4. CONCLUSIONS: Critical delineations of projects and the planetary space
Critical delineation of the coastline in Istanbul has layed down a cartographic and
conceptual research to cross-over the divides of micro/macro beyond scale,
historical/present beyond timeframes, human/nonhuman beyond actors in the
previous chapter. As a study that stands between the object based and the field based
rendering of urban space; also between the world of architecture and urban
geography, it has explored a potentially new critical cartography to develop tools of
architecture and urban geography for the problematic of shaping the waterfront in
Istanbul. It concludes by potential contributions for the confrontations of architecture
and its interdisciplinary encounters with processes of urbanization in Istanbul. The
spatial tools and concepts that marked the initial ground to the study require to be revisited and critically re-thought. As well as, this holistic understanding of the
waterfront including a possible aesthetic and ethic dimension deserves to be redefined through representational and non-representational methodologies, as the title
of the study clarifies that “this is not a line.”
The conceptual agenda of positioning the waterfront as a human-shaped geography
has revealed that any demarcation attempt to delineate the coastline as a fixed line is
futile. The urban edge of the waterfront be concieved beyond its bordering condition
or a confrontation among the water and land. The contour splitting land and sea; the
coastline, is a dynamic path that deforms in time, abberate in shape represents the
unfixed material body of the coast. Reframing the urban edge connecting scales from
the very large to the very small; from historical to present; renders the contour of
water as a materially dispersed body. Therefore, the spatialization of the waterfront
as urban edge calls a comprehension of a web of interwoven ecological, political,
economical, social agencies and assemblages; multiple power relations, flows of
capital, natural cycles which are impossibe to completely dissociate from each other.
This can suggest different ways to question the spatial frameworks of the city’s
urbanization processes. Again, laying down the reasoning behind the affirmation of
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“this is not a line.” The question of if this is not a line, what is it cannot be answered
with a short answer. “This is not a line” is the affirmation for the nonrepresentational skepticism that perpetually casts doubt over the representations
used in the methodology. With this perspective, the aerial photographs, maps,
delineations of the coastlines presented as the visual and cartographic research cast
the doubt once more, on themselves.
The process of urbanization, discussed as a planetary phenomenon, generates critical
edge conditions. The complex political, ecological, economic, and social agents are
impossible to completely distinguish from each other. Therefore, the quest over the
phenomenon of the urban edge reveals potentially transcending differences between
land/sea; human/nonhuman; natural/urban; near/far; historic/present; material/
immaterial; micro/macro; textual/actual; and representational/nonrepresentational as
the edge condition eventually dissolves.

As a study that stands between the object based and the field based rendering of
urban space; the presented meta framework is positioned between the world of
architecture and urban geography. By coining this, it claims a new experimental zone
that weaves among the two paradigms in many ways. The weaving aims to open new
grounds for the crucial convergence of the architectural and urban realms in the
context of controversies and crises of urbanization. It has explored a potentially new
critical cartography to develop tools of architecture and urban geography for the
problematic of shaping the waterfront in Istanbul. This can be an experimental
contribution to the possible confrontations of architectural and urban amalgams to
become critical of the processes of urbanization in Istanbul.
In conclusion, the waterfront of Istanbul deciphers itself through critical delineation
unveiling the oscillations among the terrestrial motives of projects of land and water.
Visualizing delineations of the shaping contours reveals the underlying projects of
territoriality and authority in history between elements of a city with ports and a city
of territorial projects. Consequently; the unfixity of materials, coastal logistics and
spaces of transformation bear witness to the tensions among changing types of
territorialities, globalization and urban projections in Istanbul.
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Waterfront: the aerial gaze over the “the salty, sharp and bitter neighbor”
Script excerpt from the film "Tekerleme” by Merlyn Solakhan, 1985, says that “The
city is divided into three, by bitter waters.” On a small rowing boat crossing the
waters of Bosphorus, the script continues: “this water has drawn the lines of the
destiny of the city and the people living here” (Bu su binlerce yıldır bu şehrin ve
insanlarının kaderini çizmiş). Three pieces of land, three peninsulas surround the
core of the maritime space. Each gives way to different destinies of their geography
and to what happened at their coasts. The spatial dislocation of the working port
between these three peninsulas, spread over a century's time by delays, dissidents,
struggles and controversies that were related to the social and natural geography of
the sea on which a web of events taking place.
Water, as defined by Plato 2500 years ago, is a fluid, “salty, sharp and bitter
neighbor” to the state that defines the level of corruption of the citizens. The city
shall not be at the coast but in land, to leave the contamination of the port outside the
urban center (Figure A.21). Istanbul’s port and the waterfront has been at the core of
the city. The port functioned with turbulent dynamics of the sea currents; spaces of
accidents. Masses of trash and wastes, construction sites; piled up on the spaces of
political propaganda, a space of globalization, a space full of life by algae, fish and
other life-forms. As the projects materialize, the map of the coastline marking the
waters and the land of Istanbul changes in small and large scales.
A gaze over the aerial photographs shows that the amount of material alteration
today is more rapid than the past century. Therefore, looking at the changes of the
coastline is not looking at a chart or a map. It is looking at ourselves. Delineation of
the coastlines is, in other words, drawing an auto-portrait of our own face which we
assume to know very well. The doubt increases as we go into details. It gives the
geographical lineage to question how land and water is appropriated, shaped and reused.
Waterfront as a space of material unfixites, projects, and events
Rendering urban geography by following the material unfixity which is a paradoxical
outcome of the “spatial fix” forms new grounds to discuss the human impact on
geographies of urbanization. Critical Delineation contours over and around
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architectural space, objects, cities, buildings, along the waterfront as it contours over
dispositions of the material unfixities in flow. These unfixities become physical in
geologies and of architectures like infills, infrastructures, construction sites, port
landscapes, logistic spaces and technologies between land and maritime space. The
coastline becomes a material and critical representative of this dynamic edge
condition. Here, waterfront in the lens of critical delineation deciphers the material
unfixity and flows by the emphasis on the material ontology of the spatial elements,
coastal landscapes or logistic spaces, that make up the urban edge. As an holistic
perspective against the waterfront as a transformation site, delineation is an
unfolding path to embody complex interdependency of agencies. Re-thinking the
urban edge with the filter of the vibrant flows is also rendering the space of projects.
Project as a phenomenon in this study, is the the apparatus which collects divergent
systems of authority to shape space and alter geographies. Projects shaping space
including will of the state power, economic or utopian visions appropriate space and
geography via architects, planners, or engineers. The space of the waterfront is
rendered through the visions and ideas of different kinds of projects over the
coastlines in Istanbul. The quest for redefining waterfront as a project, the coast can
be conceptualized as a critical space which was materially appropriated, calculated,
and shaped as it is designed and transformed. Global examples of shaping
waterfronts were exemplified in cases of transformation of port cities; from the use
of industrial production to the rise of urban centers as public spaces. Examples
showed that the deformation of the coastline required to be positioned beyond
boundaries of Istanbul, at a wider context in processes of urbanization on the planet
via diverse projects. Critical delineation aimed to reverse the presented captivating
process of the project as the line of authority that shaped space. Speaking in
Deleuze’s terms, aberrations, in other words, deviations or deformations and
delineation in different terms, is a “line of flight” from the status quo of the project.
Eventually, urbanization cannot solely be filtered through projects, nor can it be
grasped entirely devoid of them.
As the globalization of the perspective of globe is confronted by the rise of the
geography and thoughts become grounded to the planet earth, waterfront equally
calls for broader conceptions of the world. The globe, the earth, the world and the
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planet beyond being terminologies of divergent worldviews, can alter the way we
think of urban space and in this case the space of the waterfront. In this stance,
rethinking planetary urbanization blurs boundaries of nature and urban. Urban edges
demand to go beyond the frameworks of projects which struggle within
anthropocentric motives and differences of the natural and the manmade phenomena.
Delineation of the coastline demarcates a critical line, beyond borders or splits
among land/sea; human/nonhuman. Therefore, when rendered in the context of
planetary space waterfront can go beyond abstractions of projects that manipulate
and appropriate the urban edge.
The material body of the coast bears evidence to the scenarios of abstract machines
and projects shaping the waterfront in Istanbul. From political ideologies to
neoliberal developments, forms of landscapes are physicalized at the contour of
waterfront. Flow of materials, of landing goods and the landfilling operations signify
two different logics in the territorial and maritime authorities along the coast. While
maritime accidents, landing become physical in the technologies of shipping
(logistics, portscapes, container boxes) and landfilling becomes physical in the
construction landscapes, geographical body of the waterfront bears the traces of the
overall projects. Coastal landscapes like ports, piers, quays, rivermouths, estuaries,
landfills, coastal roads, parks, embody these traces of the material and spatial
unfixity of the waterfront. With the acquired lens, Istanbul’s waterfront can become a
space to contextualize planetary and state borders in its body.
Waterfront, the grain of the landfill, the landing structures, and the maritime
technologies play parts in the relationality. A barge crashing into a steamboat in
Galata port in 1929; a container box landing to Haydarpaşa in 1979; a construction
truck landfilling Yenikapı in 2013. These events and potentially many others are key
tools to disclose the formation of the waterfront in Istanbul. Detecting the agents is
available through reading events bacause they bear the information of the space,
material flows and their agencies to alter the economic, social and political
geographies of urbanization.
Space is rendered through an animated, grounded and vibrant geography where
borders, and lines among land and water dissolve. Waterfront with this lens allows an
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open-ended field of criticality to see the process of urbanization and projects through
the mobilization of the material flows of space across all scales. It ontologically
holds the web of agencies of water geography in relation to power, systems of
territoriality, ethical understanding of humans and nature, forms of authority and
many other critical concerns. Therefore, the coastline that has been used to decipher
the shaping processes, reveals the underlying layers of agencies and relations and
once again concludes that “this is not a line.”
A résumé for the tripartite framework of critical delineation: un-scaling, nonlinear
temporality and event as urban assemblage
The methodology of critical delineation of waterfront is constituted in three parts that
are interconnected with each other. The question scaling, and unscaling space; the
historical record in the material body of geography and the human – nonhuman
assemblages in shaping concrete space. The material unfixity of the waterfront is
argued to be followed by re-assembling space across scales, time and actors. In this
respect, the tri-partite expansion calls a scale-less conception of space; nonlinear
intersections of temporal frameworks; and the agency of humans and nonhumans that
surface in the form of events of shaping waterfront. These three axes of inquiry have
rendered the waterfront in Istanbul at the context of a more holistic understanding of
“planetary space.”
Critical delineation draws associations of material flows at all scales
The waterfront as a more extensive geography brings together a heterogeneous set of
scales, by unscaling preconceived frameworks of scale. It marks a network of
broader geographies of hinterlands, connected with forelands, waterways of the
Mediterranean and Black Sea in relation to the granulation of scale into smaller
dimensions of the objects like the carrier, the cargo and the logistics. The material
networks connecting these geographies become visible as objects of maritime space
like cruise ships, cargo ships, container boxes, mavnas become apparatuses of the
changing coastal logistics as well as the coastal landscapes. These objects are spatial
apparatuses that overarch scales and be related to state, the global economy and
changing power regimes of larger territories.
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Critical delineation monitors the aerial photographs as historical record and
evidences to the shaping of the coast in longue and court durée
Monitoring the coast by aerial images grounds a critical gaze to facing with the
forgetting and memory; how this record is engraved in the geological body, on
material dynamics of the coastline in Istanbul. Following the urban transformation of
waterfront with the actual materiality of the transforming urban space with the aerial
photographs with construction sites, or working port scapes highlights gap between
the intention of projects and the actualization of the projects.
Critical delineation draws associations among human and nonhumans in the events
of landing and landfilling
Through events, geographical, ideological, economical, ecological actors actants of
the waterfront are unveiled. Events of landing gathered the port function that focused
on the material flows. The events scale down, and any daily encounter with the
waterfront can become a way to dig into the multiple agencies. The convergence of
agency and event is translated to generate a new concept to decipher urban
transformation in this study as "cereyan" in Turkish to include multi-scalar and
longue durée material flows of waterfront with their political, economic and
ecological forces and apparatuses in an encompassing web of interconnections. The
coastlines to this city at all scales, across temporal frameworks and agencies bear
witness to evolutions and rifts of the port city and the city of projects in Istanbul.
The coast as an agent in Istanbul and an urban edge to planetary space
The phenomenon of urban edge in Istanbul is commonly referred to an endless city.
Rendering waterfront by the lens of critical delineation tries to start a way of
understanding the space with a holistic lens of merging political economy and
ecology. It becomes openly visible that re-thinking its spatial meaning as the
question of the borders of the urban along with the context of the planet, renders
larger geographies. For example, the microplastics that have spread around the world
and found inside the Antarctic ice, or newly found agglomerations of trash in the
Atlantic Ocean that form islands, show the scale of planetary debris.
The coastal geography of Istanbul marked by an estuary, rivers, lagoons, cliffs,
rocks, sand, and straits; as a hydrological geography it would cover sediments, sea
currents, geography of the seabed, and other ecologies. As a port geography, it would
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array the trade routes, the forelands and the hinterlands of the surrounding continents
and states. As an urban transformation geography, it would highlight the project sites
as islands of development or the manipulations of the public spaces. Yet none of
these would cover the whole picture of the complexity of interconnections among the
agents of these spaces. Waterfront as a planetary space through critical delineation
suggests opening a holistic spatial definition.
Moreover, the coast as a material agent has affected the processes of urbanization in
Istanbul. In terms of how and at what scales the city grew, spread over the peninsulas
was inherently graphed by the surrounding waters. Therefore, the coast is a vibrant,
unfixed and dynamic interval of cross-scalar agents. Similar to the design of objects,
the design and the shaping geographies of the coast have assembled new relations of
land and water. Critical delineation of the coastline tries to follow these agencies that
surface with the shaping of the coast and its material flows. And asks is it not true
that the ethics of humans shaping the coast are re-distributed in each act of building,
in each project, in each displacement of land into waters?
A quandary of delineating lines for projects and material flows
The coasts lay down paradoxes that oscillate between the space of the project and the
planetary space. While the project shapes the territories, space of geopolitics,
appropriates military space, draw abstractions for master plans, border spaces of
states; make delineations of spatial fixes; planetary space embodies the multiplicities
of ecologies, draws open-ended associations among humans and non-humans, make
delineations for material unfixities. Often at conflicting paradigms, the first is a
discriminative, logical and projective; the latter is bodily, metabolical and composed
of associations.
We see that the lines of projects and lines of geography often depict different
geometries. The planetary space thinking can generate a common rendering of a
utopia of borderless unity of the planet, while paradoxically the borders that
subdivide the space and subordinate territories. State borders and uneven geographies
continue to mark differences. The paradox here is between the lines of projects and
the vibrant ground of geographical space. Is it not the same space of the planet that is
subdivided by the lines of the national borders? The answer can be no, because of the
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abstract space of distributed powers; and yes, due to the ecologies of the planet.
Within this paradox of the planetary space and state space, waterfront marks borders
and generate borderless economic, political and ecological networks and flows.
Similar to the geographies of the planetary space, the connectivity of the port cities
created smooth spaces of circulation which countered the fixations of the state. Yet,
both equally distance the urban habitat from the natural rhythms of the waters and of
the maritime space. Landfilling coasts, in that respect, is more than an infrastructural
project; it is an act that strengthens the property, land and territories.
Within the writing course of this study, the largest project in the urbanization history
of the city was opened, the new airport built by flattening of the geography of a
seventy-four million sqm area by grey concrete and asphalt amid the northern green
belt of the city. In the recently released report, the ten-kilometer long coast to its
north is filled with the excavation and leveled by the landing lanes. Less is known for
the environmental impacts to the marine ecology and littoral systems among the
biologies between land and sea. Outpoured earthfill into the coast is going to be filled
more with the excavation of an intended project of Canal Istanbul. The movement of
earth and construction debris is to create a new maritime passage for cargo ships,
tankers and cruise ships between the Black Sea and Marmara. A tanker ship crashed
into a mansion house at the coast of Bosphorus, that brought legitimization
comments from the supporters of the canal. If the project is to be realized in future, it
is going to bear evidence to the first earth moving operation which itself is a
geological formation apparatus by human hands to appropriate coastal space for the
increase of rent and land speculation and control of the passage over the strait. The
asphalt-covered riverbeds kept flooding increasingly heavy and sudden rainfalls in
the recent summers of 2017-18. The levels of freshwater reserves fluctuated due to
times of drought supported by the supply of fresh water from surrounding cities by
long water pipelines. Many meetings took place on Maltepe and Yenikapı landfills
geographical shares of the political geography of the city, in Yenikapı taken by the
governing party and the Maltepe in the Anatolian coast by the opposition party.
Aerial photographs and videos were circulated in televisions and social media as
images of propaganda to count the number of masses gathered in the coastal meeting
landfills or to propagate the grandeur of realized projects. Transformation of the old
shipyards the Tersane project was opened to the public before the local elections of
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2019. Historical peninsula appeared as the background silhouette of Camlica Mosque
and TV tower as monuments for election meetings in Yenikapı. In the course of this
research Istanbul’s ground continued to make heads spin, the moment one located the
self on ground, fastly enough, the boundaries were changed.
In Istanbul, projects of landfills of Yenikapı or Maltepe as political meeting areas,
the seaport adjacent new airport, and the intended canal project illustrate the central
authority of the state; hence increase territoriality (Figure A.9). Landfilling is
commonly spread over time in the urbanization history: The landfilling of the
beaches, construction of the coastal roads, tunnels, modernization of ports,
deindustrialization of the coasts, touristification of the bays, privately owned socalled public spaces of the coastal transformation and so on. Overall, the
appropriations of the waterfront as a multitude of projects can be charted in the lines
of critical delineation. A critical remark should finally be noted recalling Lefebvre,
that the rhythms of Mediterranean cities in the course of history have oscillated
between “democracy and tyranny.” Similarly the coasts of Istanbul bear memories of
both.
The bright and dark side of thinking planetary space and cosmopolitan ethics
The conclusive section ends by a critical remark on the bright and dark side of
planetary space thinking. The conceptual agenda of Lefebvre’s planetary space in
terms of urbanization and architecture has experimented cartographic and theoretical
expansions through critical delineation of the coastline in Istanbul. However, the
conceptual and spatial detailing of planetary space still waits for further elaborations.
It is equally critical to look for ways to put waterfront as a political and planetary
common departing from Lefebvre. Planetary space thinking, which was Lefebvre’s
inspiration from Costas Axelos, the spatial definition can further include territories,
as well as ecologies of water within and out of reach. The planetary space thinking
eventually can nest the scales of the state-space, urban space, spatial territories of
geographies, buildings, objects, and across scales.
Reminding how the neocolonization of planetary space works for different
geographies, creates new boundaries, how the borders among states are increasingly
fortified with polarized politics is crucial. Regarding this, it is doubtful to fully adopt
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the scientific rendering of the world as an ecology, as a planet of things, as a sphere
on which all humans are non-humans are “equally” assembled.
The critical delineation following the curves of space deciphers the spatial presence
of humans on the planet as well as it calls for an ethics of shaping geographies and
urban space. In that respect, this attempt is still at an embryonic state, yet it can
become a tool to initiate a critique of urbanization for the betterment of citizen rights,
rights of geography and of nonhumans. It is crucially important to see the quandaries
of the unresolved problems that continue to generate inequalities and injustice among
humans and nonhumans. In this respect, a call of a flat ontology among human and
nonhumans falls short and conceals the truth of differences and unevenness of spatial
distribution of power and economics. In other words, a planetary worldview with
humans as equal being on it, and of the nonhumans as another set of associative
beings conceals the inequalities and injustice and political divisions. This marks the
quandary of the planetary space and projects. Delineation promises a liberated
continuation of geography and the planet while the projects engrave striations, cuts,
and differences.
The huge discusson on humans and nonhuman agency are fruitful yet still need to be
carried further into the ethics of humans and nohumans, to the extent of humans
welcoming the others, in order to come up with the potentials of the ethical positions
to be discussed in studies of urbanization. The encounter of humans and nonhumans
beyond a closure of their ontologies, is an ethical relation where human, planet and
space meet on the ground of ethics, specifically by cosmopolitan ethics, which
constitutes an open welcoming of the other. Cosmopolitan ethics by Kant, was a field
of ethics to signify shared opennes to welcome others and heterogeneity. The concept
of cosmopolitics is recently used in urban studies to generate a holistic approach to
include ethics of appropriating urban space in the light of co-habitation. The idea of
welcoming others calls the reinforcement of sharing common habitats of humans and
others at the spaces between land and water. It would be too extensive for the
objectives of this study to relate cosmopolitan ethics and planetary space, yet the idea
of a common coast remains as a final dimension to add to the critique of
urbanization.
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In each moment of construction, in every idea of a development project, what is
critical about the shaping of the waterfront is re-formulated. The fragile and
politically dynamic geography of Istanbul that is reshaped by terrestrial acts is seeing
the planetary space with its bright and dark side. In the dark side, recalling Socrates
of Plato, the “salty sharp and bitter neighbor” of the sea is equally an agent of
corruption of the citizens living at its coast. If to position oneself on the water is
equally positioning oneself in the universe, it is going to be more hopeful to see
oneself as a “citizen of cosmos” as Diogenes of Sinope once said, for coastliners
living at the contours of the earth.
Even legends of lost continents demonstrate that cities belong to terra firma (firm
land/solid earth) and to mare infidum et fluctuosum (infidel and fluctuating sea).
While the waters are surging alarmingly to swallow island-states, new grounds
emerge with evaporating seas, submerging floods and melting of the ice, how could
one position oneself on the ground by the solid earth or by the ocean floor in the near
future? The shaping of the coast in this point articulates a critical topology of broader
territorial connections.
Overall, following the shaping of the waterfront is an open-ended questioning over
the spatial alterations of the coast and urbanization in Istanbul. It generates broader
questions about the dilemmas and contradictions among lines of water geographies
and the lines of projects. The notions of planetary space that establishes a leveling of
humans and nonhumans still shortcomes to face the differences of borders by
political divisions and nation-state spaces.
Critical delineation as an incomplete work
Critical delineation is incomplete in many ways. It has used mapping and drawings,
yet it is not a mapping study. It has used texts, master plans and images of urban
history, although can barely be considered as an urban history narrative. It would be
impossible, within the framework of urban history to overarch such an extensive
historical span of a century and longer period without gaps; and similarly to conduct
a research claiming to cover the un-ending folds of the coast without a single focused
site. In that respect, the research so far could only briefly highlight the critical
conceptual turns of scale and temporal frameworks. Yet, it can trace many points of
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growth and continue in other possible ways by focusing on specific locations,
historical intervals or projects. The fragments of the glossary as have been collected
intuitively and personally at some parts, can grow and be further explored with more
focused studies for particular cases in other parts of Istanbul or other geographies.
The urbanization process that swept the history still requires to shed light to its less
explored periods of the history of the city and its maritime space. The spatial
transformation that Istanbul’s coast went through can be blended better by more indepth descriptions of the backdrops of urban sociology and closer readings of the
related political and economic context, in further studies.
The process of drawing coastlines, which evolves further into a critical act of
delineation, has potentials to reveal crucial matters of urbanization and its critique.
Displacements in coastal geographies by construction of landfills, excavations,
transportation infrastructures; coastal roads and bridges, transformations of industrial
areas, adaptations of port landscapes, changing logistic technologies of landing,
maritime traffic, and sea vessels mark the dynamic space with the flows of materials
between maritime and terrestrial space.
Even though the study used data from archival research and many references from
urban history books in a fragmentary way, it cannot present itself as any form of an
alternative narrative of urban history. It cannot fulfill the goals of an urban history
text. Which is a limitation because it has centered the problematic of urbanization
and search of an ontological adjustment to discuss waterfront's part in urbanization.
In this way, it illustrates an alternative to use urban history in the position of firstly
visualizing and then of the theorization of urban waterfront cartographies.
The presented methodology of critical delineation can be carried to other critical
water geographies. Geographies of Mediterranean, Marmara and Black Sea can be
subject to other studies as transforming port cities or other large-scale projects.
Geographies in land can equally be subject to critical delineation, riverfronts of
Anatolia or border landscapes concerning more critical state-spaces with the role of
water bodies at all scales can be integrated to the presented conceptual-cartographic
approach. The methodology can be used together with other media like photography
or videos; likewise, with ethnographic methods. The critical delineation can be co177

produced with field trips and other critical spatial practices. As the question of the
appropriation of water and land spaces highlight struggles and dynamics of changing
climate, human impact on environment, advent of capitalism and its culture, issues of
mobilization and increased state authorities rise further questions on how edge
conditions, borders, and boundaries of the planet are materially subordinated.
This study has used tools and sensitivities of space developed in architectural
practice to amplify the theories of urban space as an experiment to approach critical
urban practice. The research does not materialize a concrete practice yet. It claims for
a shift in the ontology of the shaping of the coasts in Istanbul and it cannot fulfill the
demands of any concrete suggestions of how the coasts should be shaped in better
ways in the future. For that part, I would insist that concrete practices of architectural
and urban design on the frontline are a more creative media in life than the lines of a
doctoral thesis. Yet, it highlights the critical “matters of concern” of the already
existing critique of ecological problems, violation of coastal laws and issues of urban
commons by positioning the complete work of critical delineation as an ethical,
aesthetic and political engagement with urban space in Istanbul.
Remembering the initial questions by the personal experience that addressed
dilemma of architectural practice in the waterfront transformation project and the
seeming impotency of architecture for making concrete changes in shaping the urban
space, it is hardly possible that this study can give direct solutions or concrete
answers. For example, what would this work mean to the clients or the parties of
authorities that produce the transformation projects remains as a question that can
find aswers in further practices. This study can only give hints at the level of how
could architecture and urbanism re-organize their capacity to confront crises of
urbanization indirectly.
After critical delineation
The presented study cannot claim to have realized full potentials of any critical
practice. Besides all the attempts, it becomes clear that a geography like Istanbul or
Turkey is worth discussing by its own concepts, methodologies to understand and to
make change in this city. Critical delineation of waterfront was an attempt in that
respect as a critical cartographic experiment. It highlights the potentials of
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transdisciplinary tools to be used to render urban space from a critical position. Other
spatial practices may look hopefully for expanding new ways by using methods of
other media and collective work.
This study has used multiple methodologies between disciplines of design, art, and
urban history between architecture and urban theory it has situated at the intersecting
points of human geography and digital humanities. This cross-disciplinary approach
derived from the problem that formed the gap between architectural theory and urban
theory that no longer could respond to urgencies questioning the crises of human
habitation on earth. It claimed for a position to momentarily forget the disciplinary
differences and find an enclave in a primordial ground of drawing (coast) lines.83
Arriving at the critical delineation of the coastline as a cartographic methodology
transect the realms of the different dimensions including theories of urbanization, art,
and political ecology in relation to architectural practices. Hopefully, it can
contribute to further studies and works that transcend the effects beyond itself and
beyond academia.
The methodology of critical delineation cannot remain restricted to the coastlines. In
further studies it may be adapted to any other kind of edge, border or outline, at any
scale, from the delineation of an object, a building, an urban edge, at a state border or
along a geographical rift. It may use objects, architectures or infrastructures. The line
can get nomadic in other forms of space, it can get lost. As a methodology between
the objects and fields it can translate larger scales of into smaller scales and vice
versa. In each case, it would disclose material dispositions and agencies of various
assemblages that make up the studied geography, architecture or object. Needless to
say, it would require a critical border or edge condition, which is dynamic or
contested to disclose. A dynamic edge due to natural forces like disasters, to
accidents, or to projects that impose changes in the hydrological landscape at any
coastal condition: landfills, building of coastal infrastructures, buildings of dams,
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By this a priori affirmation, this thesis cannot easily claim to find a way of negotiating architectural
and urban theory between space and text (beyond their intersection recently in infrastructure studies)
or to close gaps of a discipline making space by its technical and artistic means and the other ways of
delving into intangible of its production through economies and ideologies.
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waterways, changing of riverbeds, to projects of state borders, transnational
infrastructures.
What this study can reflect on the real political world is still open to debate. In
Turkey, certain enhancements and applications to the coastal law are urgent. Aside
from the already mentioned cases, the urgency is visible in coastal violation of the
local habitats of the other landfills in the Northern coasts of Istanbul where the high
level of biodiversity of the coastal littoral zones among the salty and fresh waters that
were formed in thousands of years in Terkos and Kilyos are under threat. The
urgencies of the riverbeds with dams or flood, as well as the privatization of the
coasts are increasingly intolerable in the beaches and shores by the invasive touristic
sites. Or, beyond Istanbul, the debates continue in other geographies of Anatolia. On
the ancient town of Hasankeyf along the river Tigris concerning its preservation from
submerging into the waters of a dam reservoir. In this respect, it is crucial to ask once
again could it be possible by any means to trace the borders of humans or the limits
of urbanization on the planet? Thinking planetary space, requires to abandon the
crises of urbanization with its predetermined spatial frameworks and rather shed light
on the material spread of the human imprint across all scales to shed light to further
questions.
Although outside the humble boundary of this study, it can end by echoing once
again that the overall ethics of the coasts, require broadening their zones of action by
the inclusion of water as commons in urban histories and the current planetary
context of urbanization. Otherwise, activism and common practices can hopefully
translate sensitivities of the concern over shaping water as a problem to real life
through creative forms of active engagement.
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APPENDIX A

Figure A.1: A mindmap showing the layers of the research. Scale, timeframes and actors x cartographies, concepts and elements of glossary

211

Figure A.2: A mindmap for following the material unfixity of the waterfront, multiple agencies and the elements of the glossary.
212

Figure A.3: A timeline map showing the collected research materials in historical
perspective. Aerial photographs, master plan documents, types of landfilling and
landing landscapes, historical rifts in the maritime space, dislocations of the working
port in Istanbul and the development of the macroform of Istanbul (Graphic by the
author).
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Figure A.4: Three types of coastline deformation, maps of urban growth and
maritime navigation in Istanbul.
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Figure A.5: The dislocations of the working port in Istanbul’s port geography and
monitoring the ports of Istanbul and Marmara by aerial photographs.
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Figure A.6: An aerial gaze to the transformation of maritime logistics: landscapes of
container box, barge, construction truck and marinas.
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Figure A.7: An aerial gaze to the displacements of industrial production landscapes.
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Figure A.8: Layers of tourism and consumption culture along the coastline: beaches,
marinas, shopping malls.
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Figure A.9: A critical gaze over the speed of landfilling.
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Figure A.10: Aerial views of construction and changing densities of logistic
landscapes of Haydarpaşa.
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Figure A.11: Delineations of the port of Istanbul in multiple scales.
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Figure A.12: The project for a new shape for the port.
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Figure A.13: Photographs from the land and sea: Landing of the cargo ships on the
sea and at the quays.
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Figure A.14: Planning the sea space, drawing lines on water for the prevention of
maritime accidents.
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Figure A.15: Projects of the constructed land for the port of Haydarpaşa.
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Figure A.16: Landfilling the beaches and gaining land for coastal roads.
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Figure A.17: Clearance of the Golden Horn.
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Figure A.18: Geological stratification of ancient ports and surveying the coastal
corniche of manmade landfills.
228

Figure A.19: Curiosities and a poem about the seabed.
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Figure A.20: A linear inquiry: calligrams, calligraphy and poetry. If this is not a
pipe, how could this be a line?

230

ATHENIAN: Well, now, how should we describe our future state? I don’t
mean just its name: I’m not asking what it’s called now, nor what it ought
to be called in the future. (...) This is my real question: is it to be on the
coast, or inland?
CLINIAS: The state I was talking about a moment ago, sir, is
approximately eighty stades (nine or ten miles) from the sea.
ATHENIAN: Well, what about harbors? Are there any along the coast on
that side of the state, or are they entirely absent?
CLINIAS: No, sir. The state has harbors in that direction which could
hardly be bettered.
ATHENIAN: A pity, that. What about the surrounding countryside? Does
it grow everything or are there some deficiencies?
….
ATHENIAN: Then the state will have tolerably healthy prospects of
becoming virtuous. If it were going to be founded near the sea and have
good harbors, and were deficient in a great number of crops instead of
growing everything itself, then a very great savior indeed and lawgivers
of divine stature would be needed to stop sophisticated and vicious
characters developing on a grand scale: such a state would simply invite
it. As it is, we can take comfort in those eighty stades. Even so, it lies
nearer the sea than it should, and you say that it is rather well off for
harbors, which makes matters worse; but let’s be thankful for small
mercies. For a country to have the sea nearby is pleasant enough for the
purpose of everyday life, but in fact it is a ‘salty-sharp and bitter
neighbor’ in more senses than one. It fills the land with wholesaling and
retailing, breeds shifty and deceitful habits in a man’s soul, and makes
the citizens distrustful and hostile, not only among themselves, but also in
their dealings with the world outside.
- Plato’s Laws, Book IV 84

Figure A.21: The coast and the state according to Socrates in Plato

84

Excerpt from Plato, Complete Works ed. by Johnh M. Cooper and D.S. Hutchinson,
Hackett Publishing Company, Indianapolis and Cambridge, 1997, p.1391-2.
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Figure A.22: The diagram of collected materials for the research.
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